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Automation is the control of automated proceSSES
where humanbeings can be replaced, to some extent,
by
a machine
It is the operation of prDCE5S and
procedure by means of a self-regulating
mechanism.

Control is the heart of automation.
The concept of the shipboard control system is
not new. It dates back to the early years of iron man
and woodenships when control was carried out through
a relatively simple communication protocol; as the
beat of the drum was heard, the oar was expected to
makea positive stroke. The speed of the vessel was
controlled by the frequency of the drum beat, with a
little
encouragement from the lash.
From there,
shipboard automation has developed to a stage where
the crewless vessel has been tried.
The modern era of

electronics has ushered in a second industrial
revolution and its impact on society, industry, as
well as on the

maritime industry,

could be even

greater than that of the original industrial
revolution.
Havingsubstantial resources and less
manpower,shipowners in developed countries have taken
full advantage out of that by introducing the use of a
very high level of automation in their fleets.
However, developing countries with a surplus of cheap
manpower, lack

of

technical

knowhow, maintenance,

repair and servicing facilities
resources

should

make a

analysis before installing
intensive venture.
iv

and finally

careful

such

financial

evaluation

a high

and

capital

This project studies fleet position, manning
structure, ship—repairfacilities, level of automation
on vessels
and socio-technical
environment of
developing countries like Bangladesh. It also deals
with the fundamental principles of automation to give

access to the described

classification

requirements on automated vessels,
of marine automation

being

societies’

the present

used by the

level

developed

countries and its cost and the impact, reliability
safety of automated vessels.

and

Finally, all the above data and information have
been analyzed to evolve guidelines for the level and
mode of shipboard automation for the
oceangoing
vessels of Bangladesh. Also, to run and maintain that

level efficiently and successfully, further guidelines
to establish our crew levels,
train our ships’
personnel, improveshore repair facilities at the home
port and reorganize a support system from the shore
office. The author has the firm belief that the above
will guide Bangladeshi flagged vessels towards a way
of economicand efficient ship-operation to sustain in
the present tough economic competition.
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1.1 Marine Automation and its Devalopment:

To a housewife automation may be the automatic
dish washer, to the
marine engineer
it may be
unattended machinery, to the shipowner it could be the

difference between profit and loss.
In the broadest
sense automation is the control of automated processes
where human beings can be replaced to some extent by a
machine. Automation is the operation of a process and
performance by means of self-regulating mechanisms.

Originally ship automation systems were unlike
those of an electrical
base, they were
pneumatic,
hydraulic or purely mechanical based control systems.
with the introduction of an electrical control system,
relays were used widely.
Even today
systems are based on relay logic.

many control

‘Electronics has changed dramatically over the
last three decades in the marine field.
with the
invention of semiconductor devices, control valves,
such as triodes, were replaced by transistors.
The
rapid development of solid state electronics,
from
transistors to the advent of the integrated circuit
(IC) in the early 1960's and microprocessor in the
early 1970's, the amount of intelligence that could be
built in to a machine at a reasonable cost took a
giant

leap forward.

The number of complex shipboard

machine--tasks that could be automated has increased
several fold.
Electronic control systems which were

t feasible even just five

years before because of

no
have become obsolete
today.
with the
cos t ,
advancementof micro electronics
technology, todaY 3
micro processor chip on a piece of silicon
5 mmby 5
mm, consumes

nominal power, costs

less than USD

50 and approaches more than one million calculations
per second.
The modern era of electronics
has ushered in a
second industrial revolution and its impact on the
society, industry, as well as on the marine industry
could be even greater than that of the original
industrial revolution.
Now,the microprocessors used
in marine automation systems have become tiny in size,

less expensive, more reliable, flexible,
have reduced shipboard workloads,

safer,

and

manning levels

and

operating costs.
Developed countries’ shipowners,
having substantial
resources and less manpower, have
taken full advantage of this by installing a very high
level of automation on their fleets.
But, developing
countries with
of technical

a surplus of cheap manpowerand a lack
know how, maintenance, repair
and

servicing facilities and financial resources, should
makecareful evaluation and analysis before installing
such a high capital intensive venture.
1.2 Purpose and objectives of the paper:
It has been experienced that when procuring a
vessel developing countries, do not consider the level
and mode of

shipboard automation

they are in a position
successfully
and
circumstances do not
because of political or

and whether

or not

to maintain and run the vessel
economically.
Sometimes
allow them to consider this
other reasons.

In developed countries,
to a shipowner the main
reason for introducing automation in a vessel is to
curtail

expensive

shipboard manpower.

But,

manpower

in developing countries, especially in Bangladesh, is
comparatively cheap, therefore it is very difficult
to justify, from the technical and economical point of
viewI the utility and merits of a very sophisticated
full automation system on ships having a large
compliment.

It is not only the initial investmentof fitting

automation systems on board a vessel thatis required,
but also the proper running, maintenance with repairs

and servicing facilities,

especially at homeports to

keep the system operational.
Besides the system also
requires maintenance by skilled manpowerin order to
run smoothly and efficiently.
It has been experienced that
during the
breakdown or malfunctioning
of highly
automated
equipment, shipboard personnel try to fix it by
replacing components one by one using the trial and
error method. This not only destroys/consumes the
stock of spares and defecated spare parts budgets but
also impairs the ships’ schedules and the company’s

reputation, resulting in financial loss.
In the

context of

the above I have writeen

my

dissertation on the topic with a view to design fleet
automation recommendations/guidelines for my country
as well as other developing countries having similar
fleets and manpower structures.
For our survival in
the present competitive shipping economy and to run

the organization profitably, my objectives
dissertation are to:
- recommend guidelines

in this

on the level and mode of

shipboard automation for our-ocean going VESSEIS
which may also be followed during vessel procurement.
_ recommend guidelines to impart training on the
shipboard personnel to run and maintain the

automation successfully and efficiently and also to
give access to employmenton foreign flag vessels.
—advise on guidelines to establish a safe crew level

for the vessels, considering the country’s techno
socio-economic condition.
develop requirements for shore based backup

facilities

at homeports for maintaining and

servicing the recommendedautomation systems.
—recommend tPeadapﬁma new policy

for

modernizing

and

rearranging the ship operator’s office to give full
support to the ship’s staff for operating and
maintaining automation systems and to run the

organization efficiently from the technical and
commercial point of view.

Other objectives of the dissertation to conclude
vessels’ automation specification are to:
- specify the present development of marine
automation;

- discuss classification societies’ requirements on
automated vessels;

- study the reliability

of automation equipment;

- work out the impact of automation on manning and

safety.

1.3 Area of focus:

(a). Fleet position, manningstructure, level of
automation on vessels and socio-technical
environment of the developing countries.
(b). Basic principles of marine automation.

(c). Present level of marine automation and automation

expected to be introduced in the fleets of
developed countries.
(d). Classification societies’ requirements on
automated vessels.
(e). Reliability investigation of marine automation
equipment.
(f). Impact of automation on shipboard operation.
(g). Cost benefit analysis of an automated vessel.
(h). Requirements to maintain and run an automated

vessel.
1.4 Hethodology:

The basic idea transmitted by the professors,
visiting professors, lecturers of the World Maritime
University, field trips
to different
developed
countries, industrial tours in Sweden and practical
course on marine automation at Flensburg,
Ship
Operation Research Institute, Germany were used as
guidelines.
My own experience
at sea
as an

Electrical/Senior

Electrical

automation problems
Manager in the Ship
Manager (Acting) in the

Engineer, dealing with

and later as Deputy General
Repair Department and General
Marine Workshop of

Shipping Corporation, allowed me to

Bangladesh

choose the

broad

outline of the subject.
All these ideas and tools
would have been futile
and useless without the
critical path adopted at different stages of this

dissertation.

I have asked different ship operators about
their fleet positions, manning structures and levels
of automation of the fleets.
The present level of
marine automation

used by developed

Countrieg

15

Chapter-II

Chapter-III
Chapter-IV
Chapter-I

—+Chapter-VIIT+—{OAapter-I¥J

Chapter-V

I Chapter-VI

:

Chapter-VII

PLAN

CONTENT

ANALYSIS

Control Diagramof the Dissertation,
METHODOLOGY

OUTPUT

.1r¢gdy known and I have also
received detailed
product specifications
of the automated equipment in
use and comingin?he vessels in
the near future
from major reputed automation equipment manufacturers.
The requirements of automated vessels and unattended
machinery spaces are already mentioned in the rules

gnu regulations
of
different classification
societies.
I have procuredreliability investigation
and survey reports on shipboard automation

from different

ship-research

equipment

institutes

and

classification societies.
Analyzing all

the

above information

in

the

light of my own experience on marine automation I have
tried to compromise between manning structure
and
level of automation on the vessels.
From here I have

recommended shipboard machinery
specifications,
upgrading of shipboard personnel training and marine

repair facilities

suitably

giving importance to the

tehno-socio-economic condition of the country.
1.5 Design of the paper :

The dissertation contains 10 chapters.
The
first is an introduction to the research / study
design and process. The second is the background
the country under discussion. Chapter III provides
overview of the automation control fundamentals
understand the behavior of the equipment mentioned

of
an
to
in

Chapter-IV. Chapter IV outlines the current state of
technical
development in the field
of marine
automation.
In this chapter I tried to view
a
picture of present levels of marine automation used by
the developed countries and leading to the automation
likely to be introduced with-in near future which may

be helpful in selecting equipment. Chapter V focuses
on the requirements of automated vessels. Here I have
tried
to mention the requirements
from the

classification societies’ point of view. Chapter VI
contains a reliability
investigation of automated
equipment used on the vessels.
Chapter VII is the
impact of automation on shipboard operation. In this
chapter I have mentioned how manning has been

gradually in the marine field

and its

reduced

effect

on

shipboard operations.
In Chapter VIII
I have
analyzed all the above information and data and

pointed out

the cost benefits

investment for automation

.

of the additional

I have also analyzed

level and mode of automation

the

we should have and other

requirements to maintain the automation. Chapter IX
is
the conclusion
and recommendations where a
specification on automation is
given and other
recommendations to improve our manning skills,
home

port

repair facilities

and

supporting system to maintain the

successfully.

re-organizing

shore

level of automation

C3}iJE°TFEEER:-

I I

BACKGROUND

2.1 Bangladesh in brief:
Bangladesh is a country of 115 million people
and has an area of 1,43,99B square kilometer. It is
bounded by India on the East, West and north, also
there is a small south-east boundary with Burma. The
Bay of Bengal ties in the south.
The country has a
coast line of 1,500 Km, which runs along the northern
most tip of

of rivers,

Bay of Bengal.

A total

of about

streams and canals criss-cross

24,000 Km

the country.

The river network of about 8,500 Km has
influence on the economyof the country.

a

great

Bangladesh has two sea ports, one is
at
Chittagong, on the river Karnaphuly and the other is
at
Chalna, on the river Poshur, known as Mongla.
Chittagong is the biggest port of the country, handles
mainly import and part export of the country.
Mongla
port mainly handles export and part import and also
large volume of cargo of land locked neighboring
country Nepal.
The ECONOMY0*

agricultural

and its

the

Country

is

predominantly

major exports are products such

.g jute, jute-goods, tea, leather, and leather

ready made garments,frozen

foods and so on.

goods;

The major

imports are food-grains, cement, coal, sulphur, iron
scraps, machineries, general cargo, raw cotton, edible
and crude oil.
This calls for a cheapest mode of
transportation
for
movement of above commodities
between Bangladesh and other countries of the world in

the foreign trade and collection/distribution to and
fro from the two sea ports to the inland sector to
survive in the competitive market. The water borne
transport
is the only answer for Bangladesh.
Therefore, the country should have an efficient and

cost effective
over

all

shipping, an essential instrument for

national

government being well

development

strategy.

The

aware of it and seeks to promote

steady development of the national
fleet
in
nationalized and private sectors.
The future target
in ship-acquisition program to a ultimate goal to
carry the cargo as per provision
40:40:20; on its own bottoms. In a
by Bangladesh transport survey, it
increase the fleet requirement of

of UNCTAD,thatis
study under taken
was recommendedto
about 100 ocean

going vessels of total tonnage of over 1.5 million
DNT. At present merchant fleet of 40 vessels with a
total capacity of about 600,000 DWTcarrying only 20%
of the combined volume of imports and exports on its
own bottoms.

2.2.1 The Bangladesh Shipping Corporation :
Bangladesh

Shipping

Corporation

(BBC)

was

established in the public sector on 5 th February 1972
under the presidential order no.1O of 1972 that is
soon after the liberation of the country in 1971.

It’: aim was to provide an efficient
transportation system with a view to

self reliant infrastructure

and modern ocean
develop necessary

for carrying home-based

export and import commodities of the country.
Today
BBC is the largest shipping companyof the country.
Without having any ships of its own, the corporation
started functioning as agency house on behalf of
foreign shipping lines in the homeports.
At the same
time, launched the drive of ship owning. Despite
inadequacy of resources and financial constrains BSC

acquired the first vessel in June 1972and initiated
the first liner
service to the UK and Europian
continent.
with the patronage of Government BSC
acquired a mixed fleet of 26 vessels in the year 1987
and made a plan to build up a modern and balanced
fleet of 31 vessels with a combined DWTcapacity of
580,000 tones by the year 1990 in order to be able to
cover about 30%of the seaborne trade of the country.

But, unfortunately

this could not be materialized due

to non-availability of foreign assistance/loans at
low/acceptable rates of interests and grants from
developing partner countries/agencies under bilateral
agreement.

At present BSChas a mixed fleet of 18 vessels
containing
4 general
cargo,
1 container,
11
multipurpose cargo vessels and 2 crude oil tankers
with a total capacity of 267,019 DNTwith an average
age of approximately 12 years.

Presently BSCoperates
routes which are as follows.

in three

1. Bangladesh and UKcontinent
2. Bangladesh and Far East/Japan
11

regular

liner

3

Bangladesh

service

and Colombo/Pakistan/Nest

Asia

GUI‘

During the financial year July 1991 to June

1992 BSC has carried
1,653,487 tones of import and
19 435I 569 tones of export cargo representing
about
18 1% and 12 Z of the country’s
total import and

export cargoes respectively.
2.2.2 Organization of BSC:
There are 7 membersin the board of Directors.
Minister of Ministry of Shipping himself is the
Chairman of the Board.
The Managing Director
and
three Executive Directors of BSDare member of the

board by virtue of their rank, other two membersare
Secretary of Shipping and Joint Secretary of Finance
of Bangladesh government.
The Managing Director and three

other

Executive

Directors of the corporation are appointed by the
Government. The ManagingDirector is free to select
the other employees and managers but it has to be
within
the Government approved chart
and this
appointments have to be approved by Ministry.
BSChas
330 permanent shore employees and 500 afloat officers.
Ships ratings are employedon rotational basis as and
whenrequired from the ratings registered with BSC.
Organizational chart of the corporation is shown in

Table-2.1.
2.2.3 Ship Acquisition Plan of BSC:
During the third five year plan (1985-90), BSC
had 3 Plan to build up a mixed fleet of 31 ships
1"C1Udi"9 19 ships to be acquired with combined dead
WEi9ht Canacity
of 586,000 tons.
The plan kept
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provision for procurementof different types/sizes of
vessels for balancing and modernization of the present
fleet of BSC; but it has not been possible to fulfill
the procurement target envisaged under the plan.
However,BSChas been able to acquire six ships during
the plan period. BBChas proposed to acquire total 13

ships of different sizes including one mother tanker
during the 4th five year plan (1990-95).
2.3 Private Merchant Fleets of Bangladesh:
Private investment in Bangladesh is very shy and
more so in shipping industry due to high
economic competition
and prolonged
world
wide
recession in shipping.
Since 1977 the ship-ownership
is no Longer nationalized in Bangladesh. Since then,
it is the policy of the government to encourage
private investment in shipping in order to develop

it

is

private shipping side by side with the national line.
At present, private
ship-ownership is gradually
increasing despite the set back suffered by shipping
due to unprecedented recession all over the world and
an obvious fear prevailing in the mind of private

investors due to political

instability

that

has

prevailed in the country. At present total shipping
capacity in the private sector is about 120,000 DWT.
It is hoped that a sizable merchant fleet under
private sector will develop soon and will help meet

the country’s sea-borne transportation requirements
simultaneously with the national line.
This will
surely, enhance commercial capability of all the
shipping lines in Bangladesh.
The future of shipping in the private sector is
quite promising in Bangladesh, manning is one of the
13
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est in the world.

The Bangladesh

Flag PFOtECtiD"

grdrgance stipulates certain criteria for two waysea
borne trade and BSC’sinability of carrying full Shafe
of our national trade are a few of the advantages
whichwill encourage the private enterprises to invest
in shipping. However, a rapid growth of this capital
intensive industry can not be expected without state

assistance.
The role of private shipping in developing
countries like Bangladesh in protecting
county’s
interest is very important.
This will act as a
competitor of the national line and national line will
be compelled to improve its performance. The trade is
expected to receive a better service from the shipping
lines under competition for commercial gain.

2.4 Ship Repair Facilities

in Bangladesh:

Bangladesh Shipping
BSC

Marine

Corporation’s

Workshop and Chittagong

provides main ship repair facilities
going vessels. Besides these, there

own workshop

Dry Dock Limited

to the ocean
are few small

scale marine workshops are there.
None of them is
experienced with the repair
and maintenance of
sophisticated automation equipment. The present ship

repair facilities

of the country for ocean going

vessels are not commensurateto the requirements.
2.4.1 BSCMarine Workshop:

The workshop is located in Chittagong with road
and water way connections, from the port area made the__

location most suitable

for attending ships in port.
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fitting shop, fabrication shop, black smith shop,
foundry shop, carpentry shop,
electric
shop,
refrigeration and air conditioning shop and automobile
shop. The workshop is manned by around 200 permanent
employees and depending on work load another 150 to
200 temporary workers.

The workshop undertakes

drilling,

the

shaping, boring, of

job of

different

milling,

shipboard

machineries and manufacturing spare parts in a limited
scale;
grinding
of crankshafts;
dismantling,
overhauling and assembling of various types of valves,
pumps, gears, and other ship
board machinery;
overhauling and rewinding of electrical
motors,
generators and other electrical
equipment; casting
pump body, impellers, rings, valves of ferrous and
non-ferrous metal; repair and maintenance of shipboard

refrigeration
and
air-conditioning
plants;
fabricating/repairing hatch covers, air ducts, ladders
and other steel plate and structure works of the
vessel; repairing/renewal
of piping systems. The
outdoor operation
department of the workshop is
engaged, as the name implies, for carrying out repair
and maintenance works on board ships. Major jobs are
handled by them, indoor section
gives
back-up

facilities
has

to the out-door section.

another

wing named "

Grain

The workshopalso
Conveyer

Workshop"

which deals with operation, repair and maintenance of
food grain conveyor machines.
90%of the repair of BBCfleet are carried out
by this workshop. The workshop also undertakes repair
15

an d maintenance works

on other PFiV3tE °""Ed

and foreign flag vessels.
2.4.2

d°mE5tic

Chittagong Dry Dock Ltd:

The Chittagong dry dock is

the only yard

in the

country with docking facilities
for ocean-going
vessels. It is situated on the south bank of the river
Karnaphuli, about three

miles up the river from Bay of

Bengdl.

The main functions of the yard are firstly, to
repair
ocean-going vessels
including docking.
Secondly, to manufacture steel structure
such as
trusses and membersof buildings, power transmission
towers, pressure vessels, tubular pipes, railway
wagons,belle bridges etc. and lastly, ship-braking to
meet the requirements of scrap for Chittagong Steel
Mill Ltd. and others.

The physical facilities of the dock are graving
dock for dry docking of vessels, outfit quay for
afloat repair of vessels, workshop complex as backup

facilities

for dry docking and afloat of vessels in

the outfit quay. The maximumsize of the ship that
can be docked is 174 meter in length, 24.5 meter in
breadth and maximumDWTof

manpowerof the

16,800 tones.

yard is about 400.

It is

The present

a standard

practice for a shipyard to have servicing /repairing
facilities of specialized items such as turbo
chargers, fuel pumps,governors, hydraulic hatch covers
handling
equipment, electronic
and automation
Equipment by the makers’ service engineers or by
makers’ authorized service stations who are readily
16

.v.11.b1e on short notice. But, in Bangladesh these
services are not readily available either due to lack

of

suitable

infrastructure

due

D4{1cia1 procedure of bringing the
abroad.

to the lengthy
technicians

from

2.4.3 Ship Repair Facilities in Private Sectors:
No large scale marine workshops have so

far been

established in private sectors for catering repair/dry
docking of ocean- going ships in the country.
Small
scale workshopsof about 25 / 30 in the private sector
are engaged in repair and maintenance works on board
ocean-going vessels. These workshops are scattered in
Chittagong, Khulna and Mongla/Chalna area.
These workshops can undertake
plate renewal
works, fabrication jobs, overhauling and rewinding of
up to medium size electrical
motors and alternators,
overhauling and maintenance works of
main engine
components, pumps, valves and so on, renewal/repair
of

pipes, machining of small parts, casting of up to
medium size white metal bearings and machine parts,
machining of parts and components of smaller sizes.
2.5

Importance of Merchant Fleet in Developing

Coutries:

The following socio-economic considerations
promote developing countries to build her merchant
fleet commensurate with the growth of the external

trade:

- To save foreign exchange in the form of freight
payment to the overseas shipping companies.
17

To earn foreign exchange as freight through

crosstrading.

To crete employmentopportunities for the surplus
VL

man power of the country.
—To reduce dependance on foreign shipping lines.

since, shipping being a strategic industry, total
dependance on foreign shipping could be a disaster
at the time of national emergencies.
- To have control on freight.
To help the country in the field of trade promotion
services by opening new shipping routes and offering

competitive freight especially for non-traditional
commodities.
—To ensure the timely despatch of commodities to

meet

national export target / international obligations
and import targets for maintaining steady supply in
the local market and smooth development activities.

To facilitate
industries.

national ship building and related

- To develop technical

skill

and know-howin maritime

industry.
- To fly the national flag all over the world.
Tofullfill greater national objective of self
reliance in all spheres of the national economy.
2.6 Maritime Institute

in Bangladesh:

Chittagong Marine Academyis the only

training
officers.

maritime

institute
for training merchant navy
It is situated on the eastern bank of river

Karnaphuli. To insure a steady supply of well trained
and qualified manpower for our merchant fleet, allied..
industries and related
administration, Bangladesh
18

recommissioned its Marine Academyin the year 1973.
The academy was established in the year 1962 and since

then has been giving pre-sea training to both nautical
and engineering

cadets.

The academy conducts two

years training and on successfully completion awards
Bachelor of Science degree. Besides pre-sea training
academyconducts post-sea training also.

Chapter:

III

Automation Control Fundamental

3.1

AuLomation:

Automation is

the

where human being can

control of automated process

be replaced to

some extend

by a

machine. Automation is the operation of process and
the procedure by means of self regulating mechanism.
Control is the heart of automation.
Automation in a

process is dependent on the ability

to control

the

process with little or no help from humans. what has
to be controlled depends on the process, but generally

control involves starting,
movement, position

or

of the process.

stopping and regulating the

flow of

The ability

usually depends on the ability
variables in the process that

each

of the

to control,

components

in turn,

to monitor or measure
needs to be controlled

to ensure that the final output is as desired.
This
depends, in turn, the ability to compare the actual
product to the desired product and make adjustments in
the process if the error exceeds some predetermined

threshold.

A system that has all

these abilities

is

called a control system.
Automation is
dependent
on
the
ability
to
control
a
process.
Controls are defined
as
variously
designed
devices provided to
directs

of

QDVEFH

machines.

The

or

influence

control
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device
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with the introduction of automation. level control
system took place to the above block diagram.
Figure : 3.1
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the interconnection / interface between nan and the
machine. Technical developments have permitted this
interface to becomemore and more automated control from
the basic machine.
In a manual control system, control action is only
when man recognizes a deviation from the desired
condition and activates the control mechanism. The
system is dependent on man and his limitation
and
therefore the degree of control obtained depends on the

individual's ability to recognize and respond the off
normal condition as detected by the instruments. Man's
ability to sense and response to a deviation is
generally poor. It is not possible for a humanbeing to
become continuously
alert,
which effects
the
effectiveness for manual operation. Figure-3.1 shows
liquid level control system of unautomated and automated

vessels.
3.2

Components of Control System:

Control systems are the heart of an automation
system.
Major components ’of a control system are

measuring element, controller,
3.2.1

actuator and process.

Measuring element:
The ability

of a control system process depends on

first of all the ability

to sense what is happening.

This has been and continues to be a major obstacle in
the automation of tasks now performed by the human,

especially those involving the eyes. Sensors are a type
_gf transducer which convert physical {H?EEﬁ§EiBnsuch as

temperaturejnpressure, flow rate, position and so on in_

to electrical signals. Theelectric signals are related
22

to the physical variable in a known way so that the
electrical signal can be used to monitor and control a
process.
/rl
Sensors are usually categorized by what they
measure For continuous process, one or more of these
are often needed:
1.Temperature
2.Pressure
3. Flow

4.Velocity

5.Acceleration.

For batch processing,

it may be one or more of these

quantities:
l.Weight
5.Tension

3.Leve1
2.Volume
4.Composition
6.Compression 7.Dimension
3.POSiti0n

VFor discrete parts manufacturing, the sensors primarily
The ideal sensor would be
measure on/off condition.
small in size, durable and reliable and hence infinite
resolution and accuracy. Its out put would not drift
due to temperature or any other environmental factors
and of course, it would be easy to make and low in cost.

Despite the fact that manysensors are available to day,
there

continues

to be a need for better and more

accurate sensors, especially as the availability

of low

cost reliable controllers makes the automation more and
more feasible.
The basic sensor types are related to the physical
properties needed to describe the world around us. The

ability to measure these properties accurately is a
necessary requirement in automating a process.
There
are many variables of input sensors, from very simple

switch contacts to very elaborate atomic particle
detectors, all of which find applications in various
system.
Measuring temperature,
23

pressure,

and flow now-a

days marine automation system often needed:
1. Temperature sensors
a. Thermocoup1e:- A temperature sensor based on the

principle that two joined, dissimilar metals generate a
voltage when heated.
b. Thermistor:- A heat sensor that measures the
temperature by the change in a semi conductor's

resistivity.

c. RTD:-Resistance temperature devices, operate on the
principles that the resistivity of a metal changes when

heated. It has a linear change of resistivity
temperature.
2. Pressure sensors

with

a. Aneroid Barometer :- In an aneroid barometer, change

in pressure are converted to electrical
movingdiaphragm stretched

signals by a

over a sealed vacuum chamber.

b. Capacitive Pressure Sensors:- The plates on each side
of an evacuated chamber form the capacitive pressure
sensor. Changes in pressure deflect the plates and
change the capacitance.
c. Solid State Strain Gauge Pressure Sensor:—
A
piezoresistor bonded directly on to a diaphragm is the

heart of a solid-state strain gaugepressure sensor. It
provides smaller size, better reliability and lower
cost, than mechanical sensors.
3. Flow sensors:
a. Venture:- The difference in pressures at the point of
constriction and upstream from the construction is the
basis on which venture flow sensors operate.
b. Turbine:- An impeller is placed in a tube through
which the material flows.
The turbine output shaft
drives a generator which provides a voltage output
proportional to the speed, that is flow.
4. Position sensors:—
24

Mechanically activated limit switch is the simplest
position sensors, widely used today. Closing or opening
of its contacts indicates position, but this type Of
switch requires physical contact with something to
actuate it.
In lot of cases physical contact is not
required or desirable.
a. Light sensor switch:- Position sensors using light
are of two types. One interrupts a direct beam another
a reflected light beam, they are light emitting diode
(LED)and photo transistors.
b. Capacitive switch:- It is used for sensing a metallic
object. whendetecting metal objects, the metal object
can be used to form one plate

of a capacitor

and the

change in capacitance generates an electric signal.
c. Hall-effect switch:- Hall-effect switches are made
of semiconductor material and generate
voltage when
current is passing through the device and the device is
placed in a magnetic field.
They are used to sense

position or shaft rotation.

3.2.2 Controller:
J 4*

Controller is the brain of a control system. It
receives information (input) about a process via a
sensors and external devices and performs mathematical
calculations
and logical comparisons and makes a
decision, performs some action on the actuators and
monitors the result.
Several technologies have been developed to
perform the controller function over the years but the
basic concept remains same. In marine control system
pneumatic control and relay logic are the oldest system
and they are still in widespread use.
Relay logic
control finds application in automation of sequential
25
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type machines while pneumatic control usually is found
in automation of proportional control of a continuous
process. Both the above processes now-a-days in marine
automation are handled by programmable electronic
controllers
based on solid
state
programmable
processors. They are of low cost, reliable and of very
small size.
Solid state electronic components and
processors have made the electronic
programmable
controller the emerging leader in marine automation.
Programmable controllers
are "soft
ware" based.
Instructions are stored in the memory, and they can be
changed easily.
A control hardware diagram is shown in
Figure-3.23)
The quality
of an automated system's
performance is determined by measuring the systems

stability, sensitivity, responsiveness, and other such
parameters affecting the desired output. There are four
different
types of controllers
commonly used for
process control of continuous and batch systems:
1. Proportional
2 Proportional plus integral
3. Proportional plus derivative

4 Proportional plus integral plus derivative
In a proportional (P) control system, the output
signal to changethe controlled variable is proportional
to the error signal.
As a result, as the error
correction gets closer to the set point, the smaller the
correcting signal becomes, and therefore at equilibrium
there will be a small constant error to provide a
constant control signal.
Proportional-Integral (PI) controller is used in
a situation requiring significant changes in the set
point due to large amount of change in load.
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3.2

Proportional-Derivative (PD) controls is not
widely used in automation control applications since it
does not eliminate the off-set error of the proportional
control mode. They can be useful in systems where rapid

changes in the load are likely to occur.
Overall, the most flexible process control is the

Proportional-Integral-Derivatives
This type of controllers

(PID) controller.

can be used in almost all

control systems, although it is difficult

to setup.

In a perfect control system the output is always
same as the set point irrespective of changes in load
and disturbance.
A control system is chosen depending
on the objective.
when controlling hot water geezer
temperature,

it can be set maximumand minimumvalues of

the temperature . with in these limits oscillations are
permitted and also time necessary to reach the set point
can be rather

long.

When controlling

the rpm of a

diesel generator, there should not be any oscillation,
but even rather big deviations of short duration may be
allowed.
3.2.3

Actuator:—

Actuators give the required physical action by
converting the electrical signal to a mechanical motion.
In marine automation, this might be a solenoid, relay or
electric motors.
a. Solenoid:- The solenoid is an electro magnetic device
that produces a straight line mechanical force for
pulling or pushing and is useful as an actuator.
They
are widely used in marine automation as valve actuator
and fire protection.
b. Relay:- The relay is similar in operation to the
solenoid. It’s moveable armature is attached toefixed
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core and has a flexible strips with electrical contacts
attached to it.

Relays make and break these contacts

when they Operate

c. Electric motors:Electric motors are the most
suitable among all actuators.
Lowcost solid state
electronic for control has resulted in manyproportional
actuators based on electric motor. D.Cservo motor, a.c
synchronous motor, universal motor and stepper motor are
commonlyused as actuators.

D.Cservomotor:-The d.c servo motor utilized a variable
d.c voltage for speed control. A tachometer driven by
the motor provides speed feedback to a control system
called a servo loop and a rotational position servo
provides feedback to form a self-contained positioning
system. These motors are used where precise position
control is necessary along with high-speed operation.
A.C synchronous:-In an a.c synchronous motor, current
flows in the armature in the correct direction all the
time and the rotation is caused by a rotating magnetic
field provided by an a.c voltage.
It requires very

little

control circuitry

and is less expensive and
d.c motor, but is also

smaller than an equivalent

limited in its flexibility.
Universal D.C motor:-The universal D.C motor operates
either an a.c or D.C voltage. This motor has poor speed

control, thus, it is usually used where speed is not
critical.
Sometimes it is used with a gear train or a
clutch-break mechanism.
stepper motor:- Stepper motors, unlike conventional d.c
motors, do not provide a smooth continuous motion. The
out shaft of a stepper motor rotates by incrementing in

discrete steps, but motor speed can be varied. External”
circuitry is required to drive this type of motor, but

the operation leads itself to direct digital control.
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Since it provides precise position control movement,it
is widely used with machines that use index movement.

3.2.4 Process:
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines a process

to be a natural, progressively continuing operation or
development marked by a series of gradual changes that
succeed one another in a relatively fixed way and lead

towarda particular result or end; or an artificial or
voluntary, progressively continuing operation that
consists of a series of controlled action or movements
systematically directed toward a particular result or
end. In terms of kind of operation,
grouped in to three general areas:
I. Continuous,

process can be

2. Batch,

3. Discrete Items.
In a continuous process
materials
moves
continuously from raw material to finish product.
In a batch processing, a given quantity of material is
processed through its manufacturing steps as a unit,
each step being completed before the unit passes on to
the next step.
In discrete
processing each item to be
manufactured is processed at each steps as a separate,
individual item.
It is the most comon processing
system.

3.3 Classification of control System:
Automation control systems may be classified in
many different ways according to their performance.
They are described below.
Any one control system
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gbviougly will relate

to several of the categories

listed.
3.3.1

Classification by Type
Open loop - Closed loop system:

In an open-loop control systems out-put has no
effect up on the control action. That is, in an open
loop control system no information is fed back from the
out-put and hence in-put settings determine the out-put
and depending on the system response, can result in

large out-put errors.
A practical
example is a washing machine.
Soaking, washing and rinsing is done on a time basis.
The machine does not measure the cleanliness of the

cloths, that is the output signal.
A closed-loop control system is one in which the
out-put signal has a direct effect up on the control
action.
That is, actual out-put of the process is
measured and compared to the desired
output.
Adjustments are made by the control system until the

difference between the desired and actual out-put is as
small as required.
A true automatic electric washing machine should
have the means of checking the cleanliness of the cloths
being washed continuously and turn itself off when the
desired degree cleanliness is reached. Then we can say
the system as closed-loop system.
Generally speaking, advantages of an open loop
control system are: Relatively simple , resulting in

cost. reliability
and maintainability advantages,
inherently stable. Disadvantages are: Relatively slow
in response to determined changes, inaccurate, due to
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lack of corrective action for error.
Generally speaking, advantages of a closed-loop
system are: Relatively fast in response to demanded

changes, relatively accurate in matching, accurate to
desired value. Disadvantages are: Relatively complex,

potentially unstable under fault condition.
3.3.2 Classification

by Typeof Process Variable being

controlled:
Normally in a control process velocity,
acceleration, force, torque, tension, temperature,
pressure, liquid and gas flow rate, mass, liquid
level,humidity, chemical composition, pH, voltage,
current, frequency, neutron flux density, air speed and
so on are controlled.
In a closed loop system transducers (sensors) are
providdto sense above process variable and send signal
to the controller.
So, a closed loop system is only as
good as its transducers.
The accuracy of control can
not be better than the accuracy of the transducers.

3.3.3 Classification by Typeof Plant being controlled:
In

marine

automation

main

engine

control,

auxiliary engine control, main engine auxiliaries
controls, boiler controls and so on are the plants being
controlled.
3.3.4 Servomechanismsversus Regulators:
A. servomechanisnu is filled in a process where
plant out—putis mechanical in nature; the function of
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the system is to cause the actual value to track as
accurately as possible changes in the desired value.
Position control system is the example
The function of a regulator in a closed loop
system is to hold the actual value at a constant level,
determined by set point in the presence of fluctuating
operational conditions. Automatic voltage and frequency
control system in auxiliary engines, temperature and
liquid level control systems are regulator based.

3.3.5 Classification

by Type of Control Signal being

Employed:

The system is defined by the nature of the signals
involved in the process. A process can be controlled by

electrical,

mechanical,

hydraulic,pneumatic

or

combination of them.

3.3.6 Analog, Digital and Hybrid Control Elements:
-\,
Ananalog signal varies in a continuous wave-like
fashion over a given period of time, and has an infinite
number of values between its maximumand minimumlimits.

Usually such signals vary repetitively
at some
frequency.
Most electrical
elements and virtually
all non
electrical
elements are inherently analog.
Most
sensors generate analog signals and are easing attached
to an analog controller.
\\. Digital signals operate in a binary modethat is,
only two signal 1 and 0. Like analog signal digital
signal have a period and frequency but the period
measureddifferently.
Period is the time the level is
at that of one digit (bit). A grouping of bits
represents

a codes.

A commongrouping is a byte which
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is of 8 bits.
Since, digital signals used in control system have only
two levels, they are called binary signals.
Host sensors and actuators in control systems are
of the analog type. when a digital controller needs a
digital signal, it is necessary to condition an analog
to-digital signal between sensors and controllers by A/D
converter and digital-to-analog
signal
between
controller and actuator by D/Aconverter.
Hybrid systems

contain

some analog

and some

digital elements, are referred to as Sampled Data
control systems. Since almost all plant processes are
inherently analog, it follows that any continuous
control system using digital control elements is a
sampled data system.

3.3.7

Single Versus Multiple loop Continuous Control

System :
In marine automation many control systems have
more than one feedback loop, that is, multiple feedback
loops. These feedback loops are often placed around

individual system elements. Marine boiler water level
control system is an example of multiple loop control
system. There is shrinkage and swell characteristics of
feed water in the boiler drum and also level of water as
indicated by the gauge glass is not a true
identification of water level or quantity of water
whilst steam is being generated.
When there is
increased steam demand, pressure in to boiler will tend
to fall, causing the release of large quantity of steam
bubbles at the heating surfaces.
These bubbles force»
their way through the water in the generator tubes to
the steam space in the drum and in doing so water level
rises in the boiler drumabove the previously indicated
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by the gauge glass.
Instantaneously therefore, the
water level appears to rise in the boiler drum .
although the actual input of feed water is less than the
output of steam from the boiler.
Therefore any control system based on solely upon
the measurement of level that is, one feed water loop

will function incorrectly in this condition. In two
loop feed water control systems, additional control loop
sensing

steam flow, inflow

controlled.

In three

of

feed

loop control

water

can be

systems, basic

control is carried out by a comparison of steam flow and
water inflow by two control loops in addition to 3rd
loop consisting of measurement of boiler water level.

3.4 Electronics Fundamentals :

The rapid development of solid-state electronics
from transistors to the integrated circuit has changed
and continues to change the approach and technique used

for automatic control systems.
Digital logic,
microprocessors, and micro computers for decision
making; analog amplifiers for amplification; and analog

to digital converters and digital to analog converters
for signal conditioning are a few of the basic elements
in integrated circuit form.

3.4.1 Integrated Circuits:
These are tiny

circuits,

interconnected transistors,

multiple

diodes,

members of

and resistors

manufactured on the surface of a small piece of pure

silicon and the finished circuit is located in a plastic
package with connecting pins.

called an integrated

circuit.
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This new device

was

Today the piece of

silicon out of which the circuit is madeoften is called
simply a "chip"

They are classified

as small scale integration

(SSI), medium scale integrated (MSI), large scale
integrated (LSI) and very large scale integrated (VLSI)
according to the number of components on the silicon
chip.
There are thousands of different integrated
circuits(IC) in the market and they have dedicated
function.
3.4.2 The Micro Processor:
Most micro

computers

are

made with

a micro

processor. A micro processor is a LSI circuit, but it
is not a dedicated device like normal IC as it can be
programmedto function to suit particular application.

It contains most of the digital logic circuitry usually
associated with a digital computer. That is, digital
computerthat incorporate a micro processor are said to
be microprocessor-based.
Microprocessors are small,
cheap and reliable that is whymore and more control and
monitoring applications are being taken over by them.
Above all these characters they are programmable that
they can be used in any control function that is

universal controller rather than, as stated earlier,
dedicated controllers for specific applications.
The
same microprocessor could be used in an automatic
washing machine, a children's toy or a computer. Figure
- 3.3 is the 6502 microprocessor used in a typical micro
computer.
The microprocessor is a digital device and works”

on two different states of signals, value " 0 "
represents no signal and " 1 " represents a signal or a
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voltage

So, on each of the 40 pins the micro processor
a " 0 " or a " 1 "

will have either
3.4.3 Memory :

The memorystores data and instructions
form.

in binary

They are of two types Read Only Memory (ROM) and

Random Access

Memory (RAM).

Often data should be stored temporarily for later
retrieval and use, then after use, the data is changed.
The data may originate from input device, sensors, or
may be intermediate results of calculation.
The data
also could be results of an analysis that will be sent
to output devices. This type of data is stored in RAM.
Static and dynamic are the two type of semiconductor
RAM. They are madeof metal-oxide silicon field-effect

transistor

(MOSFET).Flip-flop

is the basic static

memory. Dynamicmemorycells are basically
of MOSFETor bi-polar

Data is built
nmnufactured.

after

in to ROMinitially

The second kind

it is manufactured.

PROM.

It

manufacture.

can

be

a capacitor

type.
of ROMis

when it

is

programmed

It is programmable ROMor

only
once after
If there is mistake in programming a ROM

it must be discarded.

programmed

Since programming errors

are

common, another kind, an erasable
PROM or EPROMwas
developed.
The EPROMcan be erased and reprogrammed

with the help of a programmer so that user has the
flexibility
of writing and storing his ownprogram and
data. Reprogrammingcan be done by using ultraviolet
light. The disadvantage is that the entire PROM
must be
erased.
The electronically
alterable
ROMor EAROM
allows only selected portions of the ROMto be changed

electronically.
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All types of ROMretain their contents even when
the computer is switched off.
RAM,on the other hand.

loses the information stored in it when the computer is
switched off. The hierarchy of semiconductor memories
is shownin Figyre-3.4.
3.4.4

Central Processing Unit (CPU) :

Mostmicro processors are Central Processing Units
of a computer. The CPUis the combination of Arithmetic
—Logic Unit (ALU) and control unit.
Arithmetic unit

carries out manyof the functions that are specified by

the instructions. This carries out arithmetic operation
such as addition and substraction, and logic operations
such as AND, OR, or complement.

For example,

if

an

"add" instruction is stored in memory,the control unit
will fetch it, interpret it, and send signals to the ALU
that

cause two numbers to be added.

contained on integrated circuit,
microprocessor.
in 1971.
A complete

If the CPU is

this IC is called a

The first microprocessor was developed
micro-computer

is formed when memory

and input/output circuits are added to a microprocessor
or MP0. These circuits are often external to the single
MPUIC. A micro computer

is a computer

whose CPU is a

microprocessor. Solid state technology has developed to
the extent that it becomes possible to put CPU, memory,

and input/output (1/0) on one integrated circuit. These
type of devices are called single-chip microcomputers.
A functional

3.5.
3.5

block diagram of CPUis shown in Figure

Computer Control System :

A control

system can be classified
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with five

criteria

as a computer control system.

1. The system should have an input

so that

data.

2. The system should have a Inemory to store

data,

instruction can be entered through it.

instruction and result.
3.

The system

should

have

capability

of

making

calculations using arithmetic operations.
4. The system should have decision making capability

using logical and relational operations so that it can
select alternative courses of action using the input
data and previous calculations.
5. The system should have capability

in order to actuate or transit
operations.

to give an output

the results of its

The majority of sensors used in the control system
produce analogue output signal and these are the input
to a digital computer. A conversion of the signal from
analogue to digital is made in a Analogue to digital
converter (ADC) before putting to the input of the
computer. The decision of the control system that is
the output is again digital and it is converted from
digital to analog by digital analogue converter (DAC)

before putting the signal to the actuator.
The block diagram of a digital
shown in Figure-3.6.

control system is

Four basic components CPU, memory,

and input, output device will satisfy
criteria of a computer control system.

above five

The input block is of one or more input channels

to feed the CPU. A particular input is selected by its
address being placed on the address bus by the CPU.

Dependingon the design, data are transferred either 4,
B, 16, 32 bits in parallel to the CPUvia the input data
bus.

Memoryreceives

data from the CPU in binary
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in “rite operation and provides CPUin the same way
{ran the memorylocation up on receiving command from
the CPU. Memorylocation is selected by the CPUusing

the address bus: the data is transferred via the bi
directional

data bus.

The memoryis of semiconductor

ROH or RAH or magnetic

these.

Host

semiconductor

storage

of the

RAM and

or a

combination

micro-computer

RON with

has

magnetic

disk

of

got
or

diskette for external mass storage.
A computer can be used in

the automation system in

supervisory role or to provide direct

control.

a

In

‘/computer supervisory control (C.S.C) systems, actual
measuredvalues from the various process sensors are
input to the computer and the various desired values
are outputs from computer to controllers.
The

individual control loops then operate their
loops

as

independent

instruction

inside

systems.

the

control

The program

computer

with

or

display

information from where the change of desired value in
the individual controllers
will
ensure optimum
operation and the logging of data. In this system the
computer is acting in a supervisory capacity and in
the event of a computerfailure, process controllers
can have desired values set by the hand. This system
is expensive because individual controllers
are
provided in addition to the computer, but it can be an
element

of

redundancy since

the

computer

and

controllers are workingin parallel.
Direct digital Control (DDC)is achieved when
computer is working directly as controller unlike CSC
system where computer is working in parallel with the

controllers.

3.5.1 Analogue Conputor:
Analogue computers work on analogue parameters,
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which
continuously vary _ in amplitude. It is made
up of a number of amplifiers,
an input function

generator, an output display unit suitably connected
using a patch panel. Additional elements are provided
for doing mathematical functions.
Various non-linear
units, stabilized d.c supplies and a number of
potentiometer completes the system.
Previously analogue computers have served as a

valuable aid for the design and analysis of control
systems, but it has been rapidly replaced by digital
computers because they take less space, are cheaper and
are more reliable and faster.

Chapter IV
Development of Marine Automation
4.1 Introduction
The concept of a shipboard control system is not
new, it dates back to the early years of iron man and
wooden ships. During those early days, control was
carried out through a relatively simple communication
protocol; as the beat of the drum was heard, the oar was
expected to make a positive stroke. The speed of the
vessel was controlled by the frequency of the drum beat,
with a little encouragement from the lash. Since then
automation has developed to a stage where a crewless

vessel has been tried.
In this chapter attempts has been madeto describe
present level of automation which are being used for
shipboard automation.
These will be useful in
determining level of automation and selecting equipment
for our vessels.

4.2.1 Main Propulsion Plant Control:
In most ooeangoing ships one or two diesel engines
each mechanically connected to a fixed pitch, or

controllable pitch propeller, with or without reduction
gearing. Propulsion direction controlled by changing
direction of rotation of engine, propeller system;.—
relation

propeller

between engine power and speed depends on the

characteristics.
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These

engines

are

turbocharged in order to provide a higher unit output.
In some cases mechanically

electrically

driven scavenge pumps, or

drive auxiliary blowers are provided in

addition, to ensure adequate air supply at low load,
operating automatically as a function of engine speed.
The normal method of starting a. direct coupled
engine is to rotate the engine by compressed air to a
speed sufficiently high speed to ensure compression
ignition of the fuel. The sequence in which engine

rotates is controlled by air distributors, one for ahead
rotation and another for astern rotation.
In addition to selecting the head or astern
starting air distributor, it is of course necessary to
arrange the appropriate sequence and phasing of fuel
pumpcams, valve gear etc, which is normally achieved by

rotating the camshaft relative to the crankshaft by
sliding the camshaft axially relative to the value and
fuel pumpmechanism, thus bringing into operation the
appropriate sets of cams.
Power required to operate control elements like
engine reversing gears, starting air' valves, revering
gear box operation, propeller pitch operation, clutch
operation etc is too high for convenient manual effort.
To operate all above components power assistance is
required and to in most of the cases compressed air and
oil. In spite of this power supply assistance, control
arrangements

which are

mounted on,

or

immediately

adjacent to, the engine installation and operated by
levers, handwheels, etc, are normally referred to as
"manual" controls. In centralized control systems,
controls '5£S"“f6bated at some distance from the
engine/engines and to introduce automatic features,
mechanical transmission by such levers etc, becomes
awkwardto arrange, and transmission of the signals and
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sometimes the power, necessary to operate the actual
control elements on the engine installation
is more
usually accomplished pneumatically, hydraulically, or
electrically.
More complicated control systems
frequently use more than one of these media.
These types of simple engine systems imply
manipulation in the appropriate manner of:
- the reversing mechanism;
- the starting mechanism;
- the governors sped setting and/or fuel pumpcontrol
rods.
Propulsion plants may be controlled by very simple
mechanical controls
or by very complicated and

sophisticated control systems, or by a variety of
intermediate possibilities. Themaindistinctions are to
be found in:
a) the way in which the control

elements on the

engine are operated, e.g. by manually-operated
levers, by fluid powers, by electric actuators etc;
b) the extent to which automatic features are
incorporated, for instance to control the sequence
and timing of the various functions; and
c) the location of the normal control position,
e.g. adjacent to the engine, at a central control
position in the engine room, or outside the engine
room - most usually on the navigation bridge.
Thechoice of possible features and permutations thereof
is extremely large and the major decisions regarding the
control system to be adopted for any particular
installation_depend, amongother things, on: hl“_”

- type of installation;
- type of engine;
- type and operation of the ship;

- need to safeguard the ship, and particularly
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the machineryinstallation

against the

consequences of human error or ignorance;
manning policy pursued;

pursuit of efficiency, both in the operational
and the thermodynamic sense;

desirability

of minimizing maintenance;

- requirements imposed by government and

international legislation and by the
Classification Societies;
- economic consideration.

As I have mentioned earlier, because of cost factor
and proven reliability qgcro processor based control
systems are becoming popular day by day. In fact now a

idays automation in the modern vessel can't be thought
without micro processor based control system. Numerous
remote control systems for main propulsion are available
and selection depends on the number of control stand and
mode of control.
A modern (microprocessor
based)
propulsion control system perform the following
functions including basic functions for which it has
been designed like starting/shutdown, reversing, run up
and run down.

- Engine start
- Engine stop

and programmed loading

- Automaticquick transition in the critical

speed

range
Thermal limiter insures a slow running up if cold
engine.
- Run up program prevents too rapid from set point

variation.

Attendance of propulsion plant operation, fault
alarms and automatic reduction in load or stop of the
engine in case critical parameters like drop in
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pressure of lubricating oil jacket/piston water
exhaust temperature, cylinder liner temperature fuel
limit occur etc.
Shut down protection/

emergency run/ engine step /

crash stop function in case of critical

condition if

the vessel.’
Start failure function protects the start air from
being blown out in case of missed starts

failures.

or other

Start program functions in two levels, normal and
heavy, to ensure a safe start without unnecessarily

stresses.

- Ensure
proper operation of engine with other main
propulsion plant elements such as CPP and gear boxes

Over load limiter (fuel limiter) protects the main
engine from too high of torque

Manifold pressure limiter (fuel limiter) protects
the main engine against sooting.
- Emergencystop makes it possible to stop the engine,
even if the bridge control system has failed
Manual upon adjustment covers 75-100% of full speed
Monitors the control system operation which includes
passive control of the safety system.

A typical block diagram of main propulsion control
system

(SIMOSRCS51) designed

by SIEMENS is

shown in

figure:-4.1. It enables remote control if the main
propulsion engine (engines) including the speed control,
controllable-pitch propeller including the pitch control
from the bridge and/or engine control roomand satisfies

,/

all the requirements of UMSclass.
The control system is made up of components from
programmable logic controller
systems. Four input

function generators provided to serve different
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tasks
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for "Sea" or "Manoeuvre"operations of the diesel engine
remote control

8Y3t¢m- The 3Pe¢d ﬁet Value (3) are fed

analogy in to the operating panels and transferred in
series to the central station via the ET-bus. If the
change of a set value is greater than a programmable
limiting value, a short acoustic alarm sounds on the
ECR-control panel. This changing impulse is active only
whenthe bridge is on control. The active set value is
displayed on the operating panels in 1/10 rpm. On the

bridge panel a digital

fine adjustment setting for a

range of e.g. +/—5.0 rpm is filled. Speed limit can be
set on the ECRor bridge panel. A maximumfuel injection
limit can be set digitally on the ECRpanel with digital

speed controller (SP5).
Any critical speed range is blocked in the ahead
and astern direction or passed through the maximumrate
of-change. During run-down and run-up a special program

ensures that the critical sped range is passed through
morequickly e.g. cutting off the fuel supply until the
critical speed range has been passed; respectively by
measuring, if there is enough power output for the
acceleration through the critical speed range. The
parameters for the limit values, changeover points and
set values can be assigned by the operator panel (OP).
The actual values of the system like engine speed,
fuel rack setting, change air are detected through the
control processor. The processor converts the detected
values to dimensioned variables and presents them to the
CPU .

The digital spa controller (SPC) measures the
speed via fast acting angular rotation (incremental)
sensors. That achieves direction of actual values e.g.
between two ignitions,
The plan actual

and also of the speed mean value.
values can be displayed on the
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bridge and ECRcontrol panels by pressing push buttons
or can be interrogated via the operator panel. All of
the actual values are checked for min./max. and changes.
when operating in the automatic mode the main

\

\

engine is controlled directly with the engine telegraph
levers and all the necessary starting and reversing
sequences and initiated automatically.
Starting and reversing are initiated
semi
automatically during electric-manual operation. The
function of the engine control system depends on the

type of control of the particular engine involved.
Up to three start attempts are made to start the
engine. The first
attempt is determined by the
parameters of the set point value of speed start ahead
or set point value of speed start astern, cut off speed
for start air (ignition speed), maximumtime for start
air release and speed controller for giving booster
injection during the start and stabilizing phase.

Parameters like start-air
attempts,

minimumshaft

interval between the start
speed below which the engine

cannot run, increased start set value (speed), increased
cut-off speed for start air (ignition speed) and lifting
charge air pressure characteristic curve can be set for
the second and third start attempt.
Moving the telegraph front the stop position to
aheador astern triggers the appropriate solenoid valves
and, if necessary, reversing the camshaft. The starting
air supply is enabled as soon as reversing has been
effected and the governor receives a preset "Starting
set value" at the same time. The starting set value is

then given a preset "Start stabilizing time" that is
separately adjustable for ahead and astern which is‘
followed by enabling of the ramp function generator.
Stepping is determined by the parameters rate-of
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charge, at which rpm is reduced at high 5P¢¢d and 5P°°d'
below which fuel admission is immediately reduced to
zero.
when the engine is running at nominal speed and the
telegraph lever is moved to the "manoeuvre full"
position, the engine speed can able a programmable

speed, be reduced to that value with two selectable
rates of change by means of the slowdown-program. Below

the programmablespeed set value (fuel index) is set to
zero immediately.
The speeds and rates of change/break points of the
program are also programmable.
When operating in the automatic mode the main

engine is controlled directly with the engine telegraph
levers and all the necessary starting and reversing
sequences are initiated automatically. Reversing of the
shaft rotation is determined by reversing speed for
normal manoeuvering/crash manoeuvering. The permitted
times are monitored for reversing of the camshaft and

start air until speed passes through zero.
If a commandis issued with the telegraph lever to
reverse the engine while it is running, the program

first sets the speed set value or fuel rack setting to
zero,

in

the

same way as

for

"stop"

command. The

reversing system is achieved as soon as the propeller
speed falls below the present limit "reversing speed 1".
When the reversing

sequence has been completed,

the

engine is brought to reset with starting air and then
started in the opposite direction. whenreversing in the
"emergency manoeuvre" mode, the sequence is activated
using "reversing speed z." Reversing speed and
monitoring times can be programmedby the operator panel”
(OP).

Three run-up programs are available
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for ahead and

astern, which can. be adapted to suit the individual
requirements of the ship and main engine.
- Standard program, 3 separately adjustable rates of
rise for run-up and run-down mode
- Emergencymanoeuvre program, 2 separate adjustable

rates of rise.
Program for thermal run up! ¢°ﬂ3ide¥iﬂ9 the

temperature status of the engine, the lowest speed of
the normal start program is moved towards rates of

rise i.e. with warmedup engine faster rates of rise
also at higher
speed ranges are possible without
thermally overloading of the engine.
Thedigital speed controller measures the speed via
fast acting angular sensors. That achieves detection of
actual values e.g. between two ignitions, and also of
the speed mean value and facilities
for instance
controller action in the operating range of one
cylinder. This speed controller concept works with two

parallel controllers. A very fast P-controller acts at
a parameterizable set value/actual value differential.
The second P1 - controller

takes control during normal

operation, thus changing fuel injection as little as
little as possible respectively as much as necessary
only. If an over speed occurs for half a revolution the
emergencystop cylinder will be energized via a relay
contact. This "op-over speed" detection is in addition
to that provided by the safety system. The speed
controller contains a function generator.
frogrammed
into the function generator are loaded and charge air
.curves. The load curve is stored by a 3-segment-function
generator and the charge air curve by a 7-segment
function generator.
In the event of an "Emergency
manoeuvre"both curves are offset. The magnitude of the
gffaet are programmable. Misfiring detection system
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notices misfiring if any and reduces engine speed
without waiting for the increased exhaust gas deviation
alarm. Automatic change-over at sea operation from speed
control to fuel control is possible by preselecting on
the operation panel, when weather condition should make
that necessary. Thus continuous positioning of the fuel
linkage is avoided and fuel is saved. Manual change-over
speed control/fuel control is possible on the operation
panel. In manoeuvering mode the speed control is always
activated. The engine is also protected against
overload.
In the control system a Variable Injection Timing
(VIT) function curve can be parameterized.
The VIT

function can be integrated via a positioning controller
to the pneumatic actuator. Positioning will be automatic
depending on fuel injection.
Advantages of the automatic propulsion control system
are:
- Proper selection of the system can simplify the

installation

- High system availability
- Minimummaintenance

Optimummanoeuverability with low fuel consumption.
Minimumstart air consumption
Maximummanoeuverability in emergencies.

Simple fault diagnosis.
4.2.2- Electrical

PowerGenerating Plant Control:—

Electrical power requirements for modernmotorships
are generally met by three or four alternators having a
combined. power output

of between

100 kw and 1.5

mw

according to the size and service of the ship. The
requirements for UMS operation requires automatic
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control of generating plant,

will be

explained in

Theautomatic provision of electrical

power to meet

Chapter V.

varying load demands can be achieved by performing the

following functions automatically.
1. Prime mover start-up;
2 synchronizing of incoming machine with bus-bars;

3. load sharing between alternators;
4 safety and operational checks on power supply
and equipment in operation;
5. unloading, stopping and returning to standby of
surplus machines;

6..preferential tripping of non-essential loads under
emergencyconditions and their reliability when
acceptable.
One such system capable of all these functions is
shown in figure-4.2
, the system is designed by
NORCONTROL .

Each generator

unit

is

connected with a Power

Management Unit PMU. The PMUsare connected

to a remote

supervisory system, which allows the operator to
initiate the samemonitoring and control functions that
can be performed locally. Communication between the
supervisory system and each PMU is carried at an

redundant serial

lines.

Interactive

colour graphics

mimic diagrams and a dedicated functional

keyboard with

roller ball in the remoteoperative station are used for
remote monitoring and control.

Functional Description:
Automatic synchronizing is performed by the power
managementsystem. It selects which generator that shall
be synchronized to the net. Then the appropriate PMU
takes care of the speed control, checks that the voltage
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A typical Power Management Conﬁguration
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and frequency deviation between generator and net is
acceptable and finally gives the breaker a close signal
when the phase is equal between the generator and the
net. If synchronizing of any generator exceeds an
adjustable limit, e.g. 1 minute, a synchronizing time
out alarm is given and the engine will be stopped. If

there is another stand-by generator in the system, this
will be started, synchronized and connected to the net.
4.2.3- Auxiliary Equipment Control System:
A diesel prime mover requires to be supplied with

air, fuel, cooling and lubrication and, if it is to
operate satisfactorily,
the quantity, pressure and
temperature levels of these must be maintained within
limits prescribed by the engine design. These are called

auxiliaries.
A large portion of routine watchkeeping tasks are
concentrated with auxiliary machinery, and in terms of
reducing work load, automation_if auxiliaries is equally
important. As requirement for unattended machinery space
operation, these equipments operation has to be
automated.
NORCONTROL
has designed

Data Chief Process

Control

Unit (PCU), a multipurpose computer unit for control and

monitoring of different kinds of auxiliaries like:
- Single pumps and stand-by pumps

- Value control
- general purpose PID controller
- Compressorcontroller

- Purifier controller
- Boiler control
- Viscosity control
located in the propulsion plant.
EachPCUis an independent, self, controlled micro
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processor system which can function as
unit or as an integrated subsystem of a
It maintains a local database with
parameters and channel-configuration

a stand-alone
larger system.
the necessary
for all the

controllable units (valves, pumps, etc).
4.2.3.1- Auxiliary Boiler Control
An auxiliary boiler on a diesel engine vessel to
cut-in to assist a waste heat boiler whenthe vessel is
at sea or may operate alone whenthe vessel is in port.
Steam demand may vary considerably
and on occasion
perhaps be zero. The boiler may then be arranged to dump
steam or the burner management system may shut down the

boiler.
Basic commonoperation of an automated boiler are
lighting-up sequence and flameunonitoring. Whenlight-up
is required, detected low steam pressure causes the fuel
oil pumpand heater of the boiler system to energize.
High-temperature cut out will disconnect the heater
circuit as soon as oil temperature reaches to the
required temperature.
When the fuel oil reaches a
suitable temperature the low temperature cut-out will
close the circuit and provide a supply to the forced
draught fan. After a period of purging the boiler with

air, the delay switch will operate to close the circuit
and provide a supply to the solenoid-operated changeover
valve. Fuel oil will be supplied to the burner and
simultaneously a spark will be created at the burner

ignitor. The timer in this circuit will disconnect the
spark after a reasonable time and the light-up procedure
will then have to be repeated. If a flame is
established, however, this is sensed by a solenoid

operated switch. A photo-electric cell will de-energize
the changeover valve solenoid

failure.

iJ1 the event of flame

A number of safety trips
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are also provided

which operate to step the forced draught fan and change
over the fuel to circulating.
These are flame or
combustion air failure, high steam pressure and low
water level. A time delay exists in the flame failure

shut-downcircuit to enable initial
boiler.

lighting-up of the

4.3.3.2- Lubricating Oil System:
In the case of different engine components, the
required cooling flow, and in the case if lubricating
oil, the pressure required for correct bearing
conditions is dependent in a continuous supply from the
independently driven pumps. If the pressure in the
system falls below a certain figure an alarm is
essential and the stand-by pump should be started
automatically. The system temperature must also be
controlled.

the

The amount of energy removed as heat from

jackets,

pistons,

valves

and other

designed

components of the engine is of the order of 30%of the
mechanical output, and the temperature can change very

rapidly in these two cases, it is desirable to maintain
a constant temperature at outlet from the engine, either
by controlling the amount of seawater passing through
the cooler. In order to ensure an adequately fast
response to changes in engine power and to maintain
stability, a "cascade" system is sometimes used whereby
a detecting device in the engine outlet is used to reset

a temperature controller in the cooler outlet so that
the required constant engine outlet temperature is
maintained. For start-up conditions most engines demand
preheating. Steamheating are normally provided, control
of which is automatic and integrated with the cooling-'

control system using a split-range controller.
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4.2.3.3- Compressor Operation:
Compressed air must always be available

for the

starting of main and auxiliary diesels, operating
uhistles, pneumaticcontrol devices, etc. Its provision,
usually by two or three compressors, can be ensured by
two methods of machine operation.
These are on-off
pressure control and continuous running with loading and
unloading. In each case the machine must be fitted with

automatic unloader to ensure that it starts up unloaded,
i.e. no air is delivered.
Once running at speed the
machine will "load" and begin to produce compressed air.
An automatic drain must also be fitted to ensure the
removal of moisture from the stage coolers. A non-return

valve is usually fitted as close as possible to the
discharge valve of the compressor to prevent return of

airflow. It is an essential fitting

whenunloaders are

used.

4.2.3.4- Control of Fuel Oil Systems:
To maintain a continuous supply of fuel to a ship's
main engines involves a series of operations which are
ideal for the application of automatic control. The
usual sequence of operation is as follows. Oil is first
drawnfrom the ship's bunkers to a dirty settling tank,
where someof the impurities settle by gravity. Oil from
the tank is taken as required for treatment in the fuel

oil separator, after which it is passed to a clean oil
settling tank |. The clean oil is then drawn-off by the
engine fuel pumps, being first passed through viscosity
control equipment. The transfer of oil from bunkers to

the dirty oil settling tank is a relatively infrequent
requirement, depending of course on the tank capacity
and the engine fuel consumption. It is usual to provide
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the engine fuel consumption. It is usual to provide
simple remote manual controls for the valves and
transfer pump,so that the operation can be accomplished
from the control room when necessary.

4.2.3.5- Fuel Oil separator:
operation of fuel oil separating plants have, in
the past, called for much manual control and frequent
shut-down to clean machines and remove accumulated
study. In most of the ships built after 1975 the
equipment is entirely automatic in operation. Control
systems vary in detail according to the design of
separator to which they are applied, but a typical fully
automatic system would include sequential starting and
stepping of the separators, automatic discharging of
sludge, an internal alarm system, and clean oil tank

level control.
4.2.3.6- Fuel Oil Viscosity Control:
For many years it has been customary practice to
heat oil fuel by steam or electrical means, to maintain
temperature for efficient fuel injection. It has been
usual to supply the fuel to the engine at a fixed
‘temperature, but the heart of the problem is the
viscosity of the oil rather than its temperature. With
the very heavy oils now used in diesel engines, the
relationship betweentemperature and viscosity varies to
someextent, and most operations now employ controllers
which regulate fuel temperature according to direct
measurementat viscosity.
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4,3 Navigation/Bridge Control:
Navigation depends primarily
on knowing the
position of own ship. Associated with this is the
requirement to know the position of fixed and moving
hazards that may affect

the planned movements of the

ship.
One of the oldest automatic devices on the bridge
is the automatic helmsman. From the original electro
mechanical system it has progressed to a form of
microprocessor based control. Provision is made to
insert ship condition, sea and weather quantities and
these are computed to determine the most economic use of
the rudder required to maintain the chosen course. The
basis of each set if integrated navigation equipmentare
the sensors. These include:
- the gyro compass,

J

- the rate gyro,
- the magnetic compass,

- the ship's log,
- the radar,
- the navigation receivers.
They provide the information: /‘
heading (magnetic north or geographical north)

the ship's rate-of-turn
the ships sud

- the position - and distance information of the
objects in the current sea region, relative to the

ship's position,
the ships position in latitude and longitude.
The gyro compass is a heading sensor. In the north,
indicating system compass, two gyro compasses are
coupledutogether and located in a closed sphere. This
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gyrosphere adjusts itself parallel to the turning axes
of the earth and so determines the ship's direction if
travel in relation to geographical north.
The

rate

gyro

equipment

is

an

important

navigational aid. It measures the rate-of-turn of ships
if all sizes already in the beginning stages if an
initiated manoeuver. In inland navigation the rate-of
turn indicator equipment, in conjunction with the radar
equipment, is required because it indicates heading
changes under poor visibility conditions.
Jhblobal

Positioning

accurate satellite

System (GPS) is

a

highly

navigation receiver supplies the

required position data of the ship all over the world,
independent of the weather and round the clock.
In most automated vessel this has been integrated
in the navigation and steering control system. GPS
receiver computes many navigational data which are

relevant for the ship for precision position finding,

track control suitability.
The automatic plotting
componentof an integrated

table

is

an important

navigation system on a modern

bridge. It relieves the navigator from of the very time
consumingtask of continuously transferring the ship's
position from the latitude
and longitude values
determinedby the position receiver into the sea chart.
A microprocessor computes the current position of a
light-spot from the position data. Controlled by
actuators, it thus shows the current ship's on the sea
chart. Up to 200 sea charts can be called up out of its
workingmemorywith their most important identification

characteristics./’If

the automatic plotting table is

combinedwith an adaptive course and track controller,
it can be used as track planning system. In this
function_ it is a planning - and storage unit. Few
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selected routes and ways points planning according to
the design of the system, stored in the working memory
and called up as needed.A§unctionaL diagram of an
automatic chart

table

designed by ANSCHUTZ
is shown in

the figure:-4.3.
In Navigation - and steering control system, if the
skill of the helmsman together with the experience of
the navigator are in the spotlight in and manual

steering of a ship, in automatic steering, intelligent
steering components take over muchof the optimizing if

the steering process. To do this, all the sensor data
is

taken up and processed in a microcomputer for the

following units:
Digital autopilot
Adoptive (self adjustive) autopilot
- Track controller
Automaticplotting table
- Heading managing reference.system
Steering control system
Navigation information system

The conventional steering control of the ship takes
place with the manualﬁsteering elements. These include
the:

_-_

H

- non-follow-up steering elements handwheel, tiller,
push-buttons, etc.
- follow-up steering elements of the same

construction, in conjunction with follow-up steering
amplifiers,
- take-over systems for linking all around steering
positions on the ship. The priority rating of the
different steering positions is programmedin a
remote steering selection, so that authority cannot
be granted unintentionally.
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- Override system, so as to be able to intervene

manually in the automatic steering process.

, Digital ,__j_
autopilot
and adaptive autopilot are the
_____g
in the automatic steering. Digital
autopilot is also a semiadaptive digital autopilot and
gives following functions of a conventional autopilot.

7
main _m—
components

Heading control with gyro compass heading signal,
Adjustment to the ship-and rudder - specific

circumstances if the ship,
Rudderlimit setting,
Monitoring of the heading reference signal against
a second (redundant) heading sensor (e.g. magnetic
compass).

According to today's requirements, it also doesﬁm
following standard operating functions:
Adjustment to the current ship's speed,
Steering of the ship with rate-of-turn controls,
Incorporation of the magnetic compass course,
Upgradingof the digital autopilot to track

controller,
Connectionof several digital autopilot operator

units.

The adaptive autopilot contains a stored ship's
as well‘ as the resulting optimal steering
characteristics of the ship. Theship-specific data such
as ship's length, tonnage, normal speed, etc, are set
when the autopilot is set in operation. Variable
parameters such as load conditions, draught, etc. are
entered by hand. Microprocessor based adaptive autopilot
continuously determines the deviations from ideal
condition, checks whether the desired results are

model
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achieved and corrects the commands to the steering
control equipment automatically. In doing this it takes
all set parameters into account. Besides all basic and

extension functions which are carried out by the digital
autopilot, it offers, in addition to the "Rate of turn"
steering mode, the steering mode"Radius", i.e. a radius
can be entered in sea miles and thus a precise circle
can be steered.

The software module makes the adaptive

autopilot
into
an "adaptived course-and track
controller", with which track control between 3 way
points is possible.
i
Q Together with the attached sensors,
heading
reference managing system combines the following

important performance characteristics in one system:
- Selection of the heading reference sensors gyro
compass/magnetic compass,
Correction of the speed error of the gyro compass,
Correction of the magnetic variation and the

deviation,
Transmission of the corrected sensor data to the
connected repeater units,
- Continuous digital indication of the magnetic
compass course,
- Monitoring of two connected heading sensors

according to given tolerance,
Automatic synchronization of the heading receivers
in case of switching to different heading reference,
Central synchronization of all connected repeater

units is a the operator unit,
Automatic or manual input if the speed,

Optical and audible signalling of error messages,
output of the valid course and the ship's speed via

a serial interface.

Connection of heading reference (torque) receivers,
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The above equipment can be extended redundantly in
various stages of development. In the most simple stage
as

magnetic

compass/QYZO COWP335 °q“iPm°“t

it

is

possible to switch between the gyro compass course and
the corrected magnetic compass course at any time.

Navigation information/Nautical display system is
the central navigation work P13¢° °f m°d°r“ bridge
system. It gives comprehensive information, essential
requirements of the navigation. Representation of the
navigation - and manoeuver - technical data takes place
on a high - resolution graphic colour display in analogy
and digital form. The information for course control,

track control, trend representation, engine data,
propetter data, battery data, fuel level indicator, etc
according to the design can be called up via a separate
operator tableau arranged according to operating
factors. In addition, warning - and alarm messages are
given by the connected sensors.
One such system capable of all above mentioned
modern integrated

bridge system designed by ANSCHUTZ
is

shownin figure:-4.4.
4.4 Integrated Control ship /Ship of the Future / one
Man Bridge Ship:

If the definition
"the position

of the "Bridge" is defined as

in a ship

front where the

command of

operations is performed", then it can be accepted that
its function in merchant vessels has remained unaltered
since its inception. Whathas changed is/the extent to
which the

actual

performance

of

the

total

command

operation is controlled front that one position. The
advent of modern electronic microprocessor technology
and increased economiccompetition within international
shipping, in combination with high bunker and crew cost
68
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Integrated Bridge System
Source

- ANSCHUTZ

Figure - 4.4

has integrated and correlated various ship-operational
functions on the bridge.
In the mind of many naval architects,

shipowners

and electronics manufacturers the idea of the integrated
ship control system was taking shape some 30 years ago.
A step in this direction was taken in 1967 when 20,000
GRTbulk carrier "Sugar Crystal" was fitted with bridge
console in a configuration. The vessel console was more

of congregation than of integration and was still an
assembly of discrete units. But in the same year, 1967,
Norcontrol of Norway, in collaboration
with the
NorwegianShip Research Institute, Det norske Veritas,
and some influential shipowner, embarked on a study into
how the then burgeoning computer technology could be
employed to correlate datajdnerived from a number of
individual navaids and thus present the bridge
watchkeeper with a summarized but complete picture of
voyage progress. Trails on the cargo ship "Taimyr" were
followed in 1970by the first commercialinstallation of
what later became Norcontrol's highly successful
iDatabridge_system, abroad the tanker "Thorshard". Since
then integration
has become the watchword of the
maritime industry, and today the concept has gathered
such momentumthat little else seems to occupy the pages
of the technical press or the minds of ship designers.
The aim of the pioneers was to harness computer
technology to make navigation more accurate and safer.
At the same time, they helped to ease pressure on the
watchkeeping officer and reduce vessel operating costs
by boosting fuel efficiency and reducing voyage
duration. Today, the fundamental principle remained the..
same but horizons are broader and ambitions much
grander.
Today, an integrated ship is not simply of
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integrated navigation, but of integrated ship control
gygtems, in which the functions of

navigation,
machinery monitoring and control

cargo operations,
ballasting and trimming.
- communication and

_ 311 other ship-operational

systems, are combined

in a single are/bridge.
Various countries have used the above technology
according to their techno-socio-economic condition and
named the project as "Ship of the future", "Pioneer
ship", "Efficient Ship", "Integrated ship" with a goal
of "gngﬁmgnﬂbridge". The concept of the one man bridge

operating twenty four hours a day at sea is still

in the

egperimental stage. IMOin its circular no HSC/566 of
2nd July 1991 authorised trials
on one man bridge

operations 24 hours a day under certain
guidelines. Historical background on the trials

strict
of one

man bridge system is given in Appendixzl.
Generally speaking there are four sub-systems
making up the Integrated Control system
1- Bridge automation system.
2- Propulsion and Engineroom automation system.
3- Cargo handling system.
4- Ship Administration system.

An integration system allows information exchange
between different computerbased monitoring and control
system on board sea-going vessels. Information can be
passed between any of the operating areas by a direct
connection or a local area network (LAN). This enables
the coordination of data for processing of available
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data. Data is displayed on video display units at
workstations which are appropriately located around the
ship. All available data can be accessed and data may be
input at any workstation.
A typical Integrated Ship Control system designed
by NORCONTROL
is shown in figure:-4.5.

Where all systems are connected in a LAN. Internal

and external data transfer to administrative computer on
LAN.Each system in the network can get access to data
from another system through special
communication

programsinstalled in every station interfaced to the
net. The network allows for point to point connection
and broadcasting of information to several nodes or
groups of nodes.

In the configuration, there are three level of
signal processing and information.
1. Basic signal processing in Local Processing

Station.
2. Intelligent signal processing, information
distribution
Control Units

and not communication in Master
(MCU)

3. Supervisory control with Man-Machineinterface
Remote Operation Station (ROS).

in

- Flexible system configuration including integration
to the ship's administrative PCnetwork.
Individual sub-system are shownin the figure:-4.6.
The system complies fully with the NCAIntegrated

Ship

Control System with data exchange on LAN. Communication
with. other systems with LAN - Ethernet with TCP/IP

protocols.
Following functions are done by the integrated

navigation_system:
- Presentation of Radar signals
- Arpa functions
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Presentation of navigation information
Position Estimator
Rate Planning/Chart editing
Course/Speed Control
conning DisplaY
Tracking function

Reports on printer and/or display

Interface to fulfil requirement for total integrated
ship control system.
Stand-alone and integrated configuration.
Engine room automation function:
Remotemonitoring of temperature, pressure,

flows,

levels and other process variables.
Remote monitoring and control of power plant
including power management.
Remote monitoring and control of stand-by pumps,

valves, regulators, fuel transfer system and bilge
pumps.

Operation through mimic pictures with direct
addressing of process variables with tracker ball.
Functional operator panel with direct addressing to
functions.
Reports on printer and/on display.

Possibilities for both centralized and/or local
operation.
Interface to fulfil requirement for total integrated
ship control system.
Engineers watch calling system and navigators safety
system.
The Level Gauging and Cargo Handling System does

following function:
Control of pumps, valves and sequences with special
logic.
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Start/stop and cavitation control of cargo pumps.
ballast

pumps and COWpumps

Alarm and monitoring with log functions.
Automation discharge and stripping programs.

On-line load calculator.
Operation through mimic pictures with direct
addressing of process variables with trackball.
Function control panel with direct addressing to
functions.
Reports on printer and/or display.
Input from cargo and ballast levels.
Interface to tank radar sensors from several
manufacturers.

Possibilities for both centralized and/or
distributed operation.
Interface to fulfill requirements for total
integrated ship control system.
ship Hanagement system:

It's a very new and modern concept in ship
operation. The system computer permits direct and fast
information access between ship, shipping company and

agents for efficient
planning, organization and
implementation of strategic
and technical ship's
operation. The communication module permits data to be
exchangedin protected mode, at high transmission speeds
and, thus, at lower cost than conventional system. It
permits following information for example to be

extracted or transmitted directly via satellite

and PTT

network:
- Complete cargo configuration.

- Order transactions resulting from the servicing and
maintenance modules.
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_ data of the ship's log stored via electronic log
management.

In this system access to the databases of the ship.
shipping companyor agents is protected against access
by unauthorized persons. It is also possible to issue
communication jobs or check pending jobs directly via
the comunication module provided in the standard

operator interface.
In general

shipboard

management computer is

a

microcomputer system based on the MSDOS/CDOSoperating

systems in use throughout the work and can be performed

following internal and external jobs:
- SATCOMcommunications.

General housekeeping on board
Maintenance program
Spareparts management

Loading calculations
Operating system.
Navigation support/Deck log-book
- Engineering support/Engine log-book
- Process application/Trend program
- PC application/work processing program languages.
Thc.Germangovernment,in collaboration with shipowner,

shipyards, institutes, universities, industry, model
tank establishmenh, classification societies and trade
union took up a project "Schiff der Zukunft" (sdz- ship
of the future) to increase economic ship operation
through reduction of operating costs. Germanshipbuilder
HDWprovided

project.

First

the

project

management for

vessel of the project

Samantha" was launched successfully

the

total

"Sdz "Norasia

in 1985.

The results of the project is shown in figure:
4.7. Aims of the project are:
- reduction in fuel costs
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- reduction in personnel cost
- increased safety is shownby introducing different
technology and eQuiPm°nt

(5) Reduction of fuel costs:
This was achieved by taking different technical
measures in the ship and machinery plant (figure-4.7).
symbol 1 - Asymmetrical aft body

Symbol 2
symbol 3
Symbol 4
symbol 5

-

Symbol 6
Symbol 7
Symbol 8
Symbol 9

-

Large propeller diameter
Wakedistribution nozzle
Fuel saving diesel engine
Shaft generator

Scoop cooling system
Centralized bunker system
Advanced fuel preparation
Sludge oil burning
Symbol 10- Fuel analysis.

Combination of

asymmetrical

aft

body,

screwed

propeller of large diameter and wakedistributed nozzle
fitted on a vessel gives large power saving to the
propulsion engine and initiates no propeller vibration.
Dueto the power saving measures at the ship's aft body
a substantial derating main engine (lowering the mean
effective pressure while the ignition pressure is kept
on a high level)

down to a very economical point is

possible. Since the engine is derated it can give only
one to two grams of fuel saving per horsepower if an Eta
booster or a turbo compact system (TCS) is fitted, which
cannot pay back the necessary high investment.
Therefore, the more effective turbocharging system is
the solution. Proper main engine arrangement from right
aft of the main engine for container stowage. With this
77
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arrangement slow running long stroke modern engine for

low propeller revolutionscan be fitted.
There are three economical modesof electric
generation. They are:
- Diesel engines driven by heavy fuel
—shaft generator
—Turbo generator

power

driven by steam from the exhaust gas

boilers.
For the installation

of a turbo-generator the power of

the main engine on these ships can be too low. Therefore
the only decision is to choose between heavy fuel

auxiliary diesel engines and a shaft generator. The
difference of the overall operating costs between heavy
oil driven diesel generators and a shaft generator is
not very large. Considering maintenance saving shaft
generator is the best solution. This also can be
possible to run the vessel as a one-fuel ship during sea

service.
Another remarkable item is the scoop type cooler.
With this cooler it is possible, in connection with a
central fresh water cooling system, to re-cool the whole
fresh water cooling without operation of the main sea
water cooling pump. The speed of the ship draws the sea
water through the scoop cooler. A small amount of energy

propulsion energy can. be spend for this,

but it

is

negligible if inlet and outlet are placed in the right
positions. Except manoeuvering no electrical power is
for sea water cooling pumpand naturally there is less
maintenance work.

If the fuel is stored in double-bottom tanks, the
amountof available steam is not sufficient for heating
purpose as because increased efficiency of diesel
engines today has led to much lower exhaust gas
temperature and thus to a decrease in the performance of
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the exhaust gas boilers.

Expensive fuel has to be burnt

in the oil-fired boiler to balance the shortage steam.
However,if the fuel tanks are installed in a central
position in the ship, forming block tanks with a
relatively small area in contact with the sea, even the
low amount of steam produced by the exhaust gas boiler

is enough to heat the fuel.
Approximately 2 to 3 percent of the bunkered fuel
oil will accrue as sludge during necessary cleaning
process. This sludge includes a large amount of water
which is not possible to segregate by gravity. There are

two legal possibilities

to get rid of this sludge 

either by pumping it ashore or by burning it in the
boiler. Because of the water content in the sludge a lot
of expensive diesel fuel has to be burned in addition
for burning sludge oil. HDWdeveloped a plant and
installed in these vessels which evaporates the water
from the sludge. So, on one hand no additional fuel oil
is necessary to burn the sludge and on the other hand
heat energy can be gained during burning. The vessel is
also equipped with most modern fuel treatment plant.
All above measures has reduced fuel consumption by
25 percent as compared to a conventional vessel.
2 Manning Reduction:

The plant and equipment arranged in these vessels
in such a manner that number of crew could be reduced in

these vessels substantially without increasing workload
and compromising with safety.

some of the examples are:

Symbol 11 - Communication Center
Symbol 12 - Ship Operation Center (SOC)
Symbol 13 - Board Management Center (BMC)

Symbol 14 - Computerized Monitoring Plant
5YmbOl_l5 - Board Computer
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Symbol 16 - Remote Operation of anchor
Symbol 17 - Maintenance Saving Engine Room

Symbol18
Symbol 19

Centralized with control stands

Centralized ballast system

symbol 20 - Uninterrupted

power supply

Ship Operating Center (300):
To run the ship with one-man watch operation, the
conventional bridge is modified into a ship operation
center (soc). A high grade of automation and the
installation of newly operational concept opened up the

possibility

to run the vessel from pier to pier with

only one man on watch. All monitoring and control tasks
is focused on the single watch watchkeeper. The control

and monitoring of the engine plant is also transferred
to SOC. The tasks

to

be performed

in

the

SOC are

assigned to particular sites on the basis of time and
motion studies. This led to the arrangement of each
working space for:
- Command

- Engineering and
- Planning
From the commandposition,

one man is in charge of

all operational and monitoring functions.

Due to the

all-round view design of the SOCthis man can watch the

surrounding sea without leaving his seat. All necessary
information displays and operating instructions are
graphed around him in the latest ergonomical layout.
special equipment is also developed during research
work for the SOCand filled

on board. This includes:

- radar equipment with constant digital display and

day light visibility.

- course controller for automatic ship steering along
a prelselected course.
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determination of the required course by the
integrated navigation system that provides the
necessary information for the automatic pilot.
position monitoring by the integrated navigation
system that shows the ship's exact position on the
chart plotting table by a running light point.
computerized information and monitoring system
treating all arising alarms in a way which allows
non-technical persons to react properly.
navigation display showing graphically the most
important environmental conditions such as wind
direction and force, etc, and
heavy weather damage avoidance system which judges

the additional strain put on the hull by heavy seas.
Board Management Center

(BHC):

In these ships, the engine control room no longer
exists, as all monitoring and control for engine plant
has moved to the SOC. But, the SOC is unmanned in the

harbor. So, creating a BMCin the commonentrance area
of the deckhouse and the engine room provided an almost

optimumsolution for all requirements. All information
about the systems total ship is available here either
from the information and monitoring systems or from the
manuals. Maintenance crews and visitors can be received
here without disturbhg
ships operation. Manpower
saving aspect of the BMCis greater.
The distribution

of tasks between the SOCand B00

is shownin the figure-4.8.
Automation:

The major position in the labor saving concept is
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taken by the high degree of automation. This is mainly
achieved by a highly intelligent
computerized
information and monitoring system. The "brain" of the
system is
two separate,
redundant
computers
comunicating with a number of sub-station and colour
displays. All data processed by the alarm is displayed
in columns, diagrams, curves, etc, for easy understand.
All alarms are supplemented by decision aids in clear
wording. This system allows the monitoring of all
auxiliaries on the screens and, the operation of a
number of pumps, valves, etc, which can be actuated via
the displays. This means that the engineer can choose
the respective system from a menu on the screen and then
initiate the necessary operation of a pumpor a valve by

touching the respective unit with a light pen. The flow
of the medium in the

system is

shown in

changing

colours.
Besides this system, a special computer is
installed for onboard administrative work, such as
loading calculations etc, as well as for maintenance
programs.

Maintenance Saving Engine room Layout:

The over all layout of the engine room and the
arrangement of all equipment arranged in such a manner
that even with a reduced crew a large amount of
maintenance and repair work can be carried out by the

crew itself. According to the newly developed transport
concept, most important items in the engine room are the
clear transport ways leading around every deck of the
vessel. To avoid the manpower-absorbing the often
dangerous way of hoisting parts in the engine room by

tackling"or pull lifts,

a crane is able to reach nearly
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every part of the engine room. A lift

is installed

for

the vertical transport of the trolley with its load.
This allows movementof parts from the foremost corner
of the double-bottom in to the workshop by one man.
Crew accommodation:

The vessel is designed to reduce the influence of
the negative environmental factors on the crew as far as
possible by a new layout of the living quarters: narrow
corridors have given way to open spaces allowing freedom
of movement, and a neutral
leisure
area with
communication center is intended to prevent tensions
arising amongcrew members. An extensive sports area is
also provided.

(c) safety:
Sdz type vessels are designed to carry a free-fall
lifeboat. This is a closed boat easily accessible from
the accommodation and launched in free fall

from a ramp

equipped with a newly developed radio station

able to

transmit position data by an integrated navigation
memory system. Distress signals are automatically
transmitted on shipping and air distress frequently.
With all measures mentioned above, "sdz" type
vessel can be operated by 12-man crew. It is obvious
that a vessel with such advanced technology must be more
expensive than a conventional one with a crew of 24 men.
According to Mr. K.H. Paetow of HDW, on the basis

of

today's fuel oil costs and the wagecost currently valid
for the crew of ships flying the German flag, the .
additional moneyspent in the higher investment will be
amortized within four years.
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4 5 Condition Monitoring and Knowledge Based
Bystem/Expert system:

[heliability and availability are the key points
for the economic ship operation. A high level of
availability of an equipment depends upon its condition
being known at all times in order to take necessary
action for maintenance.

Maintenance Strategy
I
|

I

Corrective

PreVentiVe
Scheduled

Condition based

Corrective maintenance is carried out after a
serious defect or sudden failure
has occurred.
Preventive maintenance is done with the extension of
reducing the probability of reaching the limit.
Preventive maintenance can be separated into;
- Scheduledmaintenance, based on statistically
pre
determined intervals (meantime between failure)
- Condition-based maintenance carried out when

qualified pre-described criteria (condition
parameter) reach limiting values.
On one hand corrective

maintenance

may be the

intended maintenance strategy, the greatest part of all
maintenance on a marine equipment is directed

towards

the prevention or failure. on the other hand, within the
limits of safe operation, unnecessary preventive
maintenance should be reduced or avoided. The need for

a better and more cost-effective
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maintenance strategy

has led to the development of condition-based
maintenance systems.
The decision on when to carry out maintenance is

based on measured quantitative information (condition
parameter) on the deterioration of components during
normal running equipment/engine. The condition analysis
need to contain following elements:- _
- Evaluation of the present condition and if the
change since previous analysis,
Finding the cause of this change (diagnostic)

Estimating the future condition (trend analysis)
Evaluate the consequences of continued degration
Decide on process control actions to be performed to

kill irregularities

and failure development

Predict improvements which could be obtained by
maintenance work.
Condition monitoring can be obtained from the
parameters of the main engine:
- Thermal load monitoring (exhaust valve, cylinder
cover and liner)

- Combustionmonitoring (fuel at quality, fuel oil
pre- heating temperature, feel oil impurities-water,
condition of injection equipment)
- Cylinder Pressure Measurements
Piston Ring Monitoring
Air/Exhaust Gas System (efficiency of turbo change
turbine, efficiency of turbocharger compressor,
pressure drop across cooler)
Bearing monitoring
condition Monitoring of Turbocharger:
Turbocharger efficiency is important. Reduced
efficiency gives less air throughput. This leads to
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higher thermal load on exhaust valves, cylinder cover,
piston and liner. It was observed that there is a
correlation between its RPMand efficiency. The fouling
of the air and exhaust system (in pipes, diffusor.
nozzles and compressor and turbine rotor) reduces both
the turbine and the compressor efficiency. The RPMis
reduced simultaneously. Therefore the deviation between
actual RPMand reference RPMas condition parameter can
be used. Accordingly a mathematical model/program can be
developed.

Cylinder Pressure Measurement:
The cylinder pressure measurements have to be
synchronized with the crank position. Thus a crank angle
maker has to be used. An optical

angle maker has to be

used. An optical angular position encoder is chosen. A

special couplingthat is torsionally stiff but literally
flexible is made to link the coder to the crankshaft.
The encoder is mounted at the end of the engine.

The encoder has two output lines. One gives a pulse
train with one square-wave pulse every é degree; the
other gives on square-wave pulse per revolution. The
"one per revolution" pulse is used to mark TDCposition
of each cylinder.
The pressure sensors used are designed for
continuedlneasurements. The signals from the sensors are

digitalized in a very fast analogy to digital converter
(ADC).

Knowledgebased or "Expert based" system provides ship
operators with a valuable tool for achieving maximum
operating efficiency with minimumdown time and minimum
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maintenance and repair cost. It is suitable for
shipboard as well as shoreside application and provides
facilities
which ensure smooth and trouble free
operation of main diesel engines.
The economic operation of a ship depends on
numerous factors, the most important of which are the

operating reliability

and availability

of the main

engine. A high level of availability depends upon the
engine condition being knownat all times, so that any
necessary maintenance and repair work can be carried out
at the most suitable time in accordance with the ship's
sailing schedule. Due to the wide variety of parameters
which determine the loads and stresses to which an
engine is subjected, routine nmintenance and repair
intervals based on statistical
methods are today no

longer the best solution, particularly in view of the
costs involved.
Normally a personal computer is introduced as a
diagnostic tool for the monitoring and maintaining of
the engine. Basically, it provides automation of the
performance evaluation and general operation procedures
documentedin the engine operational manuals. with the
implant of the know-howof an expert operation appraisal
engineer, it thereby forms an expert system.
It is a performance analysis software program and
can be used in a PC with MS-DOS or PC-DOS operating

system normally it required 2 to 2MBhard disk space
according to the program. The program is matched with
the make and type of the engine.

MANB&Whas developed

such a software program for their turbocharged diesel
engines and named as Computer Aided Performance Analysis
(CAPA)performance. It gives full menu control effected
by means of a main menu, and pull down and pop-up menus,

where the requested functions, kept in plain text, are
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selected by means of a highlighted letter
or bY
positioning a selection bar via the keyboard. An
electronic system manual is clued, and full support is
provided by on-line help pop-up windows. In this way the
CAPAperformance programme can perform at considerably
higher levels of expertise. The CAPAprogram works as an

off-line system. The engine performance values required
for diagnostication are read off the engine's normal
monitoring system, and are thereafter entered into the
computer for subsequent computation and analysis. The
program generates a set of calculated performance
parameters corrected to the standard ambient conditions.
The corrected values are compared to reference curves,
and deviations from the reference curves are calculated.
From the data, the expert system extracts and shows
those parameters which exceed their maximumlimits of
variation. Furthermore, through fault and matching
pattern procedures, the expert system generates
maintenance advice about the components most likely to
cause problems, and gives recommendations as to
corrective measures to be taken.”
4.6 Marine Simulator:—

Due to extreme economic competition in shipping and
at the same time technological development, new complex
equipmentand ship types are constantly being introduced.

ﬂrtificial intelligence has been introduced and is going
on board ships, Harbor turnarounds arekgbunted
by hours rather than days, and at the same time reduced

manninglevels put greater responsibility on those left
onboard. Tight international conventions and strong
competition demand greater know how and efficiency from
everyone involved. Public awareness in matters of
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environmental protection leave little roomfor error of
judgement, adding more strain to an already stressful

situation.

These new trends drastically increase the need for
training. Refresher courses, certificate renewal and
customer designed programs for the maritime industry is
keeping schools and training centers busy. At the same
time newtechnology has made it possible to simulate all
aspects of ship operation.
Visual systems technology
has made realistic out of the windowviews available.
Better hydrodynamic models recreate all the complex
behavior of ships.
Smaller space requirements and
efficient
implementation of new cost effective
technology make these systems available to most users.
Simulators meet all above criteria.
A simulator can
compress years of experience in to week. Mathematical
models of physical systems can be solved by using

differential equations. Theuse of electrical analogues
enables the representation of the equations and their
analysis without actually solving the mathematics.
Simulation is usually considered to be representation of
individual physical items in a system by computiong
elements.
The inter connection of the computing
elements is the same as in the simulated system.
A
feedback control system can then be examined with

respect to the effects of varying any individual
parameter. An initial attempt at systenn symulation
might deal with a heat exchanger system such as that for
a jacket or piston water cooling on a diesel engine.
The techniques of simulation have now progressed to the
extent that every single item ix: a ship's nmchinery
space can be simulated. These systems can further be
made to interact with another to produce, in every
respect, the complete range of activities that mayoccur
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during an engine roomwatchkeeping period. The physical
equipment used for the operation and control of the

ship's machinery is identical to the real thing. only
the engine, its associated systems and auxiliaries are
modelled in a engine room simulator.

The control

therefore is life-like and realistic,

even to the point

room

of having introduced the appropriate noises.
simulator training has over the past years proved
to be an effective training method, especially where an
error of judgement can endanger life, environment and
property. Ship simulators can be of Bridge simulator .
Engine room simulator, Cargo handling simulator.
A
bridge simulator can offer a complete line of:
- ARPAtraining

- Radar Navigation simulator
- Ship Handling simulator
- Vessel Traffic simulator
- Instrument simulator
- Multi Bridge Visual simulator.
Cargo handling simulatorscan improve knowledge on cargo
pumps, gear and lines, tank cleaning, crude oil washing,

ballasting, pollution control system, intert gas system,
vapour emission control, hull cleaning etc.
An engine room simulator

normally comprises an

engine control room, a machinery space and instructor's
room. A digital computer forms the heart of the unit
and various dynamic models describe the various process
with in the plant. These models can be inter connected
in many ways and can be adjusted to vary the plant
conditions.
The machinery control room houses the main switch
board and the control console.
The main switchboard
contains the generator synchronizing equipment to

simulate powergeneration and didtribution.
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4

The control

console has two seperate sections, which house the alarm
displays and the. remote control
system.
The
instructor's room is seperate but has a view through
windows of the control room. A communicating console is

provided to enable inputs to the control roomequipment.
The engine roomis another seperate space which contains
panels or boxes to represent the simulated units. These

panels provide indication, can be reset if the unit is
considered to have a simulated failure,
may be
"repaired", or provide somemanual operating features.
The trainee is required to visit the engine room at

intervals to undertake these various tests

according to

the simulated condition requirements.
Mimic panel
displays are provided in the control room and engine

room to give process details and fault indications.
Engine room simulator can give training to fulfill
following needs:
1. Maintenance training
- supervision
- procedures
- handling
2. Operator training
- principles of operation
- control the process
- rule based sequences
3. Teamtraining

- co-operation traing
- form a perfect

team

4. Decission training
- give a total overview
- implement actions to reach a defined goal
- makecorrect decission.
The different training can be impliminted on different

training'levels:
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Basic operator training
Preperations for getting underway.
Manoeuvring to open sea.
Steady steaming.
Manoeuvring in to harbour.

Finishing with engine.
- Operation of auxiliary boiler and cargo turbines.
Responding effectively

to abnormal and emergency

situations.
Advancedoperational training
Howwill an engineer react when faced with serious
problems.
Howwill a crew operate

together

when an abnormal

situation develops.
—Howcan errors

with in the system be traced and

corrected.
- Howcan the engine room system be restored

to normal

operation.
Economicand optimising studies:
- Howto judge the performance of various components.
- Howto differentiate between external and internal
causes of a deterioration occurs on a given
components, howmuchwill this affect the overall fuel
econemy.

Besides these, it can also be used for research,
investigation, shipdesign and other various marine uses.
Simulator training

is now recognised

by IMO and the

regulatory authorities and usually results in examption
from some period of sea-time. In some countries it is
also used a tool for skills competency judgement.
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4.7 ProgrammableController:
In automation there are two types of controllers
are used:
— wired

—memory programmed controller.

In wired controller switching elements are solidly
connected. They are also called relay logic. In this
type of controller every change of function has to be
done by rewiring the controller and switching elements.
In programmable controller (PC) the function of
the controller is stored in memoryand depends not on
the connections of hardware (switches, relays, contacts
etc.).
The hardware is connected to the inputs and
outputs of the programmable controller.
The input and
output signals are combinedby the program stored in the
controller.
Whenever a change of function has to be
done, only the program has to be changed.

Before a programmable controller is able to
control a process a program has to be written in a
special language and entered in to the controller. This
program is written by programmer in a computer with a
special software package. The software supplies the
user with a powerful tool to enter his program in a
convenient way and convert it to controller's
understandable language.

It is a digitally operating electronic apparatus
which uses

a programmable memory for

the

internal

storage of instructions for implementing specific
functions such as logic, sequencing, timing counting and
arithmetic to control through digital
or analog
input/output modules, various types of machines or
process. PCshave been available for over 20 years, but
the advent of the microprocessor provided both the
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incentive and the means for development of a new series
of PCs with added capability.
Working princiP1¢3
The programmable controller works basically as a
_g5§g;nger when used to automate a shipboard plant.
It

first senses the input conditions of interest,

then

solves the logic equations programmedby the user based

on the current input conditions.
It then sets the
required output actuators to provide action as dictated
by the solution of the logic equations.
The block
diagram of a PC in Figure:-4.9

shows the four main

functional blocks.
Input:
The input block allows the sequencer to sense the
machine input parameters. These may consist of operator
switches used to set up and select modes of machine
operation and for starting and stopping the Inachine

operation, limit switches used to sense position or
presence of a part, and other sensors or switches used
for safety or fault monitoring. In short, any external
parameter which must be provided to the controller from
it to make the proper decision when running a machine
is provided through the input block.
Sequencer:
The sequencer block performs the operations

of
timing, latching, and control that hardware logic does,
except the operations are done with programable solid
state logic rather than with discrete hardware
components. The sequence logic is basically digital
codes using the digital logic signals.
Programmer:

The sequencer is controlled by a user-defined
programthat contains the steps necessary to execute the
task from the ladder diagram ( or any other
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entering the program ) which is equivalent to the relay
logic.
The user program is entered through the
programmer. The sequencer it self has its ownoperating
program- sometime referred to as a microprogram - which
causes the sequencer hardware to step through the user
programand execute it according to the predefined rules
of the system.
Output:
In the output block, the output points are turned
on or off according to the results of the ladder logic
based on inputs at any particular time. The state of
output is stored in the memorytherefore the on or off
state of these outputs can be used with in other logic
equations simply by the program examining the contents
of the appropriate memorylocation. If hardware relays
were used, each logic equation would require using a

separate set of contacts for a particular output.
Advantages of Pc:—

The PC has grown exponentially
because:

1.

High flexibility:

in popularity

as

modular construction in both

software and hardware, customer configured, expansible
and even rebuildable.
2. Ease of programming: relay ladder logic diagram
language, other symbolic
and high level languages
specially designed for control purposes.

3. Specially designed tolerance:

for application

in

harsh environment

4. Cost effectivenmﬂhardware costs are reduced, owing to
mass production for the huge market and standardized
modular construction. The initial cost can be very low
for the PC user who can introduce a system with the
minimum of modules and then

arises.

expand it

when the

need

-Software development costs are cut by their
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unique user friendly real-time multi-tasks programming
language. It is experienced that using relay ladder
logic,

programming time can be cut to 10 %.

5. Reliabl‘u1.7'.

(1) Protection of software and data:
For normal use of PC, power failure may cause loss
of user program and data in RAM, and also in case of

unauthorized alteration, which mayintroduce errors and
omission. All these may damagethe controlled process.
All these protection approaches have been considered in
PCdesign. Initially, the users programs were stored in
battery

retain

RAMor EEPROM(non.volati1e)

and many

users would like to fix them into reliable EPROM
using
a ROMwriter, after field testing, as a backup copy.
The transient data are normally stored in RAM, but
important data, such as the status of some flags which

may affect the operation after the power failure,

is

locked in a special ram area retained by battery when
programming.
The protection
from unauthorized
alteration is achieved by hardware key switches or
software pass words. In many PCs both approaches are

applied to ensure that every alteration is valid. To
avoid errors being introduced during alteration, most PC
systems provide a hardware timer/counter set point unit,
where only a few necessary set points can be altered and
there ranges can be easily limited in the user program.
(2) Environmental tolerance:
Well knownPCs fulfil classification societies
regulation for harsh marine environment like:
- Ambient temperature, humidity.
- Mechanical vibration, shock and inclination.
- Electromagnetic interference.
(3) Redundancy:

Because of

their

modular design
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and network

ability, PC systems are easily constructed in a
distributed configuration which simply restricts the
function area affected by a single fault.
The recent
innovation of middle and large size PCs is the hot back
up system with dual or even triple redundant CPUmodules

requested in critical
increases

applications.

in MTBF, and a calculated

This greatly
HTBF for one of

these PCs has reached several hundred years.

(4) Maintenance and service:
It is beyond the reach of engineer's

on board to
shoot and repair faulty components of printed circuit
cards of micro electronic system. But the PC system
provides a new opportunity for internal self checking
facilities which automatically locates hardware fault
for replacement. PCs are constructed by modules with
LEDsand clearly indicates the status of the module and
every I/0 point on the surface.
Therefore
identification for replacement is easy and does not
require skilled personnel and special test equipment.
I/O terminals

of some new PC are on bus plates

does not require even a second or a tool

which

like screw

driver.
(5) Reduction of spares stock
The versatility of PCsystems enables some type of
hardware to be utilized for several functions on the
same ship.
Therefore, one set of spares/modules can
serve several systems. Additionally, Pc system spares,
which are just modules, are usually much cheaper than
the spare cards required for special purpose computer
systems.
(6) Security of procuring spares:
It has been observed that the rapid development of
microelectronic technology is makingprevious generation
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obsolete in a short time. But, it is not as easy to
stop large scale production of a major PC. Further
more, the innovation of PC products are mainly based on
modules. The new modules are normally compatible with
the old one and at the same time it offers some new
features. Therefore the user does not suffer.

CHAPTER-V
VIEW OF CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES REGARDING
VESSEL AUTOMATION

5.1 Introduction:

Practically every ocean-going ship is registered
with a Classification Society and is therefore required
to complywith the rules of the relevant society. These
differ slightly in technical and also in survey
requirements keeping the basic guideline same. In this
chapter different shipboard machinery/equipment, design
has been explained considering level of automation
compliedfrom the Classification Societies point of view
to give an idea of an automated vessel.

5.2.1 Automatedvessel:
A ship whose machinery spaces are intended to be

periodically

unattended in

all

sailing

condition

including manoeuvering and automated installations are
designed to achieve maximumguarantee of safe operation,
at least equal to the non automated installation,
operated by watch keeping personnel are accepted by the
Classification
Societies as Automated Vessel or
AutomatedInstallations.
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5.2.2 Application:
Classification Society's requirements on automatic
or remote control of machinery and equipment of a vessel

applies to control following :
(1) Main propulsion.

(2) Controllable pitch propeller.
(3) Steam raising plant ( boilers and their ancillary
equipments).

(4) Electric generating plant.
(5) Auxiliary machinery associated with machinery and
equipment.
(6) Fuel oil system.
(7) Bilge system.
(8) Deck machinery.

5.3

Design of automated installations

5.3.1 System design :
Control systems, alarm system and safety systems
in shipboard automated installations are so designed
that one fault does not result in another fault. They
are designed on the " fail to safe " principle and

sufficiently reliable under service condition.
5.3.2

Control means :

(1) Electric power 
Electric powerrequired for the control, alarm and
monitoring systems are not branch offs from the power
and lighting circuit. Normally individual machinery and
equipment'has same power supply for operation, control,
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gafety and alarm system.

electric generating
accumulator battery.

Alarm and safety

sets

are

supplied

power for

from an

(2) Hydraulic oil 
The supply of control oil pressure and quantity

are stable.

Pressure relief valves are filled on the

delivery side of the hydraulic oil pump. To control
main propulsion machinery and main shafting, two or more
independent sets of hydraulic oil pressure pumps are
fitted.
They are so arranged that one is kept as a
stand by pumpand starts automatically in case of oil

pressure failure.
(3) Pneumatic pressure 
Control air is supplied from two or more sets of

control air compressors and an air reservoir of capacity
of supplying air to control devices at least for 5/10
minutes in the event of the failure of the control air
compressor. Each control air compressor can supply the
full requirement for control air. Control air is also
taken from main propulsion or generating diesel engine
starting air reservoir through pressure reducing valves
and normally they are duplicated. Control air supply is
independent of general service air and starting air.
5.3.3

Marine Environmental ConditionA:—

Marine automated equipment is capable of operating

satisfactorily in the marine environment and the ships
operating conditions. In addition to the forward motion
of a vessel, vessel encounters three linear motions,
such as

surge,

sway and heave

motion

and

three

rotational motions namedas rolling, pitching and yawing
motion. The vessel also faces severe mist, rain, snow,
hail: Stofm. wind. fog, vibration and so on. Automated
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equipment should withstand
above severe
marine
environmental conditions.
To get type approval certificate of the equipment

from the classification societies, the equipment must
undergo environmental tests like vibration test, dry
temperature test, heat and humidity test, salt fog test,
andperformancetest, dielectric test surge voltage test
and so on.

5.3.4 Control System Requirements :

Control systems of main propulsion

engines and

their auxiliaries and boilers, electric generating sets
are independent of each other.

In case of more than one

main propulsion engine, electric generating sets or
important auxiliaries which are designed to operate
simultaneously under the same condition,
inter
connecting devices are provided between the control
devices for each unit.
Automatic control and remote control devices have

control characteristics in conformity with the dynamic
properties of the equipment they serve and do not
malfunction or hunt due to disturbance.
Control devices are provided with suitable inter
locking arrangements in order to prevent damages to the
machinery and equipment due to anticipated malfunctions
and misoperation of the machinery and equipment.

Main engines and auxiliary machinery, boilers,
electric generating sets also have manual starting
mechanismso that they can be manually started,
and controlled in case of automation failure.
control functions of equipment can be stopped
The function of remote control devices can be
manually.” If the machinery and equipment have
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operated
Automatic
manually.
cancelled
more than

one control station then each control station will
indicate which one is in operation and also at a time
control can not be possible from more than one station.
5.3.5

Alarm system =

In case of abnormal condition of machinery, alarm
systems give visible and audible alarms. Alarm systems
give indication at the same time in case of more than
one fault. Alarmsignals are clearly separated from the
other audible signalling devices such as general alarm,
telephone, fire, carbondioxide flooding alarm and so on.
An alarm sequence is included at least for a warning
phase with general audible signal and individual
flushing luminous signal corresponding to the activated
channel or channel group. In the acknowledgement phase,
the above luminous signals become steady after the
acoustic signal has been switched off. If an alarm has
been acknowledged and a second fault occurs before the

first

is rectified

then audible and visual signal

operates again, except where justified alarm system is
independent from control and safety system.
Failure of the normal supply and the alarm system
is also indicated by an alarm. Visual alarms are such
that each abnormal condition of the machinery is readily
distinguishable and so arranged that acknowledgementis
clearly noticeable. Alarm systems are capable of being
tested during normal machinery operation.
5.3.6 Control and Monitoring station's

Communication:

A central monitoring and control station is
arranged, which is included control devices and
instrumeﬁts ne¢e3SafY for the execution of the
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operations intended to be carried out from this station.
Telecommunication

systems

are

provided

for

interconnecting various monitoring and control stations
and for calling the personnel on duty
5.3.1

Safety System :

Safety systems are designed as far as practicable
to operate independently of the control and alarm
system. In the system a failure or malfunction will not
prevent the safety system from operation.
Safety
systems for different items of the equipment are
arranged so that failure of the safety system in one

part of the plant is not interfered with the operation
of the safety system in another part of the plant.
Whena safety system is activated,

an audible and

visual alarm is initiated to indicate the cause of the
safety action.
The safety system is provided with a
manual reset.
Visual indication is given at the
relevant control stations of the machinery and equipment
where an overriding safety system is in operation. The
overriding arrangements are such that inadvertent
operation is prevented.
5.3.8

Micro Processing System :

Micro-processor based control systems, alarm
systems and safety systems for the machinery and
equipment are arranged in such a way that a single

failure or malfunction of the electronic equipment will
not effect more than one of these functions.
The

reliability and maintainability of the computer based
control system are not to be inferior to those of the
conventional control system that is at least as reliable
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as a hard-wired system. Central processing units and
important associated apparatus are designed with self

monitoring facilities and any fault causing failure of
the system to carry out its intended function is to
initiate an audible and visual alarm. The location of
a hardware fault is indicated to a level compatible with
the equipment's designed repair/replacement policy. The
system initiates an audio and visual alarm in case of
any power supply failure to the system. At that time
the system automatically changes over to an alternative
power supply.

Important programs and data held in the system are
protected from corruption by loss of power. Where any
part of the progranl is stored in volatile memory a
permanent copy of the program and the means to re-enter

it are provided.
The storage arrangements for the
program copy are such that corruption will not occur due
to environmental condition.
5.3.9 Local Area Networks (LANs) :

A general

purpose

communication network

that

provides interconnection of a variety of data
communicating devices with in a small area is called
Local Area Network.

Where a LANis used to transfer alarm, control,
safety and supervisory data between computers and data
gathering equipment. The network lopology is such that
in the event of a failure between nodes, the system on
the network continues to operate and data transmission
between them is maintained.
The network is capable of transmitting
maximum

data transfer which could possibly arise
incurring an unacceptable data collisions.
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without

Protocols are ensured the integrity of data
flowing on the network in addition, the software in the
computers sharing the network is designed to carry out
limit checking on data values.
Means are provided to maintain the network
operation in the event of a network controller failure.
Meansare provided to monitor the usage of the network,
the occurrence of faults and other parameters necessary
for assessing its performance.
Audible and visual
alarms are operated in the event of a network fault.
The arrangements for connecting or disconnecting
nodes to and from the network are to be such that the
network continues to operate with the minimum of
interruption to other systems sharing the network.
Voice communications and video signals are normally
shared by the network.
The network installation
provides adequate protection against mechanical damage

and electro-magnetic interference.
5.4 System Design for the Automation and Remote Control
of Main Engine:

The main engine or if there is any controllable
pitch propeller, can be controlled from the navigating
bridge or main control station. The control devices of
the control stations are referred as remote control
devices for main propulsion machinery.
5.4.1 Remote control of Main Engine:
Remote control

arrangement of main engines

is

controlling the propeller speed and the direction of
thrust. Whenmain propulsion engines axecontrolled by
governors? they are adjusted in such a manner that main
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engine should not develop rpm more than 110 % of the
maximumcontinuous power.
Governors are capable of
maintaining the safe minimumspeed.

In case
engine output is controlled by programmable
controller, the program is designed in such a way that
an increase or decrease of engine output does not
develop excessive mechanical or thermal stress in any
part of the engine.
The remote control and monitoring station of main
engine is provided with propeller speed indication and

direction of rotation in case of fixed propeller or
pitch position in case of variable pitch propeller.
The remote control station is provided with main
engine alarm devices. Remote control of the main engine
is possible only from one station at a time, as such

station interconnected control positions are permitted.
At each station there is an indicator showing which
station is in control of the main engine.
The transfer of control between the navigating
bridge and machinery spaces is possible only from the
machinery space or from the machinery control room. The

system includes means to prevent the propelling thrust

from altering significantly

when transferring

control

from one location to another.
In the event of failure of remote control system
of main engines, engine speed and direction of the

propeller thrust are maintained until the control is in
operation from the main control or local control station
and the transfer of control to local or main control
station can be done by a simple operation.
In case of main engine remote control failure main
engine alarm device actuates, engine can be stopped from
the independent emergency stopping devices and if
necessary engine can be controlled from the local/manual
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control station.
The number of automatic consecutive attempts which
fail to start the main engine by the remote control

device is normally limited by the classification
society. A visual and audible alarm is issued at the
relevant control station and the main control and
monitoring station in the event of failure of main
engine starting. An alarm is also initiated in case of
low main engine starting
started by compressed air.

5.4.2

air

pressure

when engine

Bridge Control Device:
The remote control device provided on the bridge

to control main engine under all sailing conditions,
including Inanoeuvering, the speed, direction of the
thrust, and if applicable, the pitch of the propeller is
referred as bridge control devices.
Bridge control
devices are designed
either with devices to pass
automatically and rapidly through the critical speed
range or with alarm devices which operate in case where
the main engines operate exceeding a predetermined

period in the critical speed range in order to prevent
prolonged running of main engines in critical
speed
range.

5.4.3

Safety System :

Necessary interlocking: are provided with the
remote control devices for the main engine to prevent
serious damagein case of misoperation.
The main engine
5afetY system is designed to stop engine automatically
0? Capable of being stopped in case of failure of main
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electric supply whenall the auxiliaries of main engine
are driven by electric power and in that case engine is
automatically after
restoring electric power. Emergency stopping devices
for main engines are provided at the monitoring station.
Main engine safety devices will activate to shut
off fuel or steam supply automatically except in cases

also designed not to restart

which could lead complete breakdown, serious

damage or

explosion.
Remote control devices are designed so that
starting of the main engine is only possible when it is
confirmed that the camshaft is in the Ahead or Astern
position and during camreversing fuel is not injected.
Safety measures to the remote control devices for
the multi engine coupled to a single propeller shaft is
provided with an overload preventive device and each
engine is not subjected to an abnormally unbalanced
load.
Remote control devices for multiple engines
coupled with clutches to a single shaft are designed to
disengage the clutch when engine is stopped in an
emergency. Engaging and disengaging the clutches is
carried out below a predetermined value of the rpm of
main engines.
Remote control

devices

for

engines

driving

controllable pitch propeller are designed not to start
the engines when their clutch is engaged and propeller
blades are in a neutral position.
5.5 System Design for the Automatic and Remote Control

of Electric Generating Sets:
When electric
power required for main engine
auxiliaries and steering gear can normally be maintained
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by only one generator, then provision is kept in case of
power failure to start automatically and operate a

stand-by generator of sufficient power/capacity to
ensure the supply of auxiliaries necessary for the
propulsion and navigation as well as normal lighting.
Voltage from the stand-by generator is restored on
the main switchboard(s) with in 45 seconds following the
power failure and then automatic re-start
of the

essential electric services is followed.
If the electrical power is normally supplied from
more than one generator simultaneously in parallel
operation, provision is made for load shedding and
without overloading the other generators to permit
propulsion, steering and safety of the vessel in case of
loss of power failure of one of these generators.

Electric generating set arranged to start automatically
or remotely is provided with interlocking devices for
safe operation. Their automatic starting arrangement is
designed in such a way that

the number of automatic

consecutive attempts which fails to produce a start

is

limited to two times and is provided with an alarm
device to operate at that event.
5.6

Automatic and Remote Control of Boilers:—

Burners are controlled automatically to produce
required amount of steam, steam pressure
and
temperature. The devices to control the fuel supply for

the required load are capable of ensuring stable
combustion in the controllable range of fuel supply.
Combustioncontrol is carried in such a way that upper
limit of boiler steam pressure is set lower than the
safety valve setting pressure.
The burner control devices for intermittent
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operation are to comply with certain requirements.
Before ignition of the pilot burner/main burner, the
combustion chamber is purged by forced draught air.

In

case of direct ignition, opening of the fuel valve is
not preceded the ignition spark and in case of indirect
ignition , opening of the fuel valve for pilot burner is
not preceded the ignition spark, and opening of the fuel
valve for main burner is not preceded the opening of
ignition fuel valve. Firing is carried out within the
set period. Main fuel valve is so designed as to close
after opening of the valve not exceeding certain time
setting in case of firing of main burner failure.
Firing of the main burner is carried out in the low
firing position. After closure of the main fuel valve,
purging is carried out for certain set time to ensure
adequate combustion air to burn remaining fuel oil
completely between the fuel oil valve and the burner
nozzle.
The burner control device for the control of the
number of burners firing are complied with certain
requirements. Each burner is fired and extinguished
according to the planned sequence. Sometimes, the base
burner may fire by manual operation and other burners
may fire by flame of other ignited burner(s).
The
remaining fuel in the extinguished burner is
automatically burnt up for easy restarting.
The burners
for mainboilers are capable of firing and extinguishing
fromthe main control station, excepting for the firing
of base burner.
Boiler feed water is controlled automatically in
order to maintain the water level in the boilers within
a predetermined range. Main boilers are provided with
not less than three water level detectors used for feed
water control device, remote water level indicator, low
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water level safety
device.

device and low water level

alarm

Safety valves and relief valves, water level
indicators, pressure and temperature measuring devices
and safety devices in steam connections, feed water
system, blow-off system, burning system, thermal oil
heaters and alarm devices are provided.
5.7 Automatic and Remote Control of Auxiliary

Hachineries:
Automatic operation of air compressors, automatic
starting and stopping of bilge pumping arrangements,

automatic control of thermal oil installations,
high
temperature alarm for oil heaters, opening and closing
devices for sea valves, liquid level alarm systems for
fuel oil tanks, mooring arrangements, fuel oil filling
arrangements and so on are fitted as part of the
requirements of automatic and remote control systems.

5.8

Ships Provided with Centralized Machinery
Automatic

Systems (CMA-ships / MC-ships).
and
Ships Provided with Unattended Machinery Automatic
Systems (UHA-ships / OHS-ships / M0—ships).

5.8.1 Requirements for CHA-ships.

CMA-shipsare provided with centralized monitoring
and control station and it is so arranged that under all
sailing conditions including manoeuvering,safety of the
machinery operation will be equivalent to the sailing
condition under direct supervision.
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The centralized control station is provided with
remote control devices and monitoring devices for main
engines and for boilers.
Bilge wells in the spaces of main engines,

propulsion shafting, boilers, electric powergenerating
sets and propulsion auxiliaries are installed and large
enough to accommodate normal operational

drainage

from

the above. High liquid level alarm devices are provided
at two or more places as to detect high level bilge at
normal heel and trim condition. Bilge pumps are capable
of being started and stopped automatically and take
suction from the above mentioned bilge wells.
Fuel oil and lubricating oil piping system are

properly protected/shielded in order to prevent
scattering/leakage of oil.
Leakage of oil from high
pressure fuel oil pipes are collected in suitable tanks.
Meansare provided to prevent overflow/spillage in the
case where fuel oil service tanks are filled
automatically

or by remote control

means.

Equipments

related with flammableliquid like fuel oil, lubricant
oil purifiers and their heaters are normally installed
in a confined space. A high temperature alarm device is
provided below the flush point in case where fuel oil

service tanks or settling tanks are filled with heating
arrangements. Appropriate fire detection and alarm
systems are provided.
Control, alarm and safety devices are normally
independent o§ each other.
Safety systems for the
operation of safety devices are in any case, independent
of other systems. Means are provided for
safety
systems to investigate the case of the action of the
safety systems.
Alarm systems are designed with self-monitoring
properties and can be tested during normal machinery
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operation and also means are provided at convenient and

accessible positions to permit the sensors for testing
without affecting the operation of the machinery.
computerized control system, alarm and safety systems
are independent to each other. Alternative or backup
means of alarm systems are provided when alarm systems
are computer controlled.

5.8.1.1

Main Propulsion Diesel Engines:

0ver—speedand lubricating oil pressure failure
causes safety devices to actuate for automatic shut off
of fuel oil supply to the main engines.
Means are
provided to reduce speed/load automatically of the main
propulsion diesel engines in case of high temperature or
scavenge fire, high oil mist density in the crank case
or high bearing temperature, low pressure/flow of
cylinder cooling water and piston cooling water/oil.
Means are provided with oil mist detectors or
monitoring devices of bearing temperature to prevent
crank case explosion.
Main engine auxiliaries
stand by pumps are
designed to start automatically or remotely from engine
room/bridge centralized control station in case of

delivery pressure or flow rate of the lubricating,
cooling and fuel oil supply pumps in operation fails
below a pre-set value.
Mainpropulsion diesel engine(s) is(are) provided
with alarm devices to operate in the event of the
abnormal condition given in Table 5.1.

5.8.1.2 Electrical Generating Sets:
Diesel driVen generating sets are provided with
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safety devices to shut off fuel oil suPP1Yt° the engine
automatically in case of over-speed, lubricating oil
pressure failure, high temperature of the cooling water
at the out let.
Turbine driven generating sets are provided with
safety devices to shut off steam supply automatically in
case of over-speed, loss of lubricating oil pressure,
high exhaust gas pressure or low condenser vacuum,
abnormal vibration.
Electric generating sets are provided with alarm
devices to operate in the event of the abnormal
condition given in Table 5.2.

5.8.1.3 Main and Auxiliary Boilers:

Boilers are provided with safety devices as
mentioned earlier in section 5.6. Main boiler feed
water piping is provided with a self-closing valve to
operate automatically in the event of abnormal rise of
the main boiler water level. Lowwater level detectors
actuate safety devices for low water level in the main

boiler.

stand by feed water and fuel injection pumps for
operation of the main boilers and important auxiliary
boilers are so arranged to start automatically or
capable of being remotely started from the centralized
control station immediately whenthe delivery pressure
or flow rate of the pumpsin operation fall below a pre
set value or when the pumps stops.

Alarmdevices are provided to operate in the event
of the abnormal conditions given in Table 5.3.

5.8.1.4 gontrollable Pitch Propellers:
Stand bY hYdraU1iC Pumps for controllable
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pitch

propellers are designed to start automaticallyov be
capable of being remotely started from the centralized
control station whendelivery pressure or flow rate of
the pumpsin operation fall below a pre determined value
or when the pump stOP3

Controllable pitch propellers are to be provided
with alarm devices to operate in the event of the
abnormal conditions given in Table 5.4.

5.8.1.5 other Auxiliaries:
Air compressors are designed to stop automatically
in the event of loss of lubricating oil pressure.
Lubricating oil coolers, coolers for cylinder
cooling water, coolers for piston cooling water/oil,
fuel oil heaters, heaters for fuel oil purifiers and
heaters for lubricating oil purifiers for main engines,
main boilers, important auxiliary boilers, generators
and prime movers driving auxiliaries for propulsion of
ships are provided with temperature control devices in
order to regulate the temperature of lubricating oil
cooling water/oil and fuel oil in a pre-set range.
Air compressors and heat exchanger mentioned above

are provided with alarm devices to operate in the event
of abnormal conditions given in Table 5.5.
5.9

UHS- ships:

UMS-shipsare designed and arranged to ensure the

Safety of the ship equivalent under all sailing
conditions including manoeuvering to a ship operated
with full time watch keeping personnel. The design and
arrangement are to be capable of performing unmanned
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machinery operation for at least 24 consecutive hours.
UHS-ships are complied with all the requirements
of CMA-shipsin addition to this P3f39r3Ph( 5-9 )

5.9.1 Bridge control Bystem:

‘ﬁe navigating bridge is provided with by pass devices
to override temporarily the function of the program
control devices. Override arrangement for the safety
system is provided to stop the main engine(s)
automatically in the event of abnormal condition.
The
visual

alarnn may be displayed

as group alarm.

The

visual alarms for automatic stoppage and for automatic
reduction of speed of the main engines are displayed
separately.Mnnavigating bridge is provided with bilge
alarm devices. The bridge control devices are provided
with program control devices or other approved means to
ensure that the main engine will not suffer undue
mechanical and thermal stress and the speed of the main
engine is easily increased or decreased.
9.2 Electric

Source:—

When electric

power

is

supplied

from

one

generator, suitable load shedding arrangements are
provided to ensure the integrity of supplies to serve
for propulsion and steering as well as the safety of the
ship in case when the generator is overloaded. In case
of powerfailure of the generator in operation, adequate
provision is madefor automatic starting and restoring
power to the main switch board from a stand by generator

°f 3“ffi°ient Capacity to permit propulsion and steering
and to ensure the safety of the ship with automatic re
5t3rtin9"of the important auxiliaries with sequential
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operation.
The stand-by generator is capable of
gupplyinq electric power with in 45 seconds from the

loss of electric P°"¢r
In case, whenelectric power is supplied from more
than one generator simultaneous1Y in P3331131 °P9rati0n.
provision is made, for instance by load shedding, to
nsure that, in case of loss of one of these generating

sets, the remaining are kept in operation without
overload to permit propulsion and steering, and to
ensure the safety of the ship.
5.9.3 Stand-by pumps and scooping:

stand-by pumpsare arranged to start automatically
in the event of failure of pumps in operation. In scoop
system, transfer between the scoop system and the
circulating pumpis performed automatically.
5.9.4 Air Compressors:

Stand-by air compressors are capable of operating

automatically to maintain the pressure in the starting
air reservoirs in a predetermined range. Control air
reservoir charging air compressors are capable of
operating automatically to maintain the pressure in a
predetermined range.
5.9.5 Means of Communication:

Axneans of vocal communication is provided between

the navigating bridge, centralized control station,
local control station and engineer's accommodation to
communicatein the event of failure of the main electric

power supply.

5.9.6 Remote starting

of fire PUMPS?‘

An arrangement is provided to deliver water
immediately from the main fire system at a suitable
pressure with remotely starting the main fire pump(s)
frmn navigating bridge and fire control station or
permanent pressurization of the main fire system.
5.9.7 Alarm Systems:

Alarm systems are complied with all
the
requirements of CMA-ships. Additional requirements for
UMS-shipsare follows:
(1) Alarm systems are arranged with automatic change
over to an independent stand-by power supply, in
the event of loss of the normal power supply.
(2) Failure of the normal power supply and stand-by
power supply is indicated by independent alarms.

(3) Alarms for main engine(s) electric generating sets
and auxiliaries for propulsion of the ship are
provided in the duty engineers accommodations and

engineers public places.
(4) Audible alarm devices provides warning of faults
for the machinery and equipment installed in the

spaces of main engine(s), boilers, electric
generating sets and so on.
(5) Alarm systems are such that navigating officer

of

the watch is made aware when a fault has occurred,

the fault is being attended and it has been

rectified.
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5.10

Automated EquiPm¢Dt7'

into

someof the classification societies bit the shiPS
different classes according to the extent of

automated equipment installed

for the purpose of manning

reductions.
(1)
(2)
(3)

Class - 1 automation equipment ships.
Class - 2 automation equipment ships.
Class - 3 automation equipment ships.
They meet all

the requirements

of UMA-ships and

UMS-ships in addition to the individual requirements as
follows:—

5.10.1

Class - 1 automation equipment ships:
These ships are provided with

(1

\/

Remote-controlled ballasting and de ballasting

arrangements.
(2) Automatic steering system.
(3) Remote-controlled handling system for liquid cargo
in bulk.
(4 Power driven opening and closing devices for side
\J

ports, ramp ways and hatch covers of hatch ways on
weather decks.
(5) Automatic recording devices for vital engine
parameters for main engine(s).
(6) Remote controlled mooring arrangements.

(7) Main and auxiliary air-conditioning

centralized control station.
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arrangement for

5.10.2 Class - 2 automation equipment ships:
These ships are provided with following automated
equipment in addition to the equipment in Class-1 ships.
(1) Remote-controlled fuel oil filling arrangements.
(2) Centralized monitoring device for refrigerating

containers or chambers whichever is applicable.
(3) Cargo hose handling winches.
(4) Automatic deck washing arrangements.
(5) Remote controlled mooring arrangements and auto

tension arrangements at ship-sides.
(6) Power-operated pilot ladder winding appliances.

5.10.3 class - 3 Automation Equipment Ships:

Ships under this class are equipped with following
automated equipment in addition to those in class- 1 and

class - 2 ships:
(1) Centralized monitoring systems for machinery.
(2) Centralized control systems for machinery.
(3) Remote control arrangement for main engines and

steering gear at the outside of the navigating
bridge.
(4) High level alarm devices for the bilge of the cargo
holds.
(5) Independent remote-controlled mooring arrangements.
(6) Stopping and releasing devices of towing ropes.
(7) Emergency towing rope winches.
(8) Waste oil treating arrangement.
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Chapter : VI
FNDRIJD PIJHBT

6.1

IUID IUARJJIE

lHUTTn1BﬂPICﬂl

INTRODUCTION:

Shipping being a very capital intensive and
competitive venture, deserves a careful choice of
machinery and equipment to be fitted on board a vessel
for its efficient and reliable operation. Equipment
using latest
technology should not always be
incorporated in to the design of the vessel when
processes are being automated.
The factor proven
reliability should be more traditional approach of a
ship owner in equipment selecting.
Basic expectations
of a ship owner is reduced overall

economywhich means:

- Reliability at sea, with durability and low
maintenance,
- High fuel economy,

- Lowinvestment costs.

In this chapter attempts has been made to investigate
reliability on equipment of automated vessels.
It is

essential to grasp the present reliability

level of

ships for designing and planning ships during ship

procurement.

6.2 Reliability:
The'reliability of an equipmentis its ability to
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perform with in specified tolerance for a specified
period of time.
It is the ability to perform a
specified task, for a for a specified time, in a
specified environment.
The statements regarding reliability must be in
terms of probability of surviving the specified life

withsatisfactory life throughout. Thus, reliability is
normally stated as one or more of the following:
MTBF
MTTF
MTBMA

Mean time between failure.
Mean time to failure.
Mean time between (or before)

maintenance

actions.
MTBR

Mean time between (or before)

x

Failure rate in somespecified period.

repairs.

3%

Reliability

=R= e

R

T

.

°|

Tr

t timeoe.

Figure - 6.1

The ability which can be expected from an item of”
equipment is predominantly dependent on the MTBFand
MTTR .
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The following affecting
(1) Componentquality;

(2) Insensitivity

the MTBFinclude:

to the environment; and

(3) Maintenance requirements of the equipment.
The factors affecting the MTTRinclude:

(1) Serviceability;
(2) Amountof spares carried

on board; and

(3) Quality of service available with the service
personnel on board, which is dependent on their

education and training.

Environmental
specification

Quality of
components

Maintenance

MTBF
‘ Serviceability¥

~—————————————J

HTTR

Education and
tr3iniD9 Of
personnel on board

Service stations
ashore and their
service preparedness

Figure - 6.2
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Spares
on
board

6 3 Reliability

Investigation

of Equipment of Automated

vessels:
It is always a vital problem for ship's operation
to secure the safety and economy, which naturally leads
to the development of more enhanced automation,
operation by less crew members, and more reduced
shipboard maintenance works, etc.
This is called

automated ships.
In order to realize additional
investment for automation of an automated ships, it is
necessary to ensure greater labor and financial saving
through improved automatic functions in ship operation,
running and maintenance preserving safety.
This can
only be achieved by installing the vessel with high
degree reliable equipment.
Manyattempts have so far been made to assess the

reliability

of ship's

different classification
research associations.

equipment and machinery by

societies,

ship building

(1) Wheclassification
society,Nippon
Kaiji Kyokai
(NKK)has always been studying the statistics
about
failures and alarms on machinery and equipment in more
than thousand MOships of their registry with a view to

evaluate the reliability.

NKKformed following three

groups of MOships equipped with two and four stroke

diesel engines.
GIOUP- I

HO ships which came in to service

in or

before 1973.
Group - II

MOships which came in to service

between

1974 and 1980.

Group - III

”

MOships which came in to service

after 1980.
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in and

Data acquisition
commenced in July 1975.
The
number of ships, aggregate navigational hours and
aggregate MO navigational
hours (unmanned) for each
group are given below.

FORTWOSTROKE Group I

II

Group III

5,284,898,4

5,716,682,0

4,618,414,8

15,619,99S,2

no Nav.hour 3,-139,293,9
M Nav.rate
65.1

3.555.769.7
62.2

3.15-1,348.8
68.3

10,149,412,-‘I
65.0

154

294

637

No. of HO ships

189

Grou

Total

Table - 6.1
The average outputs of main engine were 15,522 PS
for two stroke diesel engines and average number of
cylinders were 6.88.

6.3.1 Numbers of Alarms and Failures
Day:

by Time of the

Number of the recorded alarms and failures
classified by time is shownin figure - 6.3. The shaded
area denotes those recorded during unattended period.
Machinery spaces are usually attended during day time,
and, as may be seen from the figure, the frequencies of
alarm / failure during the attended machinery operation
are higher in the period from 0800 to 1700 than in the
rest of the day. The frequencies of alarm / failure
during unattended machinery operation are higher at
night from 1700 to 0800 hours and lunch time from 1200

to 1300 hours than in the rest of the day.
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ll) Two woke diesel smp:

Figure- 6.3
Source NKK

Fallule me dunng MOhours
Fauluve vale al mgnl

MO navigauon vale

(l976)(l977)(l97B)(l979)(lQ0)(lﬂI)(|%2)(I§3)(lml)(lQS)
Smps' Age(Yew d Service)

M0 Navugauon rate In '76-ships and nlarnvlanlurc
rates dunnu M0 navugalion hours and .-u Iluzhl

Figure - 6.4
Source
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- KKK

5,3,2 Ag lng effects:
Figure 6.4 shows the M0 navigation rate of the
ships which came in to service in 1976 (75'3hiPS): Were
processed on year basis annually from 1976 to 1985. The
76-ships were 37 in numbers showing 5.8 % of the total
number of two stroke MOships investigated.
The ratio
of alarm/failure during H0 navigation to the whole sum,
and the same at night. The MOnavigation rate is low in
ships of younger age and increases as the ship's becomes

older.
It can be said that the M0 navigation rate
increases after the ships under go the early failure
period as well as the running-in-period.
The ratio of
alarm / failure during MOnavigation to the whole sum,
and the same at night increase as the ship's

age and MO

navigation rate increases.
6.3.3 Alarm Rate:

It is the number of failures indicated by alarms
to the total number of cases/failures.
In MOships
postulating a reduced manning, the monitoring works
should be taken over by the failure detecting devices as
far as practicable.
when one thinks about automatic

control, its feasibility

depends upon availability

of

the sensor which converts system parameters in to
electric signal. Since the sensor technique for system

control is basically identical to that for monitoring
works, the more a certain

equipment rely

on the

detecting devices, the easier automatic control of the
equipment is.
Table 6.2 are the alarm rates of
machinery /equipment as classified

by groups.

In two

stroke ships in Group III, their alarm rate is higher
even though it includes machinery/equipment whose early
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Alarm rates ol machinery I equipments
(in Ii. Tivo stroke diesel)
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Alarm rate in S.
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C_\'lIlIdffoil lubricators
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Turbochargers and J|llIIIJf_\' hlinu-rs
Fm-I injection pumps
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I-' 0 hlﬂh pressure pipes and iuints
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Piston cooling and lelescopii tube
mechanism
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63. I

Fuel inii-ction valves

55_2

Exhaust valves

37_|

Cylinder covers
Rocket arm mechanism
Starting air valves

3] _2
z3_o
|3_3

Indicator valves

5_3

V55
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Quality or
wet. lube oil,
¢°°“"9

alarm rate is low. In the light of positive measures
towards the reduced manning in these days, two stroke
diesel ships seems to increasingly rely on alarm
devices.
In table 6.3 alarm rates of main engine related
equipment are shown. Except for cylinder lubricators.
scavenging air space related componentsand air coolers
on two stroke diesel engines the alarm rates are found
relatively low. The alarm rates of cylinder covers,
valves and their
driving mechanisms are found
particularly low. The components are items which are
continuously subject to thorough checks and inspections
but the main reason is that the sensors for these
components have not been developed to satisfactory

level.
6.3.4 Failure Rate:—
NKKhas considered failure

rate as the number of

failures per 10,000 navigation hours. In distinction
fromthe case of aircraft, ships are generally admitted
not to
maintenance free, and the occurrence of
failures at sea is tolerated being unavoidable to some
extent. The advent of the ships of high added value,
which will facilitate
the lesser manning and should
involve no degradation of labor environment, will be

next

to

impossible,

unless

reliability

of

equipment/machinery is further improved.
In this
context, machinery failures at sea have to be eliminated
as far as possible asking for improvementin reliability
and development of condition monitoring and diagnostic
system.

The failure rates are shown in figure 6.5.

In two

stroke diesel ships, the failure rates of automatic
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device;/equipment, main engines and generator engines

appear to decrease with their reliability pushed up.
But the failure rates of purifiers remain at the
unchanged high level.

purifiers

grade

Though the new model of F.0

with an improved performance in handling low

fuel

oil

are

available

from

different

manufacturers, it will take somemore time until such an

improvementis reflected in the statistical

figure.

6.3.5 Failure Rates of Automatic Devices / Equipment :

Table 6.4 shows failure rates of automatic
devices/ equipment. In two stroke diesel ships the
failure rates on ships in Group III is just 3/4 of the
same on ships

in

Group I.

Since

the

automatic

devices/equipment are understood to be of early failure
type, reliability of these used in the recent two stroke
diesel ships is concluded to have been improved.
6.3.6 Analysis on Failure Causes of Sensors:
The Ministry of Transport and Japan Foundation for
Shipbuilding Advancement organized a committee on ship

reliability investigation and initiated full - fledged
ship reliability

investigation on Unattended Machinery

Space ships ( M0- Ships ) to grasp reliability
of ship
and shipboard equipment.
The alarm of main engine
abnormality obtained from the survey, they conducted
from 1981 to 1988 on failures, and alarms on a total of
216 HOships are put in Table - 6.5.

It may be seen from the table that the alarm
ratio, which is the percentage of detecting machinery
failures by alarm-system to total failures, is only
35.1% . _Therest are left for detection either by the
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Failurr; rates of automatic devnces/equipments
(Two stroke diesel)
(Frgures in parentheses show No. of faulurcs)
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3
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Starting valve
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Cylinder cover
Fuel injection valve
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8
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£5!
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.
.
.
°“T°° 3 J3Pan Foundation
for Shipbuilding
Advancement
Table - 6.5
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physical

senses

of

ship's

personnel

or

thorough

overhauling of machinery and equipment.

In the present status, satisfactory levels of ship
reliability are maintained throughdetection of failures
and subsequent corrective

actions undertaken by the

skilled crews. As we are now facing with the problem of
fulfillment of the number of skilled crews on board from

economicalreasons, the development of reliable sensors,
which are the key-components for ships automation, is

urgently required.
6.3.7 Trends in Recent Diesel Ships:
Nkk found the following trends in recent diesel

ships fromtheir statistical

data

(1) HOnavigation rate is on the increase.
(2) The alarm rate in two stroke diesel ships is

increasing.
(3) Thefailure rate of purifiers is still high.
(4) The reliability of automatic devices/equipment in
two stroke diesel ships is being upgraded.
(5) Level sensors used for purifier operating and hot
water tanks found failures due to fouling are on the
increase.
(6 Thecritical failure rate in two stroke diesel ships
\J

is decreasing, and this trend is particularly
significant on scavenging air related equipment.
6.3.8 ConclusiveRemarkson.Reliability Investigations:
Following three issues on the present M0 ships‘

needs attention:

(1) Effective measures to cope with low grade fuel oil.
(2) Improvementin the sensing techniques and monitoring
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systems for main diesel engines.
(3) Enhancementof functions and reliability
of
automatic devices/equipment expected to be free from
malfunctioning.
On item (1) attempts are being made through the
development of purifiers of new type and at the same
time it might be a reasonable idea to use higher grade
fuel oil of high price to have safer and more reliable
operation of MOships with the reduced manning. On item
(2) there are already improved type of sensor and
monitoring systems in the market. Item (3) seems much

easier to solve with the improved item (1) 8 (2).
6.4 Facts About Automation Equipment:

Automation is used mainly for increased accuracy
and increased productivity.
Automated equipment is more
accurate and has better production capability than human
beings, provided the system is instructed / programmed
well.
The weak side of automated equipment is that

its
intelligence only goes as far as ' it is
instructed to do, which is a lower level of intelligence
than a humancontroller.
This is fact that automates
can not perform in very complicated

systems.

The

application of automated systems therefore lies in those
processes which require a relatively
low level of
intelligence, but a high accuracy and high productivity.
In these areas they perform more accurately and more
economically than human being.
The advances in

microelectronics(ICs) and computers in the last decennia
have contributed enormously to the development of very
capable and relatively cheap controllers, the heart of
automated equipment,
The main reasons of increasing
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automation in the

vessels are:
- Lowercrew cost according to the extent of installing
automated equipment for the purpose of labor-saving.
As an example, Japan has modernized their flag vessels
by introducing automated equipment and classed the
vessels according to the degree of automation and has
reduced manning from 18 men in class-A automated

vessels to 16 in class-B and further to 14 in class-C.
They have further reduced to 11 in the P-class ships

(Pioneer-ships).
Optimized the shipboard machinery_2p3ration close to
the theoretical design conditions. The thermal
efficiency of current low-speed engines has now
reached values considerably close to the theoretical
limits set by their basic parameters.(P-max, BMEP,

stroke/bore ratio, turbocharger efficiency, etc.).

As

one typical example, the volumetric air purity at the
end of the scavenging process in SULZER- RTAengines
has reached a value as high as 95%.

Ship operator's, engine designer's, and naval
architect's have madegreater contribution in improving
operational economyby introducing automati9n_to an wide
range.

_‘*‘__“m—_~m#’
Step-1 - Ship speeds have been lowered. Reduced ship
speed requires less power.
5teP~2 - Manufacturers of low speed engine have

dramatically reduced the rotational speed by increasing
the stroke. Stern apertures of vessels have been re
designed to accommodatepropellers of large diameter.
Closed stern

arrangements had to make place to open

stern dispositions
with hanging spade rudders,
Propeller revolutions can be reduced and due to improved
°ffi¢ieDCY. less propulsive power is required.
St - -..'
- 
GP 3

Finally

hydrodynamic improvements have been
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introduced by refining stern lines, increasing length /
beamratios and adding all sorts of Pf°PU1Si0n aids: €9
ducts fins vane wheels bulbs, asymmetric sterns, flow

straightening nozzles, propellers boss cap fins, etc.
Improved hydrodynamics reduce power requirement for same
speed.

The reliability and durability of a propulsion
plant is influenced by several factors, the most
important are:
- Basic engine design and working parameters
Manufacturing standards
Maintenance

Early identification

of any malfunction by suitable

monitoring system.

Engineperipherals, such as the fuel, lubricating oil
and cooling systems.
All above have improved

considerably

with

the

introduction of_3utgmation. The principal tools used in
reducing fuel oil consumption are
Increase of firing pressure
Increase of stroke/bore ratio
. Reductionin engine revolutions resulting in increased
propulsion efficiency in ships with coupled engine.
Application of high efficiency turbocharging system
Electronic navigation system through satellite
communicationguides the ship from departure point to
destination following optimumroute. The tracking
pilot used with total navigation system is expected
to allow a saving of about 6%of fuel oil as
compared to the old system.

Initially

automation was introduced in ships to ease

the work load and provide better working and living
condition
to the ships crew. In recent years automation has
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produced better

engine room arrangement which
eliminate continuous attendance to machinery

particulars at sea.

Engineers

previously

employed for watch keeping has been freed to carry
out maintenance work.
Main
Automationhas added safety and reliability.
engine, auxiliary engines, steering gears,
navigational equipment, cargo gears, and other
equipment have with the introduction of
automation
exhibited decreased failure rate.
V//: Automationhas changed the organizational structure of
the ship operator. Automation in the shape of
maritime satellite
communication and computer system
has greatly influenced the organizational structure
and work distribution between ship and head office.
To compensate for the higher costs, ship owners
have resorted to competitive measures such as greater

efficiency, improvedsafety and reliability,

less

energy consumption, improved marketing and service.
All these has achieved by putting additional
investment on ships for automation to make them more

reliable, productive and labor saving.
Automation has reduced building cost in terms of

integration, interfacing, installation,commissioning,

testing, and also has reduced life cycle cost in terms
of manning level, fuel saving,
safety,”reliability,
competitiveness, and performance.
In one hand automation has increased capital
investment, maintenance cost. But, it is not always
true proper and efficient management can achieve
benefit out of the capital investment in the long run
and reduce maintenance cost. To run and maintain
these vessels high level of manning skill are V,
required and hence training is more complex and
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expensive. Automation has increased workload, reduced
training facilities on board and reduced maintenance
capability on board due to reduced manning, lack of
man power during emergency. These are not always true

’}nd will be explained in chapter - VII. On the
other hand, it has facilitate ease of manning

recruitment, provided better job satisfaction, and
improvedcareer prospects, increased pay and prestige,
greater job challenges to the seafarers.
Improved
team work and a more flexible

work force can be

achieved from automated vessels.
- Finally, automation can perform for long periods,
without coffee breaks, without sleep, without
holidays, and in harsh environmental conditions . It
also will not strike or argue for higher wages nor
will go to the ITF.
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Chapter: VII
IMPACTor nuronnrlou

OPERATION

7.1

on snlpnonnn

Trend of manning reduction:—

In ship operation, sail gave away to steam and
until the late 1960s, most ocean-going vessels were
powered by steam and had separate engine and boiler
rooms. The engine department

on a such ship of most of

the part of the world was typically

manned by a chief

engineer, second engineer, third engineer, fourth
engineer, three fifth engineers or one fifth engineer
and two engine cadets,
two electricians,
three
fire/water— tenders, three oilers, and three wipers each
standing three watches. Three licensed engineers, three
fire/watertenders, and three oilers stood watches, four
hours on and eight off, round the clock.
The deck department consisted of as many as 18
members: a master, a chief mate, a second mate, one
third mate, three fourth mates or one fourth mate and
two cadets, a boatswain, six able-bodied seamen (AB5),
three ordinary seamen (oss),
two day men, and a
carpenter.
A mate,
watch. The ABs and
anchored, moored, and
completed the crew.
The_ steward's

two ABS and one OSs stood each
05s also did deck maintenance and
unmoored the ship. A radio officer

department had seven to nine
members. Food was purchased in bulk quantitiessides
°f beef: bags Of flour, and boxes of fruit
and
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vegetables- and reduced to meals by a staff of cooks,
bakers, and utility
messmen.
Meals were served
restaurant style.
A roonnsteward cleaned officers‘
cabins.
In the 1960's diesel propulsion came in to common
use.
Ship designers and builders mechanized and
automated shipboard machineries. Manual local control
system have been replaced with remote control and
ultimately automatic remote control brought the location
of the control places to an engine control room. During

the late 1960's integrated machineryspace classified as
an un attendant engine room.
Similarly,
ships
navigation systemshas changed from conventional bridge
to integrated bridge system and integrated bridge to one
man bridge.
Now ship operators are looking for so
called "Ship of the future".All above innovation reduced
shipboard manning to a remarkable level.
After second world war, several generations at
vessels have been launched. Advances in automation,
mechanization and reallocation
of crew members

responsibilities,

have each permitted reduction in crew

levels. Western European and and Japanese operators are
the pioneer in developing all of these. The mid 1980s
produced highly automated vessels like the products of
the

German " Ship of

the

Future

"

program:

with

propulsion, navigation, and communication controls
centralized in the bridge; engine room layouts arranged
for easy maintenance; and installation of a variety of
automated safety equipment. These vessels were designed
for crews as small as 11.
In the late 1980s,

European and Japanese
governments supported
even greater
automation,
centralizing navigation, engine control, communications,
and administrative functions on the bridge ( which came
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to be called a "Ship Operations Center" ) and m°re
mechanization and automation throughout the vessel.
Corresponding changes in crew members’ job assignments
were made in efforts to make the most effective use of
both ship technology and labor.
Going back to the early sixties for a tanker a
compliment of around 50 was quite normal. But, the same
tanker is nowmanned by 10-12 persons. The reduction of
number of people employed on board of oceangoing vessels
has been significant feature of the past 20 years. We
can see now, many ships coming out of the shipyard that
are fitted with many labor saving devices. Many ships
are built with latest technology to enable them to run
efficiently with manning level of 17/18 crew members or
less.
We can visualize the phenomenon from the ship
operational point of view.
7.1.1

Deck Equipment:—

If we look behind, just 10/15 years, derricks were
very commonon general purpose cargo vessels for cargo
handling. It used to take minimum2-3 hours for rigging
before cargo handling and same time for securing by 6-8
deck persons, more over breakdown was frequent.Since

these were weather exposed, its maintenance specially
greasing was very frequent and labor intensive.
Gradually derricks were replaced by cranes. Initially,
most of the crane gears were exposed to the weather,
causing frequent electrical hazard. Gradually all these
components took shelter inside crane housing.
Trade
pattern has changed remarkably to the design of the
ships deck.
Though containerization
of cargo was
introduced in the 1960's but it became popular around
1935 and'3C¢°rdin91y ship's cargo gears took different
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ghape. Now a days generally a container vessel is
having one or two gantry cranes instead of 6/8
conventional cranes. Moreover, there are manycontainer
vessels without any cargo gears and depend on shore
cargo handling equiPm€nt
Similarly,there has been a remarkable change in the
hatch opening system. Woodenbatten-tarpaulin
hatch
cover gave away to chain driven pontoon system and same

were replaced by self cleating hydraulic folding type
hatch covers.
Wecan see, all above modernization gradually have
reduced crew tasks and eliminated a good number of deck
personals.
Now, a single person or two can xnake
necessary arrangements for cargo handling and take of

the associated equipment.
Automatic sounding and ullage measuring equipment,
mooring/unmooring and anchoring auto tension winch with
centralized control stands, remote operation of anchor,
one man operation

of

gangway became labor

saving

devices.
New paint and coating systems eliminate
frequent ship's structure maintenance, hull and deck
chipping, painting diminished requirements for deck

personals.
7.1.2

Engine RoomHachineries:—

Early reductions

in engine room crew was made

possible by installing
automated boilers where no
constant humanattention was necessary. In an automated
boiler, water level is maintained automatically. Firing
electrodes ignites automatically getting signal from
pilot burner and fire stublishes by the main burner as
long photo cells monitors flame condition. So, there is
not at all any job for the firemen (for each watch) who
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used to maintain manually constant water level and fired

the boiler. Similarly three oilers were also relieved
from the watches with the introduction of sophisticated
engine roonn machineries

which has _

‘

-an auto

lubricator and virtually the system does not have any
oil leakage.
Ship board electrical
D.C machineries were
replaced by A.C which used to require
frequent
maintenance. Steam propulsion engines were replaced by
greater economy diesel engines and later slow speed
engines leading to lesser units with improved material
quality and design, claims that in normal case they do
not require to open for maintenance within five
years.Also main engine and its auxiliaries control from
local to remote and remote to engine control

room and

with the introduction of high level of automation
allowed the systmn to be as Periodically Unattended
Machinery space and could be unattended for prolonged
periods of time.
The systenl made the provision to
relieve junior watch keeper engineer from the engine
roomwatch and did not bind the only certified engineer
to be on watch to be on watch round the clock. So, the
watchkeeping engineer can do maintenance jobs not only
in the engine room, in deck also and allowing further

reduction in shipboard personnel.
7.2 Manning Innovation in the World Fleet :
In developing the new concept for nmnning the

vessel, ship operators generally adopt one of the two
general
approaches
to
allocate
management
responsibilities between ship and shore.
The first
approach is called "air line model", in this approach
managementand maintenance responsibilities
are shifted
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from ship to shore. Ship crews are responsible only to
operate the ship from one port to another port.
The

other approach is shifting responsibility
ship.

A management body is

formed,

from shore to
headed by the

master. The team is responsible for operating expenses
and maintaining
budget. OPer3ti°nr
r°Pair
and
maintenance and personnel with in the policy / guideline
of the company's headquarter.
In this system chief
engineer is important part of the team, responsible for
planning and scheduling maintenance of all mechanical

system. In this system efficiency, responsibility
quality of officers job is improved.

and

In the late
1980s, European and Japanese
government have lead the World in manning-related
innovations.
This phase of innovation has emphasized

the centralized control of all ship functions on the
bridge,

with

more

comprehensive

automation

of

navigation, engine control, cargo operations, safety and
emergency systems, and communications.
These changes
have been accompanied by reallocations
of crew members’

responsibilities and dramatic crew reductions and have
been supported by careful analysis and experimentation.
In state-of-the-art ships the bridge has become a
"ship operation center," housing controls and monitors
for essential
vessel functions.
Many routine
navigational tasks, such as chart updating, position
plottin9,and steering have been automated: For example,
aboard the German "Ship of the Future," eight of which
were build by early 1989, the ship's position is
determined automatically by a computer that integrates
information from satellite navigation systems and other
equipment. The position is displayed as a dot of light
on an electric chart. Ballast is adjusted from the
bridge while the ship is underway. Logs, reports,
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certificates, documents, and letters are computerized,
with electronic mail links via satellite to shore.
The level of automation in these ships, and other
advanced vessels, not only reduces the need for the
helmsman and-in good visibility-the
lookout on the
bridge, but also reduce the need for deck and engine
personnel generally. The result is that some foreign
vessels operate with very small crews.
Some large
Norwegian vessels sail with crews of 8 to 12.
The
Japanese "Pioneer" vessels have 11-person crews. The
German "Norasia" vessels carry 16 persons, but are
designed to operate with 12. Japan, which has carried
out the world's most ambitious reduced manning program,
has mounted a research program to design a fully
automated vessel, capable of operation from sea buoy to
sea buoy by a single person or, ultimately, an advanced
computer.
These radical manning reductions have lead some
European and Asian shipping companies to eliminate or

blur departmental distinctions with "general purpose"
unlicensed ratings and dual-qualified officers. Further
reduction may blur some distinctions between licensed
and unlicensed personnel;

in Japan, for example, some

special trained senior ratings already are permitted to
serve in charge of bridge and engine watches. In the
Netherlands, some ratings supervise anchor watches.
Following are the few examples of
innovation in Germany, Japan and Netherlands:

manning

Germany:

In 1987 German government introduced

license

system for the shipboard ratings.
At that time they
introduced general purpose rating by eliminating
separate deck and engine specialist,
in the name of
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ship's mechanic and can advance to the P05iti°n °f
ship's foreman.
In preparation of above changes they experimented
for 18 months in four numbers of HaPa9'L1°Yd HG Ve53915

by 18 crew members, of which seven were general-purpose
ratings.
The success of experiment led the German
government to change manning regulation in 1984. This

regulation allowed even bigger ships to reduce manning
to 19 in the general purpose concept.
Recently German shipping industry developed the
concept of "Ship ManagementOfficer."
In this system,
a ship manned by such officers would have a master and
four ship managementofficers.
In 1986, Germanshipping

industry with government support started training
existing top level deck and engineering license officers
in the medium-level credentials
in the opposite
specialties to make them dual-qualified officers.
In
this system a vessel with controls and monitors
centralized on the bridge is normally mannedby master,
three deck-officer and two engineer officer of dual
qualification in addition to the general purpose

ratings.

In 1989, the first of a series of 34,800 tones dead
weight container vessels for Hapag-Lloyd. the "Bonn
Express", commencedoperating

with a crew of 15 members.

The salient features of this generation of the
ships are:
(1) In corporation of both a Ship Operation Center (SOC)
and a Board Management Center (BMC).
(2) The SOC, which can be served by one person.

(3) This enables the entire operation of a ship to be
controlled and monitored from the bridge. The
engine room control console has been eliminated.
(4 The deployment for the first time of all-purpose
\/
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officers trained in both nautical and engine-room
functions.
This allowed the permanent crew to be
reduced to 15.

(5) The comunication interchange between the vessel and
headquarters ashore setting new stands of

reliability and efficiency.
(6

\I

Simplification of all technical units so as to
achieve a combination of low maintenance costs and

high reliability.
By 1994, eleven such vessels will be operating for
Hapag-Lloyd with crews of 14.

A manning structure

of 12

is targeted in the Germanvessels for the end of the
decade.

Japan:
In 1979, Japanese shipping companies started
initial experiment with a goal towards elimination of
departmental barriers and to introduced shipboard
managementteam. In 1981, they launched first phase of
the experiment on board several new vessels whose

bridges were fitted with control and monitoring systems
for propulsion machinery and safety systems;
remote
control for mooring winches, cargo handling equipment,

and ballast;

and satellite

position

communicationsystems. The distinction
engine departments were removed

location

and

between deck and
for
unlicensed

personnel, and junior officers‘ positions (third officer
and third engineer) were filled by duel- qualified watch

officers.

In 1983, manning law was incorporated

with 18 man

crew of above pattern of organization and its
application was widened to more diverse types of ships.
By 1985,'145 ships were started operating with 18-man
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crews.

Mean while, an experiment with 16-man crews had

began in 1982 on board vessels with additional automated
cargo handling and navigational equipment»
Watched
officers replaced engine and deck officers up to the
level of second officer and second engineer.
In

addition, specially trained ratings were used as watch
keepers on the bridge. The success of this experiment
resulted in this manningpattern being put in to law in
1986 and applied to 98 ships. Also in 1986, experiment
with 14-person crews were begun. The vessels’ bridges
were further automated, with all functions of the deck,
engine, and radio watches centralized
in a ship

operation center configuration, and with addition labor
saving devices for mooring and unmooring. The 11-person
Pioneer Ship experiments begun in April 1987 aboard 7
new vessels.
The main technical innovation were the

placement of auxiliary engine and navigation controls on
the wing of the bridge, a labor-saving galley, and

"labor-saving oil processing devices with sufficient

disposal facility".
The "Intelligent

Ship Project " of the 1990s has

a designed manning level of 10 based on an equipment
standard of 6 months maintenance free.
The Japanese

training system allows for the major/minor studies to
follow a pattern of either N/e or E/n.

Netherlands:
Dutch shipping companies are the pioneer in using

general-purpose ratings and duel-qualified

officers.

They took up the project 20 years ago. Dutch officers
are trained and licensed with major and minor

specialties (navigation and technical) and are expected
soon to be completely integrated as "maritime officers"
or "ship.managers".
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Highly trained ship mechanics with general-purpose
qualification
have been emP10Yedab°3rd Dutch ships
since

the

late

1970s.

However theY F€P°rted1Y are

generally used in traditional
engine and deck
specialties, since there has been too little hi9h1Y
skilled work available on today's modern automated
ships. Vessels may carry one or two ship mechanics to
maintain mechanical systems. More recently, they have
been assigned as core crew aboard vessels manned largely
with unskilled Third World crew members. In the guise
of ship technicians,
they may assume supervisory

responsibilities in such cases.
7.3 HumanError and Automation :

Humanerror happens.

It happens in all walks of

life, in all aspects of industry and is committed by
trained and untrained people alike. Humanerror can not
be eradicated but by careful design and management can
be tolerated and high level of automated system can be

protected from its effect.
The U.K P&I club's analysis of major claims shows
that human error was to blame for nearly 60% of the

claims. Eight out of ten personal injury claims were
caused by humanerror, and language difficulties,
even
between officers and crew on the same ships, contributed
to them. Language problems surfaced in the case of
property damage as well, as they led to communication

difficulties.

The root and intermediate causes entering the
conjunction are quite often acts of humans and the
diagnosis of what people actually do wrong can be

greatly helped by classification of these actions. The
classification
used in a study by the Society of
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Irternational Gas Tankers and Terminals Operations Ltd
(SIGTTO)on a number of shipping incidents are presented
below.
(a) Cognitive System2
1. Humaninformation processing
1.1 Senses
1.2 Perception
1.3 Attention
1.4 MemorY

1.5 Decision
1.7 Monitoring

1.6 Risk taking and action
1.8 Feed back

Visual illusions
Habits
Training

3. False hypothesis
Motivation
7. Personality

Fear

G)O\uhfQ

(b) Social system
1. Social pressure

(c) Situational
I-'

0-‘

(A)

U1

I-'

2. Role
System

3. Life stress

Physical stress
Physical condition

1.2 State of Nutrition

Drugs

1.4 Smoking

Alcohol
1.6 Fatigue
1.7 Sleep loss
Environmental Stress
Visibility
2.2 Glare
2.3 Temperature
Noise
2.5 Vibration
Ergonomic Aspects

I-‘

U30-|(.aJ(.»J|\)|\)f\)|*-‘I-*I—'

sl

ebb!
uh

-5

Design of controls

3.2 Design of displays

Presentation of materials
.Policy for dealing with emergencies
The Role of Automation

The role of automation in process control is to
replace manual control, planning and problem solving by
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automatic devices and comPUteY5- H°"eVer' the computer

is generally left

to those tasks which the system

designers can not think how to automate, and to monitor
the automatic system.
However,a high degree of automation distances the

operator from the process being controlled so that, in
the event of an emergencysituation, the operator is not
in full possession of all relevant information required
to provide an up to date mental picture of the plant
process.
This means that an operator in an highly
automated plant losses valuable manual skills and mental
plant process reasoning, is unable to check the
decisions

that have been made by the automated system

and generally losses vigilance "because the machine is
taking care of it

‘K

Automatic and computer systems

work on "yes/no" or "if..then..else"
logic and are
unable to cope with doubt, gut feeling and other
intuitive skills
that highly experienced manual
operators can call upon to perform their task in an un
automated environment.
systems probably allow

In their
the most

favor, automated
economical plant

operation to be carried out, irrespective of the skill
of the operator.
Automated computer systems are only as good as the
system designer and the software programmer and it is
essential that human error is avoided in design and
writing the software.
This requires a thorough
understanding of the process being controlled and whilst
software "bugs" are likely to be removed form stable

state process operation, there is potential for the
inclusion of latent errors in infrequently used software
routines called into operation during plant or process
excursions from the stable state.

Evidence suggests

that over 6o%of automation errors are committed during
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the specification/requirements

and design phases and the

remainder during software coding- The Coding is the
final stage of the whole design process and the more
complex the system, the more faults will stem from

ambiguities and omissions in the specification

stages.

Investigations by the United KingdomHealth and Safety
Executive found that 20% of incidents were caused by
of hazards when using
inadequate consideration
programmable system. The systems had worked as intended
but had not been designed to take all potential problems

into consideration.

Another

17%

of incidents had been

caused by software error, 12% were due to the poor
design of the man-machine interface and 5%were caused

by hardware errors, usually sensors.
7.5

SAFETY

.

Some operators,
maritime labor unions, and
regulators have voiced concerns that reduction in crews,
if not managed properly, could degrade safety.
some
believe maintenance is widely neglected.
Other say
fatigue - a perennial concern abroad ship - has grown
more wide spread and more serious.
Still other worry

that the elimination of entry-level

positions

has

degraded the skills of unlicensed crew members.
These concerns, if substantiated,
would be
expected to manifest themselves in increased accident
rates, yet data to prove or disprove them are scarce.
Available casualty and accident data bases are
insufficient for firm judgements, and no fu11-s¢a1e
statistical study of the problem has been done so far.
The National Research Council, U.S.A, collected
personal
injury data of a 16 company ships through a large
operator-over six years during which crews were reduced
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from 34 to 21 to evaluate the effect of smaller crews on

maritime safety.

They observed that during this Pefi°d:

the annual rate of injuries

per crew member remained

stable.
While this isolated case demonstrates the
possibility
of
making meaningful statistical
assessments, it is grossly insufficient as a basis for
general conclusions. Comparabledata covering a broader
range of casualties and accidents and a large cross
section of the world's fleets are needed.
It has been observed from Lloyd's vessel loss data
that the rates of ship casualties and personnel injuries
have declined steadily during the crew reductions of the
past 20 years, the contribution of manning practices to
this safety improvement is observed by the fact that
manynew technological advances and safety requirements,
with
no
bearing
on manning,
have
occurred
simultaneously.
Anecdotal evidence of growing safety
problems is compelling to many, but there is a lack of

substantiating
perceptions.

data

to

support

or

refute

these

7.5.1 Lloyd's Vessel Loss Data :

Figure - 7.1 displays worldwide vessel loss
rates ( percentage of ships ) for commercial ships,
1970-1988. During this period, the loss rates has
dropped from about

0.65 % to 0.32 % per year,

a 50 %

decline. Although total losses world wide are a gross
measure covering large and small vessels, the figure
demonstrates that the combined impact of all factors
including changes in the size and types of vessels
sailing, ship design, manning, and operating practices 

has been-to reduce total vessel losses substantially.
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In terms of tonnage shown in figure

- 7.2

( 3 m°re

accurate indicator of commercial activity ), a down
trend is also evident. Although there was an uPtUrn in
the late 1970s, over the past 18 Years annual t°nna9€
losses have declined

20 % , from about 0.35 % to 0.28 %

per year.
7.5.2 Marine Index Bureau Injury Data :

Marine Index Bureau, issued statistical
data on
injuries. Figure - 7.3 shows that, over the year 1970
87, the aggregate incidence of injuries per working
seaman in U.S deep water vessels has declined by more
than 40 %, from about 0.45 to 0.25 injuries per year per
sea going employee. While this is a gross aggregation

of data,

it supports a conclusion that during the last

two decades the net impact of the aggregate changes in
the seagoing environment has been to reduce injury rates

for seamensignificantly.
7.5.3 Individual

CompanyData :

The National Safety Council (U.S.A) obtained some
safety data from an individual ship operator who has
reduced crew members from their ships. Figure - 7.4
shows trends in the number of billets,
casualties,
material failures
and breakdowns,
and personnel
injuries and fatalities per ship for a companyduring
three-year intervals from 1973 to 1988. While injuries
and fatalities have declined as manning dropped, ship
casualties fluctuated around an average of 0.53 % ship
year.
Data provided to them by another company shown in

figure-7:5 indicates declines in oil spills per vessel
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and personnel injuries per million man-hours worked.
Oil- spills per vessel have declined 45 %in the last 15
years, and injuries per million man-hours worked have
declined 50 % . Since, as shown, the average number of
employees per vessel of that company has declined 30 %

(from 30 to 21) the absolute number of injuries
vessel has dropped 65 % during the 15-year period.

per

7.6 Safety Concerns:

Ship operators

generally

believe

safety

has

improved aboard automated ships with smaller numbers of
crews, owing greater safety consciousness and improved
equipment.
But, many union representative
believe

safety has deteriorated with smaller crews. They point
to increased fatigue due to longer working hours,
maintenance practices, and fewer opportunities for on
the-job training.
However, there has been a measurable
and substantial
improvement in the rate of vessel
casualties (accidents) and personnel injuries during
last decades.
The Nation Research Council noticed that, there are
manysafety concerns, should be the object of effort to
further improve safety.

(1) Fatigue:
The potential for fatigue is the safety concern,
inattention
of which can cause accident.
A few
casualties have been attributed
to inattention
associated with fatigue.
Long working hours are common
in the maritime industry which is also a means of
increasing their take-home pay. Where long hours are a
re°°9niZed Problem (6-9, the round-the-clock cargo

responsibilities

of deck officers
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or the heavy work

1oads imposed by frequent port calls), many companies
employ personnel in excess of the minimums set by the

authority to compensate for the increased workload.
Others use shore -based personnel for cargo operations,
so that crew members may rest.

Little information is available to indicate the
increase or decrease in working hours as crews have been
reduced. Management of the shipping companies opinion
in this regard is that average working hours need not
increase and that in some cases fatigue may decrease:
for example, in engine rooms certified
for unmanned
operation, engine department personnel can work days

only instead of standing four-hours on, eight-hours off
watches. In a given situation, either point of view may
be correct, depending on the degree of work planning and
management of work effort.

(2) Maintenance Practice:
Traditionally, vessel crews has done most of the
deck and engine maintenance. Newermaterials and design
changes have eliminated

some of this work or made it a

biennial shipyard/dockyard repair item. Nonetheless,
ship safety will be impaired if reduced manning causes
deferral of needed maintenance on safety-related
equipment.
To avoid this potential problem while
carrying smaller crews, some companies employ "riding
crews" or repair firms to perform needed maintenance in

port.
(3) Emergencyresponse capacity:
More attention to safety systems and emergency
procedures will be necessary as crews are reduced day by
day. Three general categories of emergency should be
considered:

First - and perhaps most critical
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- is the " all

hande " type such as fire and explosion, collision or
grounding
Vessel design and personnel training can
help ensure the shipboard capability to evaluate and
respond.
Preventive maintenance programs can help
ensure that the vessel is in condition to operate
properly and safely.
Strict adherence to safety
procedures is also necessary.
Second, the vessel must be able to operate safely
in case of power losses and failure of vital equipment
such as steering gears, navigational equipment, mooring
equipment, the main propulsion plant including failure
of automation and problems with diesel engines or
boilers, and cargo gears.
Third is the ability
to handle personnel
casualties.
Manning decisions must allow rapid and

efficient response without depriving the vessel of its
ability to operate.
For example, evacuating a crew
member by helicopter
requires enough personnel to
transfer the injured person as well as enough to operate
the ship. Rescues at sea presently involve at least
people in addition to those left aboard to operate the
ship. Launching and retrieving lifeboats also can be

labor intensive.
(4) Reduced Training Opportunities

for Unlicensed

Personnel:—

The elimination of entry-level positions on many
vessels has reduced the opportunity for on-the-job
training.

instituted

To prevent such problems, some companies have

"cadet"

programs to

train

unlicensed

personnel.
Others hire in excess of the normal
compliment until
crew members gain the necessary
experience.
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(5)

Service Continuity by Crew Members:
The continuity of service by crew members is an

important safety factor, particularly with high degree
of automated and sophisticated
shipboard systems
requiring intimate knowledge. Repeated service aboard
the same vessel ensures familiarity with the equipment
and promotes teamwork.

Crew level

of 9 to 11 person

would require 100%continuity.
(6)

Physical

demands on Crew Members:

The reduction of ship board crew members is
growing the need for physical fitness of them. Smaller
crew means fewer people available
for emergency

operations and very likely fewer physically strong
people in situations
where strength is needed.
Assessment of minimum manning levels

must take in to

account the degree to which labor-saving automatic
devices are available (as mentioned earlier in chapter
5) or tasks requiring strength have been eliminated.
(7) Changed Shipboard Social Conditions:
With the smaller licensed and unlicensed group of
ships crews and the breakdown of some of the traditional

distinctions between the deck, engine, and steward's
departments, new social structures will be necessary.
Some companies are already promoting the ship's team
concept, an effort that may be assisted by Inovement
toward greater continuity of assignments.
One ship
operator, whose ships carry crews as small as 14

persons, reported that it had used psychologists

from

the beginning of its manpowerreduction program.
7.7

Legal and Regulatory Issues on Manning :

In addition to the safety requirements set by the
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domestic law, all ships must meet certain requirements
set by international
conventions.
The existing
international agreements, however, provide no clear
framework for assessing

manning iS5Ue5

(1) International Maritime Organization (IMO):
IMO'smain objective is to facilitate cooperation
among governments on technical
matters affecting

international shipping in the interest of safety and
efficiency. IMOhas special responsibilities for safety
at sea and for preventing pollution by ships of the
maritime environment.
Much of IMO's work is devoted

to producing

and

implementing international
conventions.
These
conventions nearly address all aspects of maritime
safety: ship design, construction, equipment, operation,
and the competency of crews.
IMO has not to date
addressed specific manning levels.
The STCWconvention

specifies the qualification of crew membersand their
watchkeepingpractices, but is silent about crew levels.
Manyshipping states have requirements that exceed those
of

STCW in

many respects.

The

SOLAS conventions

addressed manning in Chapter-V, Regulation-13,
by
stating that, governments "undertake measures for the
purpose of ensuring that, from: the point of view of

safety of life at sea, all ships shall be sufficiently
and efficiently
IMOthat

manned".

Following up on work at the

produced the STCWconvention,

the IMOAssembly

adopted Assembly resolution A.481(XII), "Principles

of

Safe Manning," in 1981. This resolution urges IMO
membersgovernments to ensure that each seagoing ship to
which STCWapplies carries a document specifying the
vessel's
minimum safe manning.
The nonbinding
resolution also contains recommendedmanning practices
for bridge watches, mooring and unmooring, and other
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shipboard functions.

It does not specify the levels of

manning recommended, except
watches.

in

the

case

of

bridge

(2) International Labor Organization (ILO):
ILO is

matters

a United

such as

Nations

worker safety,

body concerned

with

compensation,

and

conditions of employment. The ILO Convention Concerning
Minimum Standards in Merchant Ships (ILO 147) was

adopted in 1970, and entered in to force internally on
November28,1981. This convention requires that the
member states implement safety standards including
competency, work hours, manning, appropriate social
security measures, shipboard employmentconditions, and
shipboard living arrangements.
This convention is
similar to IMOresolution mentioned earlier and in that
contracting governments must set their own standards.
The significance of the ILOconvention, however, is that

its provisions are mandatory (flag states must set
national standards) and contain enforcement provisions
(giving port states some enforcement authority over
vessels entering their water).
Article 4 of ILO 147
allows a port state to rectify any conditions that are

clearly
hazardous to safety including insufficient

manning.

7.8 CONCLUSION:

Rates of maritime casualties
and personnel
injuries, world wide, have declined steadily over the
last two decades, at the same time the manning of
vessels has been reduced. While concerns about safety
have been raised - including neglected maintenance,

increased fatigue and stress, and lesser opportunities
f°r °n'the'job training - management,labor unions, and
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governments have addressed

training,

qualification

development including

these

concerns

standards,

through

technological

automation and other management

techniques.
The introduction of new technology/automation in
ships has taken account not only of the technology, but
also of the human factors issues affected by the
technology.
Ships are considered as sociological
systems, consisting
of technologies,
personnel,
organizational structures, and an external environment.
Change in any of these four sub-systems should be
accompanied by appropriate change in the others.
With

appropriate training,

organizational innovations, and

ergonomic design, new vessel technology will not degrade
safety.
These approaches, for example can reduce the
potential problems of stress, fatigue, and boredom.
The developing countries, at present, does not

have the necessary tools to make solid certification
decisions about highly automated ships.
Training
programs will need to be altered as new technology is
adopted, to reflect changes in work organization and the
shipboard environment.
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CHAPTER - VI I 1
DISCUSSION

AND GENERAL ANALYSIS

8.1 Introduction :
Developed countries

having substantial resources

and less manpower, can go for highly automated vessels
like the Pioneer ship, ship of the future, one man

bridge ship,

and can justify

a substantial reduction

of manning levels on ships.
However, the developing
countries, like Bangladesh, with a surplus of cheap

labor, lack of logistics to cater for spare parts
availability, shore base high-tech repair facilities,
highly trained personnel and on top of all a scarcity
of financial resources, cannot justify such a high
capital intensive venture without careful evaluation,
analysis and judgement.
In this chapter

I am going to analyze,

and judge whether we should

despite

techno-socio-economic conditions

chapter II.

evaluate,

go for automated

vessels
mentioned in

If yes, then it is the aim to find out.

- What level and mode of automation we should have,

- What level of manning should

vessels,

have to operate those

Whatlevel of training to be imparted to them to
operate and maintain the automation,
- What amount of shore support and back up facilities
to be provided to the vessel.
8.2 Cost Benefit Analysis:—

To analyze the cost benefit
112

it is

necessary to

find out additional investment costs for a shipowner
for procuring a newly built automated vessel.

6.2.1 Costs for Autonation:
(1) I

have contacted H/S GECAlsthom,

a highly

reputed and busy shipyard in France, and requested to
evaluate the cost difference between a conventional
and an UHStanker, container, and multipurpose vessel.
They were kind enough to inform me of the following:

1. For ships such as tankers, container carriers,
general cargo, multipurpose vessels, there are no
important and remarkable cost
differences for
automation even when considering:
_ type of ship,

- size of ship,
—installed
2.

base power.

A comparison

between conventional

(values are given in million

1992)

AUTOMATION FOR

UMSships

January

COST

CONVENTIONAL

Engine Control Room
Remote Control
UMS

Electric

and

French francs -

Switchboard

UMS

1.0
1.0

1.5
1,0

—

1.5

—

1,0

2.0

5,0

in Engine Control Room
TOTAL
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(b) Similar new building costs for automation have
been received from the Japan Shipowners Association,
summarized below:

3H1p TYPE

MANNING LEVEL

CARRIER

DRE/BULK

93,000

CARRIER

GRT

37,000

BULK

GRT

HECI-type

22

61 .,000 WGRT

A_type

18

63,000¥JBRT

B2,000¥/GRT

B—type

16

63,000 ¥/GRT

B3 .000 I/GRT

C—type

14

64,000¥/GRT

85,0001/GRT

Pioneer-type

11

64,000!/GRT

78 .,000 ‘I/GRT

85,000?/GRT

(c)
There is an article
on " The design and
construction of the ships of the future" in the Motor
Ships,

written

by Mr.K.H. Paetow

of HDN.

HDWismmof

the most reputed shipbuilders in Germanyand provides
project managementto the ship of the future (sdz).
Wecan get an indication of costs for the automation
and labor-saving equipment additionally invested on
the sdz type of vessels (described in chapter-IV) from

the article.

Hr.Paetow compares sdz vessels with a 12 man
Germancrew with conventional vessels o{ 24 man-German

crew and concludes with the opinion that
additional investment for advanced technology
automation could be realized within four years.

the
and

B 2.2 Automation Cost AnalyIis:

Wecan roughly estimate from the above data that
it will cost an approximate additional one million USD
for the UHSclass and other medium level automation

the bridge and other sectors, and three million
highly automated vessel like the sdz.

8.2.3

on

for a

Manning Savings :
At present BSCvessels

are manned by an average

crew totally 45, which is not even in line with other
developing countries.
In the 19705, when developed
countries used to mannedtheir vessels with crews of
about

30/35 then we used to man them with

a crew of

50/55.
Since then fuel, labor, and other ship
operating costs have increased considerably.
Economic
competition in shipping has increased, technological
changes, automation, mechanization, and labor saving
shipboard equipment have resulted in a continual
reduction in the sizes of crews in the developed
countries and also in a lot of developing countries.
Todaythe average crew in recently built U.S or other
Europeanflag vessels totals 20 to 22. Similar North
European vessels are manned by crews of 12 to 16.
Recent high automated ships may operate with crews of

B to 10.

The Danish ship of the future is

certified

to be manned by a 6 man—crew.

Around 1980 BSCprocured

of a similar size
were UHS vessels.
vessels

four vessels

and capacity and out
But, the crew level

of QMSand non-UHS were the
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from Japan

of them two
of both the

same, 48 (LBC-55).

They did not even consider to take advantage of UHSbY
ONE0* DU’
reducing at least the manning level.

the m.v. Banglar Kakoli, a UHSclass vessel,

vessels,

made a recent

visit

( August 93 ) to Europe with a

crew of 45
OFFICERS

na§t.r
Chief Officer

Chief Engineer
Second Engineer

Secand o441cer

Third Engineer

Third Officer

Fourth Engineer

Cadet —- 3

Fifth Engineer

Radio Officer
Purser

Electrical

Engineer

RATINGS

Carpenter

Diesel Mechanic

Butler

Deck Serang
Sea Cunny - 3

Engine Serang
Electrician

Chief Cook
Second Cook

Laskor

Greaser

I — 3

Laskor ll - 3
Bhandary

-

3

B. S — 4

Fireman -

1

Laundry Man
Saloon Topas

Our vessels cannot operate in isolation because
shipping is an international industry. So, it has now
time to review our crew levels and to establish the
level considering our socio-economic condition,
otherwise we will not be able to build prototype
vessels or procure secondhand economically viable
vessels.
None of these vessels has a higher crew
capacity, though our government's policy is to create
m°re 595 °PDortunities.
However, in
Employment this will not only increase
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shipboard
the ship

-ldgn
costs because of a higher number of
Egcommogations, it will also curtail cargo carrYi"9
space and hence loss of revenue. Before establishing
crew levels, it is MYDDiniD"s "b9" "339" 9art5 °{ the
world can operate their vessels with an 18 - 20
mancrew then

why cannot

we run

our

same type of

vessels with at least crews of 35, provided we go for
automation to the level of UHS class and use some
labor saving equiPM9"t
Now, the question is, in this case, how much we
will be able to save? Reducing the number of junior
officers and ratings to 13 we will be able to save a
maximum of

80,000

USD per

year.

In

this

case

generally speaking, it will take more than 10 years to
recover the additional investment for the above
mentioned UHS vessels

and may be

more than 20 years.

This meansnot in the vessels life for the sdz type of

vessel.

6.3 Feasibility

of AutomatedVesse1s:

Then next decission is under above circumstances
whether we should

go for

automated vessels!

In

my

opinion the answer is yes, and apart from the benefits
and reliability of automation, mentioned in chapter 
VII, the additional reasons are:
- Investment for automation is not large compared to

the total cost of the vessel.
percent of the total cost.

It is within one

- Savings in crew reduction may not be remarkable.
But, an efficient managementI ship operator can get

other benefits and can reduce the ship operating

costs.

"aChi"EF¥ and equipment in automated vessels
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and

automation itself are moreefficient.

It has been

proved that sdz type vessels can save fuel only by
25%as compared to conventional vessels.
Maintenance and spare parts consumption is redued,
The

duty of national flag carriers is also to look

after the nations’ interest.

It facilities training

to the seafarers, whocan earn foreign exchange
later by serving foreign companies. So, if the
vessels’ automation is not up to the level of
international standards then how can they get proper
training and serve outside! As we have seen in the
past, our crews were occupying a big part of the
international shipping market since they were hard
working, obedient, and disciplined.
Now,
technological development has modernized the ships,
ship operation needs brains and know-how rather than
mussels. They lost the track since they could not
move with the wind.

It has been viewed that another way of surviving in
the shipping economic competition is to procure
secondhandvessels 5/6 years old. It is beneficial
for the developing nations because of their limited
resources as well as 5/6 years of running the
vessels equipment can be identified from the proven
technological point of view. Most of these vessels
are designed for their high level of automation and
require competent and skilled personnel to grasp the
technology. So, if we are not with the present
shipping trend, then we will be nowhere in the
economic competition.
If we consider the evolution of technological
revolution in the electronic world, we can find even
two decades before the vacuum tube was dominating

feature in electronic

components, even in our daily
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used articles.
If had not followed the trend of
technology then at this stage no manufacturer would
make equipment for

state transistor

us with such components.

A solid

is a hundred times cheaper than a

vacuum tube, and a micro processor

which may

dominate the next few years in the electronics world
is muchcheaper than a transistor, more efficient
and can perform more functions.
This is why the
price of electronic equipment is falling day by day
and becomingmore efficient.
The first
electronic
digital computer weighed over 30 tons and filled
several rooms. It required several thousand watts
of power to operate

and its maximumspeed was less

than 5,000 calculations per second. It cost
millions of dollars.
In contrast a tiny micro
computer chip that can sit on a finger tip is
approaching
1.000.000 calculations per
second,
operates on less power than a flash light, and
costs under 1000 USD.

Considering the above, if we are not with the
present trend of shipping technology, then no
manufacturer

will make equipment for our needs and

moreover it will not be cost effective.
If we want to
build a vessel 10 years later, at that time no
shipyard will be in a position to build a vessel
fitted with equipment which we are used to.
- Shipping also exchanges technology. Imported
technology might influence shipping supporting
industries as well as the industrial developmentof
the country.
Considering all the above views, in my Qpinign we
should go-a for medium level of automation for our
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vessels.
8.4 Modeof Autonstion:
Hy next function is to decide the mode of
technology or product which we should use to automate
our vessels.
In my opinion
it
should be

microprocessor based solid-state

products.

Devices using the latest technology are not
always immediately incorporated in maritime industrial
design when processes are
being automated.
The

additional factors are cost and proven reliability
which have often
the equipment.

led to more traditional

approaches in

Since the PC hardware is all solid state (no
movingparts) and the operation of the control logic
occurs in memory rather than with actual relays, the
problem of changes in the timing of relay contact
opening or closing is eliminated.
Such changes in
timing, which are common real relays,
may change
machine sequencing and cause unsafe operation.
In

contrast, a solid state memory is very reliable and
has a much longer life expectancy than a relay
contact. Electronic equivalents of electro-mechanical
sequencing drum timers, time-out timers and counters
also are built in to the controller and need only to
be programmed to be used.

No additional

hardware is

required.
This extra capability of a PC can often
simplify and improve the performance of the control
system without increasing cost.
PC controllers
perform the same function as
electro—mechanica1
relays, timers and counters, can perform mathematical

calculations,

can be easily

programmed rather

rewired and have a performance
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that

is

than

much more

reliable.
The

mechanical

or

electro—mechanical

logic) parts usually cause.

reliability

(relav

problems.

Either preventive maintenance or repair downtime must
be considered for the machine.

Electronic control does not totally eliminate
the mechanical or electro-mechanical parts,but reduces
the number significantly and improves reliability
accordingly.
As a result downtime is reduced and
time between preventive maintenance is
increased

greatly.
when proper

design margins are

included,

most

electronic failures or machinefailures can be traced
to solid state connections or cable connections.
Using integrated circuits where all components are
made at the same time on a slice of silicon with
uniform and standard processing, the inter connection
by solder connections and cables is greatly reduced.
Orders of magnitude improvement in reliability
occur

because of this fact.
Even though a new electronic

been used previously, the reliability

control has not

of individual

components ( which has an excellent history because
they have been manufactured for some time ) provides

an excellent foundation for a predicted reliability

the newcontrol.

of

The 'e1i3bi1itY Of a new family of integrated
circuits may be predicted based upon the proven

reliability

of similar types of integrated circuits
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mgdein the same process.

tn;

new product

which uses

Thus, the reliability

the new ID can also

predicted to provide confidence
product in the system.
Because of the

complexity

in using
of

the

of

be

new

microprocessor

systems it is normally not possible for the ship’s
personnel to trouble-shoot and
repair
faulty
components on printed circuit
cards.
PCs are
constructed

by

modules with

LEDs, which

clearly

indicates the status of the module.
Therefore
identification of replacement is easy for a ship’s
personnel.
This gives a new maintenance concept, the
maintenance by replacement. Moreover, the university
of PC systems

enables the same type of hardware

to be

utilized for several automated functions on the same
ship.
Therefore, one set of spare modules can serve
several systems.
Additionally: PC system spares,
which are just modules, are usually muchcheaper than
the spare cards required for special purpose computer
systems.

During procuring vessels we consider the life
as being 20 years, but many ships
built before 1965 are still
in use. Their control
time of a vessel

systems are mainly on a relay logic system and now
experiencing many problems with regard to efficiency,

reliability
and acquisition of spare parts.
I
believe, with the presently available microprocessor
based system we could have encountered all
problems easily at a moderate cost.

the above

So, considering all the above merits, in my
Opinion, we should go for microprocessor based solid
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state products for our future vessel's autDmati0"
8.5 Conclusion:

It was analyzed that we needed to take the
necessary steps immediately to go over to the UHS
class in the machinery space automation and medium
level of automation in the bridge to automate our
vessels.
The mode of automation should also be
microprocessor—.based solid state
products.
To
maintain and run these vessels economically and

efficiently it is necessary to impart training to our
ship personnel, improve shore repair facilities at
home, especially as most of our vessels make at least
3/4 calls in a year at home ports and stay for a
considerable period and moreover lighterage vessels
spend most of their time at Chittagong.
It is also
necessary to re-organize the technical and commercial
departments of the shore office so that they can
provide the required improved support. Finally it is
also necessary to establish crew levels on board the

vessels.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

9.1

Recommendations:

In the previous chapter
that

go for

automated

it

was analyzed

A medium
level
of automation,
like
the
UHS class
of
microprocessor based on solid state products, should
be used for automating our vessels. To run the vessel
efficiently and successfully we need to:

-

we should

vessels.

establish our crew level,
train our ships’ personnel,
improveshore repair facilities at home, and
re-organize the shore supporting system.

In this
chapter I present
improvethe above structures.

my recommendations

to

9.1.1 Specification on Automation of the vessel:
The automation of the

vessel should meet the following

general guidelines/requirements:
A centralized engine room and bridge control
system, meeting all
regulatory
requirements for
Unattended Machinery Space
operation,
shall
be
furnished providing integrated remote control and an
information display.
The plant
shall
respond
automatically to either bridge or engine roomthrottle
I34

con (r01 over the complete range of plant operations.

During all

cruising and maneuvering modes. the

integrated cnoine
'°°m c°"tr°l
system
Shall
continuouslv monitor all important tempefaturesu
pr.,5ur¢g, flows,
levels,
and electric
load

characteristics.

The automation equipment of the vessel shall
meet all the requirements of Unattended Machinery
Space (UMS I HO /

satisfy class

EU) as

described

in Chapter

requirements of the

V and

classification

society with whomthe vessel is classed.
The automation system shall be microprocessor
based with

a minimum of two CPU’s and a

hierarchial

design on a fully modular concept, distributed

control

system.

Onepart of the system shall be dedicated to the
control of the power generation plant / generator

control.
It shall, in a particular manner, be possible to
operate the ship in case of instrumentation and
control system failure.
Back up facilities
or
equivalent system shall be arranged to keep control of
all functions in case of automation system failure.
Back up facilities shall be provided for effective
local control of all
automatically controlled
functions.
Such local control shall be readily
transferable from automatic operation under emergency
conditions.
In case

of

bass

communication

breakdown,

a

separate group alarm shall be installed in the control
room. The group alarm shall indicate the individual
local process station in the alarm. Separate hand
wiring shall be installed for this group alarm.
The system shall

be arranged

with

a double

independent bus cable or coaxial system to facilitate
reciprocal redundancy between units.
The individual
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cab1I 5 shall be routed separately from each other
_
_
protected both against
fire
and mech an:.ca1
damage The cable shall be of a hioh temPerat”re tVpe
making it possible to operate as 1on9 35 P0551515
during a fire.
Any fault in the bus communication
shall give the alarm and a diagnostic system shall
identify the problem and the location. The iﬂSta11Ed
gquipmentshall be able to operate continuously in the
environmentwhere it is installed.
Power supply systems shall have redundancy. Any
bus

and be well

channel that utilizes
a current signal shall be
constructed with an individual electronic current
limitation device. The system’s diagnostic system
shall be able to identify and locate faults such as
overload, earth fault, etc. downto the individual
channel.
The control system design shall allow automatic
plant operation across the full operating range with
variables maintained at their set values. All control
loops shall be capable of manual operation from a
manual loading station incorporated in the process
station. Control valves will be equipped with manual
handwheel and by-pass.

An electronic

positioner

converter associated

with pneumatic positioner may be used.
In case of power failure or re-connection on
process station used for digital commandthe output
command shall not
change.
The system shall be
designed and well documented for trouble shooting and
easy maintenance. The system shall report alarms and

events on separate printers.
Computer Aided Performance

Analysis

(CAPA), or

its equivalent performance analysis system suitable
for the type of main engine fitted, shall be installed
as a dignostic tool for monitoring and maintaining
9"9iﬁE PET*DFmanCe- The system provision
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shall

be

th.r. to get ¢ng1neperformance values required for
diagnostication which can be entered into the computer
..nu.11y by the ship’: engineer from the normal engine
monitoring System. The software program shall be used
in a

PC with r1s—oos or PC-DDS operating

should not require more than

5Y'-'~te"' 3"“

a 2HBharddisk.

It Shall

be possible to easily store an alarm and to transfer
this data to an IBM compatible PC. It shall be
possible to define and modify display and report
format: by ships staff in to the PC.
The PC and all

for transfer to,
The PC shall

necessary software

and hardware

and editing the PCshall be supplied.

be equipped

with the

following minimum

standards:
CPU:

4BbDN—33Mhz,4MB RAM, 120MB hard

ports, one printer
Super VGAgraphics,
mouse.

disk,

2 serial

port, one mouse port, monitor 
MS-DOS6,

Microsoft

Windows and

All motors in the propulsion, power generation
and domestic system such as FWhydrophore circulation
and pressure pumps, gray and black water sewage pumps

etc. shall be controlled and monitored by the system.
In addition a manual centralized
back-up control
system for selected equipment shall be installed to

facilitate

running if faults

occur in the automation

system.
The systems concerned are the systems for ME
and AE (L0, CW, FD) critical
for the operation
of
machinery. Full redundancy shall be planned for all
standby systems both with regard to the main power
supply and the control system.
Each motor in pump

Dairs shall

be controlled

Control Stations

(PCU).

of motzrs for electric

from

different

Process

The programmable group start

motors related

to propulsion

shouldﬂarranged.
None- of the installed
equipment shall
be
affected by the use of any of the ship’s communication
18?

systems.

The instrumentation for monitoring, alarms and
control, including motor and valve control. shall be
separate
micro-processor
based systems with 3
distributed configuration and shall be monitored by a
minimumof two independent

CPUs.

The system shall be able to distinguish between

short

circuit/earth/break

in

sensor

cables

for

narmglly open contacts
(pressure
switches-flow
switches-temperature
switches-level
switches
breakers).
The fault finding shall be explained in
comprehensive and easy

to

read

manuals.

diagram or equivalent representation

listing
media

A flow

and a program

of control logic shall be supplied. Suitable
such

as

EPROHS or

hard

disk

with

back

up

programs shall also be supplied.

It shall be possible to easily distinguish
betweencritical or non-critical alarms on the screen.
Critical alarms are in this case defined as alarms
where immediateattention is required.

Identification

of critical

and non-critical

alarms is possible by use of color differentiation
an equivalent solution.

or

Alarms shall be blocked at normal stop
machinery.
Listing
of blocked alarms shall

of
be

available.

The setting

of alarm

parameters

for

each

individual point shall be possible by the ships staff.
The alarms shall include, but not limited to, the
following:
1. One high alarm and one low alarm on all analog

channels.
Transmitter out of range.
3. Time delay adjustable up to 60 seconds.

N
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For FN/LO/SW/F0the

temperature

control

loOP5

shall be a part of the automation system using PID
controllers
in by-pass control.
Three-HEY V31Ve5
shall be used
Q11 94

the

primary

monitoring

and

CDﬂtVD1

gquipment associated with the cargo refrigeration
systems shall be located within the engine control
room. This will include the monitoring and control
gquipment associated
with the refrigerated
cargo
stowed in the holds as well as the refrigerated
cargo
stowed in the on-deck reefer containers.
Instrumentation:
All instrumentation and related equipment shall
be of a design and construction proven in marine
service and be obtained from internationally
well
knownmarine suppliers.
Each element to be able to
withstand the different environment and temperature to
which it will be exposed.
Great care shall be taken with regard to

calibration/checking facilities.

Zero, calibration

and set point adjustment shall be easily accessible
with the sensing device in its location and sensing
position.
Calibration and test procedures for the various
systems and equipment shall be described in detail.
All level indication signals shall be available
with the possibility to set both high and low level
alarm with time delays.
Valves and pump motors in the various systems
mentioned under the level indication section shall be
connected to the central
monitoring system for
monitoring and control.
A bilge pumping system shall have an arrangement
where the” closing of individual suction valves is
controlled by the alarm mobrey, and the pump is
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automatically stopped whenthe last valve closes
9.1.2 Manning Level :

In

The next step is
paragraph 8.2.3

to consider the manning level.
I have tried
to explain

circumstances under which we need to review
our
vessels manninglevel.
It is not always true that reducing manpower
will decrease quality of maintenance or hamper

shipboard operations or increase ship operation costs.
I have gone through an article
on “Nine years’
experience with low manned vessels and future low
manned concept" by Hr.Bengt Olofsson.
He was ship
manager of H/S Transatiantic,
a Swedish owned company.
In 1977 they

procured

HS Trebeland

a 33,000 DNT RD/RU

vessel and manned by a 16-mancrew. They expected

that

with reducing the crew, maintenance, repairs and other
ship operational costs would increase.
The actual
result showed that not only the personnel costs were
reduced but other costs as well.
The maintenance,
spare parts and repair costs, including dry docking,
showedthe following development:
i979 00
II'I‘lI|IA‘l'ID 0.3V7 0.117

(calculated 5
veare average
at ereseet etaoe
0.360 ellllull

ll
0.030

02
I3
00
05
I5
I veare average.
0.066 0.0I2 0.505 0.532 0.53
0.070

IHD II!!! 91

Inilatl-\ each
VICP.)

$11.1

0.130 0.1

0.304 0.270 0.$0

0.210 0.190 0.305

The actual cost became halé of that
and in fact lower than they had assumed if

0.22

calculated
the vessel

had been running with a 24 man-crew. At the same time
they made‘ a savings of 400,000 USD / year (103
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U59/ton) .5 bunker cost. The vessel was planned off
htfed during 8 years for only 17.8 days for drY
docking and 13.3 hours per year as unplanned off-hire.
Evpry man is important in a small crew and this
improves the working morale as well as the general
quality of the crew. The detailed calculation of man
hours was worked out and discussed by the senior

officers.

This resulted

everybody knew the

in good pre-planning,

expected work load.

where

Shortage of

manpowermade it necessary to establish priorities
such as avoiding unnecessary work; more condition
based
running
hour-actual
experience
based
maintenance;
simplifying
routines;
minimizing
paperwork.
Priority given to equipment, which can
cause off—hire in the case of failure.
Only failures
or deviations from normal operations are reported to
the head office.
Goodcargo planning, i.e trying to
get optimum trim with minimum ballast
quantity;
preplanning of the voyage and continuous follow-up to
cover distance between two ports could reduce fuel
consumption. Seminars for all officers held once a
year when fuel efficiency, running cost etc are
evaluated and discussed.
On the successful operation
of HSTrebeland they have taken on another project,
Rp/Lo51.500 DWTvessel. Theoretically they believe it
could be run with about 6-8 persons, with a full scale
test of a crew 10 to 12 persons.
In this decade it is really inconceivable to run
our vessel with crews of 48. It is high time to turn
our attention to establishing safe and required crew
levels considering our country's techno-socio-economic
condition.

9.1.2.1 Establishing CrewLevels:

In establishing

safe and required crew levels
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,0, th. cguntry'| fleet,

the government/ministry/

authority concerned and the shipping industry need
to consider demands on the crew, each vessels
technology, level of automation, type of service,
crew skills,
and quality
of
management and
management programs
A committee
was formed

by the

National

Research Council, U.S.A to establish
safe crew
levels.
They developed a functional model for task
analysis and evaluated it by applving it to data
from two actual ships.
The model proved easy to
use, comprehensive and accurate.
with further
development it
could be used by the maritime
administration of the developing countries and by
the shipowners and operators
to determine,
systematically and reliably,
the minimum manning
levels for a variety of ship types and operating
conditions.
Additional work, for example, would
make it more robust and flexible and would add risk
or hazard analysis information.
The
thorough assessment
of
shipboard
functions and tasks permitted by the model would be

practically

useful to the maritime administrations

of the country in setting manning levels.
An
initial determination of crew requirements could be
madeusing the model with data from expert opinions,
and then confirming, during sea trials, by entering
actual voyage data into the model.

9.1.2.1.1 Shipboard Task Analysis:
Shipboard task analysis can be carried out
beginning with a requirements analysis to determine
the mission and functional requirements of present
and future_systems to help identify the tasks that
must be supported. Next, a task analysis identifies
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the tasks presently performed and those to be
performed in the future. During the task analysis a
man-machine trade off study is to be performed to
determine

which

tasks

will

and which by machines.

be

DEF*DFmEdDY PE°P1E

The next

step

is

an

organizational analysis to determine how the human
and machine tasks of the future will be supported in
the organization.
A software analysis then focuses
on the information processing requirements of the

tasks allocated to machines to determine. Finally,
a hardware analysis is to be performed to identify
the appropriate hardware.
9.1.2.1.2

A Functional Model for Assessing

Crew

Levels:
A task analysis can be done in line with the
committee’s model to determine safe manning levels.
The model used a taxonomy of 10 general functions,
broken down in to subfunctions that describe all
aspects of shipboard operations across a broad
spectrum of cargo, ship, and voyage types(Table

9.1).
The general skill and time required to
perform these functions are then determined to yield
qualitative
and quantitative
minimum manning
requirements.
The model can be applied to two actual vessels
of the developing countries/BSC to code two sets of
data of actual maintenance/engineering and summarize
deck operations to be developed by the
ships
officers over a period of 2/3 years.
Ten major shipboard functions identified in

table 9.1 are cargo, ballast,
navigation, main
e"9ine operations,
general operations,
general
administrations, and catering functions.
Data can
be collected from two of the vessels of the
type and ‘t3DBCitY (sister vessels)
for
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same
each

function, subfunction,
each three

and sub-subfunction, and for

tYPI5 °‘

V°V°9e phases

-at

dock’

transiting restricted waters, and at sea. The time
it takes to perform any specific function is to be
rgcarded

for the range

times) and for

the

(i.e the minimumand maximum

average time required.

maximum number of people

required

function at any specific time is

to perform

The
the

to be recorded,

glong with number of persons of any given skill
level required. For example if the average time for
a given function (such as loading cargo) is four
hours,
and one person of a given skill

qualification(a

licensed deck/engineer officer, for

example) works on the function

full

another of the sameskill classification
for two hours, 1.5 would be entered as

time,

while

is required
the number of

people of that skill classification required to
perform that function.
Five general skill
classifications
can be used:
1icensed(N1) and
unlicensed(N2) deck personnel;
licensed(E1) and
unlicensed(E2) engineering personnel; and steward’s
department personnel(G).
Any task that must be done in conjunction with
the specific task is also to be noted. Where the
manningrequirements for a specific function under

restricted visibility are greater than those in good
visibility (for example,while transiting restricted
waters), the restricted visibility required is to be
recorded.
Abovethe function coding portion of the
form, spaces are provided for indicating whether
tasks are mandatoryor discretionary for the given
time periods, and whether they are intended to be
performed by the ship’s crew or by a riding crew.
To determine the manning requirements, the
5hiP Vbyage profile and operating conditions are
first specified.
For each shipbound function, the
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average time required
to be recorded is
then
multipliid by its frequency of occurrence per
Vgygge. This data is then to be multiplied by the
numberof persons of a given skill classification
needed to perform the function.
This gives the
total amount of time required by persons of a given

skill

classification

to

perform that

specific

function during the voyage. Dividing this figure by
the total number of voyage days yields the average
time per day required for that function.
Dividing
this

number by the average

number of

true working

hours per
day per person in that
skill
classification gives the numberof persons required
per day.
In the validation studies an 8-hour
working day may be used as a base time.

This procedure

can be replaced

for

each

function and skill classification.
For each skill
classification,
the total numbers of persons per
day required across all functions yields the total
numberof persons of that skill required to operate
the vessel safely and to support the requisite
shipboard workload. Summing-up these total across
all five skill classifications(N1, N2; El, E2, and
6) yields the total manning requirement for that
ship, that voyage profile, and that set of given
operating conditions.
Based on the two validation studies,
it
appears that simply adding the data across all
phases provides an accurate estimate of the minimum
manning requirements for a particular ship.
The
data can also be calculated for different phases of
the VOYRQE
(Kn dock, transiting restricted water, at
sea)
to determine if different voyage phases
require different manninglevels.
9.1.2.1.3

EmergencyConditions:
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The procedure described above applies
to
operating conditions only.
Based on expert
gpinions manning requirements can be determined to
fight shipboard fires and deal with emergencies.
This may require larger crews than normal operations
on some highly automated ships.
This analysis
requires estimating both the manning required for
n ormjl

operating the ship while the fire is being fought
and those for actually fighting the fire.
The procedure may help us to find out the safe
crew level of a particular vessel.
The maritime
administration
and shipping industry
of the
government department concerned may consider demands
of the crew, quality
of
management, management

program, government policy

etc. above that level

to

establish the crew level.
9.1.3 Training Shipboard Personnel:
The next job is to develop our shipboard
personnel skills.
This can only be achieved by
imparting appropriate training on them so that, they
can run, operate, and maintain the mode and level of
automation as described earlier.
According to the present regulations
of IMO
and the national regulatory body, presently one
senior watch keeper of the vesselsﬁtertified.
But,

one cannot classify the courses for the certificates
of competencyas proper "training".
They are very
concentrated in content and time, and basically
enable candidates to prove to the examiner that he
is competent and able to
hold a more senior
Position... During shipboard training many important
aspects are commonlylearned by role, owing to lack
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tjm. 9 experience and the personal cost to the
o;
candidate
The outcome is often that they do not

really understand
profession.

certain

subjECt5

0‘

their

with the increased use of microprocessor based

solid-state electronic technology and centralized
instrumentation and control
system for ship’s
machinery, the future demand for traditionally
trained

ship

personnel will

requirements will

arise

for

be much reduced

a

and

new technologist

having a broad knowledge of fundamental principles
and an understanding of their application to a wide

variety of problems associated with the present
marine automation system.
Considering this the
objectives of the training will be:
- To familiarize the crew with automation system of
new technology.
—To develop crew skill.

- To run the plant to give maximumefficiency.

- To maintain the plant to give highest possible
availability

(HTBF/

MTBF+ HTTR) in order to

keep vessel’s schedule and company’s reputation.
- To reduce spare parts costs.
- To reduce maintenance and repair costs.

The training can be organized in three phases:
(a) Shipboard training.
(b) Workshoptraining.
(c) Simulator training.
Host of the reputed
automation equipment
manufacturers have an arrangement for theoretical
and practical laboratory training.
They arrange
these kinds of training at their manufacturing
plants for their customers. Wecan avail of these

opportunities to train our selected high caliber
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I hgpboard and office technical personnel.
A special
agreement on the above can be 5i9"ed “it” the
automation equipment manufacturer
through
the
.hipY.,d during vessel procuring.
These personnel
afterwards can train the remaining Officers in
phases on board the vessel and in the 35C "Brine
Workshop.
A training
schedule can be Prepared

considering length of sea service of the officers,
availability of them and trainer at sea and on shore
and the training capacity
of the workshop.
Theoretical and practical automation training should
cover at least a few basic outlines:
—Instrumentation Technology : Pressure, liquid
level, flow, temperature, time, speed, vacuum and
other physical and chemical properties measurement

technique.

Electricity and electronic: electric safety,
electrical principles, operation of D.C, A.C

circuits, solid state technology, electronic
components,integrated circuits, microprocessor,
operational amp1ifiers,operation of electronic
circuits, logic and logic circuits and gates.
- Automationand control system: electrical relay lo
logic control, pneumatic control, hydraulic
control and combination of two or more of them;
programmable controller and programming; computer
and computer control system; data transmission and

display.

In chapter II, I spoke about the maritime
training institute of mycountry. Chittagong Marine
Academyis the only officer training institute in
the

country and it is

a branch

of NHU. But, the

Institute is not in a position to buy an expensive
training aid like a simulator from their own funds.
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sh;

ing companies, the ultimate

acagﬂmy and our government can

beneficial of the

help the

academy in

this respect. Provisions can be madewhile procuring
a vessel from foreign assistance / loans at lower

interest rates or grants from friendly doner
countries under bilateral agreements. Ship handling
and engine room simulators can be a vital tool for
training ships’ personnel.
Basic operational
training on shipboard equipment can be imparted
during pre—sea training to the cadets in the
academy. Advancedoperational training to the mid

level officers before appearing for the certificate
of competency examination and economy and optimizing

studies training to get the maximumefficiency of
the shipboard equipment can be imparted to the

senior-most officers.
9.1.4 Shore Repair Facilities:
repair

In Chapter II, I have highlighted the present
facilities of mycountry.
Wedo not have

exact repair and servicing facilities

to handle

precision jobs like automation. Private workshops
are also not in a position to carry out any
repair/servicing
of
automation
systems
of

electric/electronic,

hydraulic, pneumatic, or a

combination of any of them. In general, private
investment is very shy in the country and it is very
much so in the ship- repair industry since the
market is very limited.
In this respect BSCMarine
"°'k5h°Do as a part
of an enterprise of the
government, can come forward to

take

up this

challenging project with their routine repair
In this case expenditure like establishing
"°'k5hDD can be minimized.

technicaf

department

BSC’s afloat

in the office
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new

jobs.
a new

as well as

and

marine

orkehop itself has good expertise in the marine
:5.1d
Only, it is needed to train them in this
specialized field and this can be done, as I said
before, by the automation equipment manufacturers’
in-house training facilities which can be availed to
train a selected number of personnel. Some of them
will work in the workshop to develop a new branch of

repair and servicing facilities

of the automation

control system.
The complexity of a microelectronic

makes it
faulty

difficult
components.

to trouble-shoot
But,

it

system

and repair
provides

new

opportunities for internal self-checking facilities
which automatically locate hardware faults, for
repair by replacement.
This brings a new repair
concept in to light, the repair by replacement, and
it is also cost effective.
The workshopneed not
have a spare parts stock of these microelectronic
componentsto handle repair jobs of controllers of
the automation system.
They can use ships’ stock
and moreover in case of emergency these can be flown
from the maker since
these
are
light
and
interchangeable.
However, the main effort of the
workshop will have to put to the understanding of

the automation process and input/output device i.e
sensors and actuators.
Hydraulic and pneumatic
control media fault, and specially finding out the

cause of efficiency lowering, requires extra skill.
I believe workshop personnel will gain these
during their training with the maker as well
practical point of view.
9.1.5 Shore Support:

skills
from a

Somebody asked me, “Is it possible to run
Vour vessels with
20-25 man-crews, when similar
V
'
.
essels are run with
a crew of six".
Myanswer "35
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my.’ 94 course, it's possible when one man can f1Y
to the moonor even a do9 (13ik3’"- B”t' the thing
is when one man is flying to the moonthere are
thousands of people on the ground supporting him
Goodcontrol is the key to success everywhere.
To
run automation successfully good control is needed

.5 ugll as well

support from the ship operators

office.
At this moment I am not advising to go for
Ship Board Management System, since,
it is a new

concept for us and it will not be effective until
our techno-socio-economic condition is
improved.
However,our present ship operation system in the
office can be modernized and re-arranged according
to the requirements of the present technology.
Communication is at the heart of the shipping
business, but, still we communicatewith the rest of
the world and even domestically by telex; the old,
time-consuming and expensive media of communication.
Ships communicate with our London office by telex
via expensive shore radio stations and the same is
retransmitted to our Chittagong head office by

telex.
to

It is a hindrance for our agents and clients

communicate with

us

by telex

and we are

the

ultimate bearer of these expensive expenses.
Nowadaysthe computer permits fast information
transmission between ships, shipping companies, and
agents for the efficient planning, organization and
implementation of strategic and technical ship’s
operation. The communication module permits data to
be exchanged in
a protected mode,
at high
transmission speeds and thus, at lower costs than

conventional systems like telex.
It permits
information, for example, to be extracted
or
transmitted directly via the satellite
and PTT
network:
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complete cargo configuration,
order transactions resulting from the servicing
and maintenance modules.

- data of the ships log stored via electronic log
management.

In this system access to the datavbases of the ship,
shipping company or agent’
is protected against
access by unauthorized persons. It is also possible
to issue communication jobs or check pending JDb5
directly via the communication module provided in

the standard operation interface.
We can
go for
installing
communication

system

implementation

of the

System

(GHDSS)on board

with

the

the

said

mandatory

Global Maritime Distress
our vessels.

The initial

investment may be a little
higher in this respect,
its return can be achieved within a short period.
This will:
- reduce communication expenses,
—provide better communication and support from the

office to the ship,
- improve communication between ship, office,

and

the clients,
- provide better maintenance philosophy and keep the
schedule in time for maintaining a good reputation
in the business,
- reduce maintenance and spare parts cost, and
improvethe safety of the vessel.

It is high time for

us to introduce

computers

for automating our office to some degree.
Many
people have an unfounded fear
that
"office
automation" means "loss of jobs", when just the

opposite is often true.

In fact,

lack of automation

to some_degree may put people out of work.
If a
companycannot compete economically because of lower
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productivity from the office due to improper maﬂual
date handling,they will be forced to lay of?
personnel

or even close down.

Nowadays more than

702 of office employees are spending all their time
in normal typing and retvpino. record keeping and
upd.tin9 manually. I believe the present employees
can do a largenvolume

of work,

can keep track

in

every corners especially
where more financial
involvements are and can perform better
and
challenging jobs while improving personal ability
with the introduction of computers in the office.
So, the organizational set-up of the operation
department of technical and commercial section of
the office also needs to be rearranged with the
implementation
communication

of a computer
system
.

and computer-based
I believe
good

communication at the heart of the shipping business
and office computerization is its blood. Wemust go
for that if we want to survive in the present
shipping hard economic competition.

9.2 Conclusion:
In the present increased shipping economic
competition and depressed world economy, increased

ship operating costs,
coupled with stringent
international
requirements
for
safety
and
environmental protection, marine automation is the
only solution.
It improves system efficiency,
increased sensitivity,
accuracy and consistency;
processes experience less wear, less maintenance and

havegreater reliability.
Like all other developed nations we also need
to take advantage of all these benefits because:

- They reduce ship operating costs.
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_ Equipmentreliability

and safeties increase.

_ 1he present trend in shipbuilding is toward a high
degree of sophisticated automation.
Equipment
manufacturers have also employed microprocessor
based solid state technology to automate their
equipmentsince it is cheaper, simple, reliable and
space saving.(ln
my opinion after this
decade
conventional relay logic technology to automate a
marine process will be of no use.)
- As potential
shipowners embark on purchasing
secondhand ships, they are of low fixed operating
cost

(FOC) and

economy.

are equipped with

However,

most

of

them

a good amount of automation and'ha

latest technological equipment. To run and maintain
them we need to gain experience.
- Properly trained manpower with the
present
technology can be economical and productive to both

the country's
manpower to

shipping industry
the

developed

and

nations

can supply
which

are

This will

set

the pace for
technological
development
improvementin shipping related industries.

and

currently experiencing a shortage.

Keeping in mind all the above we need to go for
due planning
and adapt
a policy on "Vessel
Automation" considering the:

- intended service of the ship,
-

intended manning arrangement,
type of propelling machinery,
ship maintenance policy,
techno-socio—economiccondition of the country,
classification society and national regulation,1n&
Ship sale value.

The Dlan may be included in
plan“ for vessel procurement.

the next

"five

year

In

my opinion

we need to

vessels for the machinery space

go for

UHS class

automation and
medium level of automation on the bridge and the
mode of automation should be microprocessor-based

solid state electronics.
vessels we also need to

for.
-

To run and maintain these
adapt a policy beforehand

establishing our crew levels,
training our shipboard personnel,
improvingshore repair facilities, and
reorganizing our vessel support system from the
shore office.

Hy recommendations(Chapter-ix),
be be taken into account.
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in this regard,

may
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APPENDIX- 1
OFFICER OF THE WATCH ON THE BRIDGE ALONE AT NIGHT

Historical background
January 1988

. Germany undertakes trials under the German flag.

October 1988

. United Kingdom informs IMOof the start of night assessment

tests
. NB;Tests contrary to the IMO STCWConvention. but an

observer attends sea trials.
January 1989

. IMObegins work on drafting provisional guidelines.
. United Kingdom begins testing on two small sh; ps of less
than 1 600 grt in NWEurope, for coastal navigation, manned
by crews of 8 or 9.

December 1989

. United Kingdom report to IMOon phase 1 of trials; results
considered acceptable by the United Kingdom.

January 1990

. Publication of Bureau Veritas Rules for CNCmark. which do
not exclude night watch by a single officer. if vigilance support
is provided to supplement the dead—mandevice.

September 1990

. IMOrevises its provisional guidelines and decides to include
the question on its research programme, until assessment of
sea trials is completed (at a date postponed from 1991 to
1993).
. An instruction from MSChenceforth requires the human
factor to be taken routinely into account in all IMOwork.
. Following its proposal. France is invited by IMOto present a
vigilance monitor, of higher quality than the dead—mandevice.

May 1991

. IMOdecides to continue work on the subject until 1994. with
the following re mits:
- to analyse reports received from participating governments
(at the time United Kingdom,Germany. Denmark. Norway and
Vanuatu);
- decide to what extent the human factor should be taken into
account;
- to revise provisional guidelines to make them permanent,
then to draft an [M0 Resolution;
- to amend the 1978 SICW Convention, so that tests can be
Carried

out legally.

al,l.<z«,Wl_l3_O_%ii:n1gtit,i:zei:e’r,ii’1ir:e’ci.

. Denmark announces the start of experiments on two
sophisticated ships.
. Norwegian request to authorise OMBOon oil. gas and

chemical tankers is turned down.
June I991

. French proposal on a vigilance monitor and duplication of
radionavigation systems with mutual surveillance.

August 1991

. Denmark informs that new tests will be performed on 6
ships for delivery in 1992. of 17 000 grt, operated by deck
officers who have received training on simulators.

July 1991

September 1991

. IACSsets up an ad/70¢‘ OMBOgroup_to draw up unified

rules, with the participation of 11 l'ﬂ.C,9'members.
. 37th session of IMO S/C NAV:

- French proposals to be taken into account in any
amendment of the test guidelines;
- United,States memo by Navigation Safety Advisory Council
concerns:
. required level of experience for OOW;
. night vision;
. length of watches;

. need for properly integrated navigation systems.
February 1992

IECcommittee TC 80. on navigation instruments, sets Up079,
with the task of producing a safety and type—testing standard
relevant to integrated navigation systems.

April 1992

. German report to IMOon experiments carried out on board
22 container ships. involving 23 485 watches, including 132
interrupted watches.

December 1992

. OMBOad/ioc Group findings approved by the IACSCouncil.
. Amendment to the STCWConvention. asapproved, comes
into.I‘orce*.méamngwhat 11$-ttt*(9FlB0tests can now be carried
out in full conformity to IMOResolutions.

Source: Bureau Veritas
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